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Abstract

This thesis examines the socio-economic transition from foraging to farming in
Bruce County, Ontario which culminates with the appearance ofthe NodweU village. The
near complete excavation ofthis site determined that the NodweU village had both the
fonn (settlement pattern) and contents (material culture and subsistence remains)
representative ofa small-scale farming community, and was therefore distinct from the
earlier forager habitations in the region. As recently as AD 1000 this region was occupied
by mobile hunter-gatherers who followed an annual cycle, inhabiting numerous smaIl sites,
in nuclear family units. This strategy allowed the foragers ofBruce county to exploit
various natural resources throughout the region during the course ofthe year. In contrast,
the Nodwell village was occupied by a much more sedentary community ofpeople, living
in extended family groups, and producing domesticated crops. This transition occurred in
a maximum of350 years.

Until recently, this transition was explained using a migration model which
suggested that an intact horticultural community had migrated into Bruce county in the
mid-fourteenth century and replaced the indigenous foragers. However, this model has
become increasingly controversial. Primarily, the migration model over-simplifies the
process ofculture change by suggesting that culture change is short-tenn process, initiated
from the outside. As a result, this model fails to explore adequately the complex
historical, cultural, regional and ecological context in which this event occurred.
Furthennore, by failing to situate the appearance ofthe Nodwell village into historical
context this model was unable to negate the possibility that the transition from foraging to
farming was initiated locally.

In contrast, this dissertation re-evaluates the transition within a much broader
historical and regional framework and demonstrates that the socio-economic transition
from foraging to fanning in Bruce county was a long-term process influenced by events
occurring internally, at the local level, and externally, through inter-cultural interaction.

The process ofchange from foraging to farming wiU no doubt vary in other
regions, but the historical approach used here provides a valuable explanatory framework
which can be applied in other regions and will help to highlight the diversity ofcultural
behaviour in prehistory.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION AND THEORETICAL CONTEXT

Introduction

Understanding the expansion offarming and the process of regional culture change

which occurs with the economic shift from food collection to food production has been a

primary focus ofarchaeological inquiry for many years. This dissertation investigates the

process ofsocio-economic change from foraging to farming by focussing on a specific

situation in Bruce county, Ontario. In this region, the transformation from foraging to

farming culminated with the appearance ofthe Nodwell village site during the 14th

century (Figure 1).

The NodweU village is a Late Woodland village located on the Lake Algonquin

strandline in southern Bruce county. The near complete excavation and excellent

preservation ofthis village revealed a settlement pattern distinct from that observed at any

ofBruce county's earlier Middle Woodland period habitations. The most recent ofthe

absolute dates taken from Middle Woodland sites in this region dates that occupation to

the 10th century (Finlayson 1977:228). Relative dating ofthe Nodwell village via ceramic

typology places the occupation ofthis village in the mid 14th century (Wright 1974).

1



Figure 1. Location of Bruce County and the Nodwell Site.
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Details ofthe internal settlement pattern from the Nodwell site suggest this village was

occupied by a sedentary farming community and thus represents a dramatic shift in

regional socio-economic organization away from the mobile foraging strategy practised by

earlier populations. This dramatic change occurred over a maximum of350 years.

The current explanation ofhow this transformation took place assumes that a

horticultural population from the east migrated into Bruce county in the 14th century and

settled at the Nodwell village site with an intact socio-economic system based on smaII

scale village farming which was distinctly different from that employed by the indigenous

population (Wright 1974). While this model accounts for the obvious changes in

settlement and subsistence behaviour reflected in the archaeological record, the migration

theory on which this explanation is based over-simplifies the process ofculture change.

Primarily, this model intimates that culture change is a rapid, short-term process, initiated

from the outside. As a result, the migration model does not adequately explore the

complex historical, cultural, regional or ecological context in which this event occurred,

nor does it address the role ofthe indigenous foraging population in structuring either the

migration or the subsequent adaptation ofthese immigrants. Furthennore, by failing to

situate the appearance ofthe Nodwell village into the local historical context, this model

lacks the sophistication to negate the possibility that the socio-economic transition

represented by the Nodwell village may have been initiated locally.

In contrast, the historical framework employed in this dissertation situates the

Nodwell village within a much broader historical and regional context and demonstrates
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how the process ofsocio-economic change developed diachronically. By situating the

transition from foraging to farming in Bruce county into a regional framework I

demonstrate that the socio-economic transition in Bruce county represented by the

Nodwell village was part ofa long-term process influenced by events occurring both

internally, within the local region, and externally, through inter-cultural interaction.

Therefore, the historical approach utilized in this research allows for a comprehensive re

evaluation ofthe transition from foraging to farming in this region which incorporates an

active role for the indigenous foraging population into the explanation. The introduction

ofa new socia-economic system in Bruce county is shown to be part ofa larger system of

social change and one which is structured by both external and local populations.

The Expansion of Food Production: Colonization Models

The simple model of 'neolithic' (small-scale horticulturalist) colonization of

southern Bruce county offered by Wright (1974) is not unlike the colonization models

which have dominated attempts to explain the transition to farming and the expansion of

this socio-economic strategy in other parts ofthe world (Ammerman and Cavalli-Sforza

1971; Beny and Berry 1986). Colonization models give little credence to the in-situ

transition from foraging to farming and instead attempt to link rapid changes in regional

subsistence patterns, and the socia-cultural factors associated with food production, with

regionally specific farming cultures which migrated out from their homelands to colonize

new areas (Matson 1991).
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The identification offarming settlements is central to any discussion of 'neolithic'

colonization. These settlements are most often distinguished by a set ofsocia-cultural and

economic traits which occur with cross-cultural regularity in simple, non-hierarchical

farming communities (Fried 1968; Sahllns and Service 1960; Steward 1955; White 1959).

Material correlates ofthese traits are then sought in the archaeological record.

Cross-cultural ethnographic research suggests that non-hierarchical food producers

exhibit particular socio-cultural behaviours which are strongly linked to decreased group

mobility brought about by a need to care for and control predictable resources such as

domestic crops and animals (Eder 1984; Gregg 1988:27; Kelly 1992). Associated with

this process ofsedentarization is a set ofbehavioural characteristics including the

accumulation ofproperty, the storage ofsurplus resources, greater face-to-face group

contact, defined group boundaries and territoriesl' uniIineal kin reckonin& and greater

internal organizational mechanisms to resolve conflict without group fissioning (Bender

1978; Gregg 1988; SahIins 1972; Spielmann 1991a).

Archaeoiogicallyl' it is difficult to correlate these aspects ofsocia-cultural

behaviour with sparse material remains. Howeverl' Rafferty (1985: 128-136) argues that

settlement pattern is the most important and decisive indicator ofsedentisml' usually

associated with resource domestication, that is visible to archaeologists. Archaeological

evidence for sedentism includes site aggregation, durable dwelling structures capable of

providing housing and private space to several families, the non-random placement of

structuresl' storage features, middens, as well as consumer durables and personal items
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inside houses (Chapdelaine 1993:184-187; Cn'bb 1991; Gilman 1987; Hitchcock 1987;

Kelly 1992; Kent 1989a: 134; Rafferty 1985: 128-132). Occasionally, these items may be

associated with sedentary hunter-gatherer societies. Therefore, archaeological indicators

ofsmall-scale village fanning also include access to appropriate soils, tool technology

necessary for the production and processing ofdomesticates, and botanical or faunal

evidence ofdomestic crops and anirnals(Chapdelaine 1993; VenclI986:48).

Colonization models must be able to demonstrate not only that farming settlements

existed but also determine why and how cneolithic' populations expand into new

territories. It is believed that simple 'neolithic' societies were forced into a pattern of

continuous expansion because early farming technology rapidly depleted soil fertility.

Furthennore, population growth in both new and old communities exhausted. locally

occurring natural resources (Ammennan and Cavalli-Sforza 1971; Clark 1980; Gregg

1991:205; Heidenreich 1971; Sutton 1996; VenclI986:46-47). The homogeneity of

material culture, architectural style and village organization throughout huge regions,

combined with absolute dates from individual sites demonstrates the colonization ofnew

territory by a basal population or culture, in what is referred to as a wave ofexpansion

(Ammennan and Cavalli-Sforza 1971; Clark 1980; Dennell 1983; Gregg 1988; Vencl

1986).
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Colonization Models and Interaction

Waves ofexpansion are thought to occur in small, regular movements which,

examined cumulatively, demonstrate large scale colonizations (Ammerman and Cavalli

Sforza 1971; Ammerman and Cavalli-Sforza 1979). Few colonization models attempt to

factor in the social, economic or ecological effects ofcontact between expanding food

producers and indigenous foraging societies. Instead, colonization is envisioned as

occurring on an open, empty landscape (Arnmennan and Cavalli-Sforza 1979:276;

Tringham 1971). However, archaeological evidence suggests that many regions colonized

by farmers were previously occupied by hunter-gatherers. Thus, the wave model of

'neolithic' expansion implies that there was a constantly shifting frontier between intrusive

village farmers and indigenous foragers already utilizing naturally occurring resources in

pre-'neolithic' territory (Ammerman and Cavalli-Sforza 1971; Gregg 1988:3).

Cross-cultural ethnographic research suggests that small-scale, non-hierarchical

groups offoragers have socio-cultural and economic traits which vary considerably from

food producers. Non-hierarchical foragers are generally defined in terms ofthe degree of

group mobility which may range from moderate to highly mobile (Kelly 1992). Patterns of

mobility are thought to be dictated by group subsistence strategy which varies according

to the relative abundance ofnatural resources available in the landscape (Foley 1981a;

1981b; Rossignol 1992). Mobility, in turn, affects other socia-cultural phenomena and is

strongly correlated with low forager population density over large territories, lack of

attachment to one particular territory, lack ofgroup ownership ofnaturally occurring
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resources and fluid membership with groups coming together and dispersing annually or in

times ofresouTce depletion or abundance (Lee and Devore 1968: 11-12; Smiley 1980: 164).

Further, mobile foraging societies tend to lack accumulated property and storage

technology (Kelly 1992).

Traditionally, the colonization ofnew regions by 'neolithic' societies is thought to

have exposed foraging societies to the following direct and indirect negative stresses: 1)

the sedentary settlement pattern offanning communities places new territorial constraints

on small, mobile foraging populations; 2) the migration offanners and the subsequent

growth ofthese communities increases regional populations and may rapidly exhaust

natural resources, making the territory less attractive to hunter-gatherers; 3) food

production, which buffers the negative effects ofnatural resource depletion within farming

communities, radically alters the natural ecosystem utilized by foragers; and 4) differences

in cultural systems make it difficult for indigenous foraging communities to share or

depend on fanning communities for assistance in times ofresource stress (Clark 1980;

Gregg 1988:4; Vencl 1986:46).

Thus, colonization models consider the cultural and economic differences between

foragers and fanners to be inherently incompatible and suggest contact between the two

communities was either sporadic or short tenn, occurring only during the initial stages of

colonization (Dennell 1985:117; Gregg 1988:3; VencI 1986:47). When attempting to

account for the social and economic ramifications of interaction between societies

proponents ofcolonization models have suggested three possible outcomes of
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contact between indigenous foragers and migrant fanners: expulsion and avoidance:J

e1iminatio~ and acculturation.

Expulsion offoragers from newly colonized territories is seen as the simplest and

most immediate reaction by colonizers to initial contact with foraging populations. The

forager expulsion theory suggests that population growth, resource depletion and

alteration ofthe environment by fanners drove foraging populations out ofthe colonized

region to marginal environments where soils and climatic conditions were not suitable for

food production. Once settled in these circumscribed territories:J foragers simply avoided

further contact with the colonizers (Ammennan and Cavalli-Sforza 1973; Gregg

1991:204; Green 1991:222; VenclI986:47).

Forager elimination is suggested as another potential result ofcontact between the

two groups. This theory assumes that foragers desired to maintain access to resources in

newly-founded fanning territories. Competition for natural resources between the two

groups then led to violence and warfare. Fanners, with their larger populations and

complex technologies were then able to eradicate their forasing neighbours within a

generation (Gregg 1991:205; Vencl 1986:49).

Acculturation or assimilation arguments assume that foragers "adopt the

technology:J lifestyle and social patterns oftheir farming neighbours" (Gregg 1988:4). This

argument proposes that both foragers and fanners were eager to maintain amicable

relationships:J and more importantJY:J that hunter-gatherers were attracted to the new forms

oftechnology brought by the farmers and to the reliability offood production (Dennen
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1985:124-125; Gregg 19884-5; 1991:204; Vencl 1986:48). Through intennarriage and

fictive kin ties~ foragers would be rapidly assimilated into fanning communities within two

or three generations (DenneIl1985:124-125).

Criticisms of the Colonization Models

Recently, colonization models have been criticized for over-simplifying the social

and economic processes involved in the transfonnation ofregional culture and economy

from foraging to farming (Green 1991; Gregg 1988). Opponents of "wave ofadvance"

models object to the emphasis placed on cneolithic' societies as the sole agents ofchange

and suggest it is unrealistic to assume hunter-gatherer societies were merely passive

participants or victims (DenneIl1985; Gregg 1988; Green 1991). Criticisms frequently

address three interrelated themes: 1) that the normative and somewhat evolutionary

approach ofthese models towards socio-economic change and forager/farmer interaction

is inherently anti-historical and therefore~ unable to address the complexities of individual

situations, 2) that the structure ofthe colonization models inherently segments the study of

prehistoric societies along economic lines, and 3) that the models ignore or misinterpret

both ethnographic and archaeological data.

The use ofcross-cultural regularities are at the core ofmost colonization models.

Uncritical use ofnormative concepts such as foraging,. farming, sedentism and mobility are

detrimental to comprehending the processes these models seek to explain. Recent studies

by Kent (1989b), Kelly (1992), Eder (1984), Gregg (1988) and others have demonstrated
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that there is a far greater diversity and sophistication in the way behavioural categories are

expressed than once believed. For example, foraging and fanning may not be two ends of

a single continuum but rather act as independent variables where one strategy does not

preclude the existence ofanother (Kent 1989b). Further, patterns ofresidential mobility

and sedentism may co-exist within a single society and may not be key criteria for

identifying different societies (Stark 1981:352; Kelly 1992).

The sophisticated patterns ofsocio-economic behaviour suggested reflect the long

tenn developmental histories and adaptations by societies. Generalizations, like those

utilized in colonization models, are anti-historical and over-simplifY the processes ofsocio

economic change by minimizing the significance ofunique cultural adaptations and the

contingent structure ofchange (DennellI983; 1985; Green 1991). Critical consideration

ofbehavioural categories requires archaeological analysis ofregional networks as well as

site-specific studies (Clarke 1977). It also requires that socio-economic changes be

examined as part ofa process ofchange which may take place in stages over long

temporal periods. Studies which focus on the long-term histories of regional and site

specific social and subsistence behaviour are better equipped to identifY both rapid and

gradual behavioural changes., to identifY the types ofinternal and external forces governing

change, and to give both foragers and fanners an active role in contributing to or

preventing change.

A second criticism ofcolonization points out that these models inherently separate

the study offanning from the study offoraging along social cptd economic lines (Dennell
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1985:114; Gregg 1988:1; Green 1991:218; Thomas 1988:59). Again, the use of

normative concepts distinguishing foraging and fanning as discrete, mutually exclusive,

socio-eoonomic behaviours has led to this unnecessary segmentation (Green 1991:218).

It has resulted in archaeological specialization in the studies ofone group or the other and

generated models ofsocio-economic change which are vastly different for each type of
7'

society. Changing socio-eoonomic behaviour among forager societies is generally limited

to environmental stresses while change in food producing society is interpreted via socio-

political models. This segmentation has prevented even the most insightful colonization

models from examining the active rote which foragers played in preventing, assisting or

encouraging the spread offarming into their territories (DenneU 1983).

Realistically, ifarchaeologists are to explain how foragers can become farmers, or

how foragers both participate in and structure interactive relationships with farming

communities, then both types ofsocieties must be studied within a single framework. This

requires archaeologists to forego the concept ofthe pristine, autonomous culture group

and develop models which are cognizant ofthe influence and interaction between groups

(Kent 1989a:133).

The third criticism directed at colonization models concerns the selective use of

extant ethnographic and archaeological data. An abundant literature, produced over the

past twenty-five years, demonstrates that foraging and fanning communities, both

contemporary and prehistoric, may directly or indirectly influence one another's cultural

behaviour in a number ofways {Denbow 1980; Gregg 1988; Lintz 1991; Peterson 1978;
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Spielmann 1991a; Smiley 1980). This literature, largely overlooked in colonization

models, suggests that foragers and fanners are capable ofsharing information, products

and overlapping territories with results other than expulsion, elimination and direct

assimilation offoraging societies.

The integration ofan historical framework with ethnographic analyses since the

1980's has necessitated that anthropologists evaluate contemporary situations as products

oftheir historical development (Rosebeny 1989: 14~ Wolf 1982). As a consequenceJ the

role ofintersocietal interaction and influence has assumed an elevated position in current

ethnographic studies. This research suggests that many hunter-gatherer societies exist

today largely because oftheir ongoing relationships with neighbouring farming

communities (peterson 1978; Smiley 1980; Gregg 1980; 1988; Speth 1991). Spielmann

(1986) demonstrates that foragers in Africa, India, South America and Southeast Asia

ha:ve entered into co-operative relationships with farmers which are mutually beneficial for

the survival ofboth groups and help to maintain distinct group identities. The operation

ofthese interactive systems is largely dependent upon the acquisition and trade of

specialty resources and foodstuffs between groups with differing economies (Spielmann

1986; Gregg 1988). Generally, natural resources collected by foragers are exchanged with

farmers for produce. The benefit ofthis exchange network not only increases the variety

offood and specialty items available to each group, but helps to maintain amicable

relationships between groups (Spielmann 1986).
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The maintenance ofthis "mutualistic" economy, thought to benefit both groups,

perpetuates the existence oftwo distinct socio-economic traditions within a given territory

(Gregg 1988; Speth 1991; Spielmann 1986:286). Recently, Spielmann (1991b), Lintz

(1991) and others have used ethnohistoric evidence to demonstrate that a similar system

ofinteraction existed during the protohistoric and early contact era between Plains hunters

and Puebloan farmers in the southwestern United States and that this relationship was

essential to the survival ofboth cultures. Therefore, it is unlikely that mutualistic

interaction between foragers and farmers is a product ofpost-contact circumstances and

there is no reason to assume that similar types ofinteractive relationships did not exist in

the prehistoric period.

Ethnographic research has also demonstrated that people frequently mix economic

strategies acting as both foragers and farmers. Examples from Kent's (1989c) volume.

studying farmers who hunt demonstrate that communities have found a number ofways to

combine the two economic strategies. In some communities a particular segment is

responsible for providing natural resources while another segment remains sedentary to

tend domestic produce (Kensinger 1989). A differing situation would have a single

community engaged in food production for a given length oftime and foraging and

hunting during alternate periods (Sponsel 1989; Vickers 1989). That foraging and farming

need not be mutually exclusive endeavours in contemporary situations should suggest to

archaeologists that models ofprehistoric colonization and the subsequent assimilation,

elimination or expulsion offoragers from these territories may be oversimplified.
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Mutual relationships between or even within newly founded communities:. as well as the

direct and indirect flow ofinformation and commodities between communities may also

account for socia-economic transitions.

Recent archaeological research has also challenged the position ofcolonization as

the principal explanation ofthe transition from foraging to farming. In particular:. critical

analyses ofarchaeological data from central and northern Europe suggest that the

transition to 'neolithic' farming was strongly influenced by indigenous populations

(Ashbee 1982; Clark 1980; Clarke 1976; Dennelll983; Gregg 1988; Price 1983:771;

1987:283). Demographic studies now suggest that the rate of 'neolithic' population

growth was low for at least the millennium following the initial appearance ofthese

settlements (Gregg 1988:4; Hammond 1981). Palaeo-anthropological evidence obtained

from skeletal populations in northern Europe shows no distinct changes in palaeo

Europoid traits following the introduction offarming to this region (Vencl1986:45).

Changes in regional settlement pattern and in lithic industries exhibit as many continuities

as changes with the introduction ofdomesticates (Clarke 1976). As well, palynological

data have been used to demonstrate intensified resource utilization and changing

environmental circumstances during the Late Mesolithic (Clarke 1976:460; Gregg 1988:8

9; Price 1983:771). It has therefore been suggested that central and northern European

foragers were already adapting their cultural behaviour to counter environmental

fluctuations and that the transition to a 'neolithic' system may have been a natural

outgrowth ofthis change (Clarke 1976; Dennell 1983: 186-187).
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An awareness ofthe farming practices employed by neighbours to the south may have

made the addition offanning to the adaptive strategy ofnorthern European foragers

possible during this unstable period (Dennell 1985).

Other archaeological investigations in regions as diverse as Scandinavia and South

America indicate that foragers and fanners can live in proximity for centuries without

adopting one another's socia-economic systems (Zvelebil and Rowley-Conwy 1986;

Anders 1990). The maintenance ofseparate traditions in prehistory has been explained in

two ways: 1) that foragers with access to a stable and abundant aquatic resource base

were able to maintain a viable economy unaffected by landscape changes precipitated by

food producers (Vencl 1986), and 2) that foragers who inhabited marginal environments

with limited potential for the development offarming were neither affected by farmers nor

able to incorporate this strategy into their own socio..economic pattern (Vencl 1986).

A consideration ofthe above archaeological situations indicates, on one hand, that

'neolithic't expansions may occur without colonizing populations, and on the other, that

foraging groups may be able to delay or prevent 'neolithic' expansion into their territory.

These examples challenge the underlying assumptions ofcolonization models which

suggest that rapid population growth, and soil and resource depletion make it essential for

incipient farmers to colonize all available spaces even at the expense oflocal foraging

societies.
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Both ethnographic and archaeological evidence suggest that displacement,

elimination and assimilation are not the only possible outcomes ofinteraction between

foragers and farmers. Other circumstances such as mutual economies:p the in situ adoption

offarming (which can be incorporated in any number ofcreative ways), and the

prevention of 'neolithic' expansion are equally viable outcomes. Each ofthese scenarios

represents the culmination ofcontact, either direct or indirect, between groups with

different socio-economic systems. To explain regional transitions in cultural systems it is

essential to go beyond simple colonization models and grant equal consideration and

agency to both the 'mesolithic' and 'neolithic' elements in directing the process ofchange.

The uniqueness and complexity ofregional transitions can only be understood by

introducing an historical perspective to the critical examination ofarchaeological data.

Research which focuses on long-tenn regional adaptations should have the ability to

demonstrate how change is incorporated within the cultural context ofthe groups

involved.

The Alternative: Regional Archaeology and the Dynamics of Change

Having reviewed theoretical models ofcolonization and the limits ofthese models

in explaining socio-economic change:p it must be pointed out that the challenge is not to

the fact ofcolonization itself. Migratory events are definitely recognizable prehistorically

and examples ofcolonization are abundant. For example, both short and long distance

migration resulting in the colonization ofnew territories by fanners are recognizable in
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Europe where Bandkeramik populations gradually colonized corridors ofarable loess

country (Thomas 1988:62), and certainly in southern Ontario where groups ofIroquoian

fanners expanded to populate new territories in both short, cumulative waves (Warrick

1990:360) and rapid, long-distance migrations into new regions (Sutton 1995:231).

However, the manner in which colonization occurred and the effects of

colonization on regional socia-economic organization appear much more sophisticated

than these models allow. Critics ofthese models are therefore not suggesting a revisionist

history whereby colonizations are not possible, nor do they anticipate a partisan approach

which presents colonization solely from the indigenous foragers' perspective, but instead

argue for a more complex, sophisticated analysis ofsocio-economic change that

demonstrates how this structural change is initiated and incorporated by both groups when

migrating food producers approach or enter the territories ofindigenous foragers.

A more productive approach to comprehending the dynamics of change

precipitated by interaction would utilize a broader spatial, temporal and ecological

framework than the site-based focus common to colonization models. Only by utilizing a

broader analytical framework can archaeologists hope to observe how change is internally

structured and incorporated by indigenous populations. The traditional unit of

archaeological analysis in colonization models appears to be the archaeological site. From

individual sites, artifacts, ecofacts and features are utilized to make inferences about socio

cultural and economic behaviour during a defined period oftime. In contrast, regional

approaches advocate the use ofmultiple units ofanalysis in order to elucidate both
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synchronically and diachronically the social and economic structures ofa society (Clarke

1977; Flannery 1976; Kowalewski 1989; 1990; Trigger 1967; 1968).

By using scaled units ofanalysis the archaeologist can view the organizational

structures ofa population as an integrated system and examine the roles played by

individuals, communities and the environment in initiating, changing, and/or maintaining

the system. Wrthin this framework it has been suggested that the role ofthe individual is

best observed at the household level; the cultural, political and economic activities ofa

community are localized to the site or settlement system; and the social and economic

relationships between communities, or links between communities and environment are

expressed within the region (Clarke 1977; Trigger 1967; 1968). However, an

understanding ofthe complexity ofthe regional system requires that all levels ofanalysis

be interwoven (Crumley and Marquardt 1990).

Regional boundaries are always somewhat arbitrary but the region is generally

considered a spatial unit with a high degree ofinternal integrity which reflects all aspects

ofhuman life; ecological, economic, social and historical (Crumley and Marquardt

1990:78; Zvelebil, Green and Macklin 1992: 197). Furthermore, the multi-scalar approach

allows the archaeologist to discuss and explain the dYnamic flow ofpeople, resources,

commodities, infonnation and energy within a defined territory, a dynamic rarely

accessible from single site analysis (Blanton et aI. 1981 :20; Clarke 1977:8; Rossignol

1992:8).
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Regional approaches also examine cultural processes diachronically, relating

changes and continuities within cultural structures to the process ofregional development

overtime (Hammond 1981:211; Hodges 1987:132). In this manner, the social, economic

and ecological structures which have developed within a given region mediate the ways in

which a population is capable ofresponding to the stimulus ofchange and demonstrate

that new elements can only be incorporated into the system in a manner which is

contingent upon the pre-existing social order (Hodder 1990). In this way, regional

archaeology is able to transcend the use ofnormative cultural concepts and offer instead a

more sophisticated picture ofhuman behaviour.

Foraging, Farming aod the Regional Penpective

The transition from foraging to fanning can occur in three basic ways: 1) through

independent invention foragers can initiate the transition in isolation; 2) foragers can

initiate the transition in response to external stimuli provided by neighbouring fanners; and

3) farmers may colonize the traditional territories offoragers and directly initiate changes

(Green 1991). When foragers and farmers live in proximity to one another, change

generally results from direct demographic migrations or external stimuli. In order to

explain the process ofsocia-economic change resulting from either direct or indirect

influences, archaeologists must integrate the study oftwo divergent cultural patterns into a

single explanatory framework and thereby shift the emphasis from describing synchronic

patterns to explaining the social process ofchange (Green 1991 :218).
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When expanding food producers settle near or within a territory with a long-term

history offorager occupation, an inter-cultural frontier is fonned. The frontier acts as a

unifying concept, linking the two groups in an interactive framework across a new socio

economic border (DennelI 1985). The structure ofthis forager/fanner frontier must be

negotiated by both groups in keeping with their traditional organizational systems.

However, the direct and indirect interactions which occur across this frontier result in

modifications to the cultural behaviour ofboth groups and in tum alters the structure of

the frontier itself:

Direct and indirect interactions along this frontier place new social and ecological

constraints on the systems ofboth culture groups, and therefore have the ability to

influence change (Dennell 1985; Green 1991:223; Moore 1985). Indirect interaction

resulting from the establishment ofa frontier may alter the culture pattern ofboth societies

by changing "the cultural rules for exploiting the landscape" (Green 199I :223). For

example, each group must face territorial constraints that restrict their movement and their

utilization ofnaturally occurring resources. Furthennore, newly established fanning

settlements alter the natural landscape, changing both animal and plant ecology, which

may affect indigenous resource procurement strategies (DenneIl1985; Green 1991:223;

Gregg 1988). As well, the increased sedentism related to food production reduces the

mobility ofa fanning population and thereby limits its access to resources and infonnation

located outside its constrained territory (Dennell 1985). Direct interactions may also

influence behavioural change. When two groups live in proximity it can be expected that
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people, information and commodities will cross the frontier in both directions and initiate

new cultural behaviours (Denne1l1985; Gregg 1988; Spielmann 1986).

The complexity ofthe newly-founded system suggests that a variety ofdynamic

responses are possible on the part ofboth foragers and fanners to the new social and

economic influences oPerating on the frontier. At times interaction might encourage the

spread offarming. While this may proceed through forager elimination or expulsion, other

patterns such as acculturation, and mutual or mixed economies that are structured by both

foragers and fanners, may result. Interaction may also discourage the spread offanners,

resulting in their expulsion or acculturation. Further, a complex: relationship based on

mutual economies, where commodities and infonnation are regularly exchanged may

promote the co-existence ofboth groups (Gregg 1988).

Within an interactive system, migrations ofsmall or large populations offoragers

or farmers may occur in either direction across the frontier for purposes other than

colonization (DenneIl19g5~ Gregg 1988; Spielmann 1986). These migrations would bring

the two societies together for either short or lengthy periods oftime to exchange

infonnation, commodities or even labour, and to strengthen the relationship between the

two societies (Gregg 1988; Spielmann 1988). Gregg (1988:235-236) draws on the

ethnographic record to suggest that marriage and kin relationships are likely to develop

between interacting groups offoragers and fanners. Such a situation would result in the

pennanent migration ofa portion ofone or both societies across the frontier to the other

group's territory.
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But interactive relationships develop gradually and involve a sequence ofboth

events and responses so it is unlikely that such migrations would result during the initial

contact period (DenneIl1985). Dennell (1985) suggests a period of"curiosity" would

preclude the intensive interactions brought about through population migrations. In this

initial stage commodities and infonnation are more likely to be exchanged across the

frontier than populations. Such interaction is likely to alter the internal dynamics ofboth

groups and should be reflected archaeologically in various classes ofdata including

settlement patterns., subsistence remains,. and material culture (Gregg 1988). By using

longer temporal periods to examine the ongoing development ofthe forager/farmer

frontier archaeologists should be able to trace the process ofsocio-economic change

brought about through interactive relations from its initial stages toward an increasingly

complex system.

Furthermore, in interactive systems both societies are able to structure the

interactive process and create the cultural rules for negotiating the frontier in a manner

that is contextualized by, and contingent upon, the pre-existing structure ofboth

communities. Therefore, the application ofa broad spatial, temporal and ecological

framework is necessary in order to decipher the complex process ofculture change in an

historical context. By utilizing a regional approach., cultural re-organization precipitated

by the development ofan interactive frontier, can be viewed as a gradual process which is

strongly influenced by the indigenous population.
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The initial stage ofa regional investigation should define the largest unit ofanalysis

as the territory ofthe indigenous foraging population in order to identifY the primary

social and economic structures that define that foraging society prior to the development

ofan interactive frontier. Within this framework, the territory ofthe indigenous

population becomes a cultural frontier only when food producers settle nearby or inside

this region. DePending on the type offrontier formed, it should be possible to identifY the

types ofsocial and ecological constraints placed on the indigenous society and to trace the

sequence ofresponses to these constraints. By proceeding historically from the pre

contact stage through the foundation ofan interactive frontier, the dynamic role ofthe

foragers in structuring the frontier is not only illuminated but the responses offoragers to

interaction are contextualized by their preceding pattern oforganization.

In this way, regional approaches to culture change explain rather than describe the

socia-economic transitions, and elucidate the complex responses from stable foraging

systems to new stimuli. Interactive models allow for the possibility that foragers

encouraged or discouraged fanning within their territory and define the ways that foragers

may have influenced the organizational systems ofboth the farming culture and the new

frontier. Whether the expansion offood production involved population migration into

forager territory or indirect stimulus from outside the territory, regional approaches are

able to account for changes to ecological, economic, and social structures in an historical

manner (Green 1991).
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The Bruce County Example: A New Approach to an Old Problem

The archaeological record indicates that southern Bruce county, located along the

eastern shores ofLake Huron in Ontario, has had a lengthy history ofhuman occupation.

For millennia this region had been inhabited by mobile populations which occupied

seasonal campsites and employed an economic strategy based on hunting, fishing and

foraging. During the 14th century an abrupt change to this settlement pattern occurred

which is marked by the appearance ofa single, large palisaded village known today as the

Nodwell village (Figure 2).

This type ofcommunity settlement pattern is not common amongst mobile

foragers. The social organization represented by the Nodwell village is generally

indicative ofa sedentary community pursuing a horticultural economy, and marks a

significant deviation from the previous cultural system in this region. Furthennore, the

duration ofthe Nodwell occupation appears to be brief: with abandonment within a

century. Then the original foragers return (Wright 1974). In order to interpret the

process ofsocio-economic change within Bruce county, this dissertation employs a broad

temporal spatial and ecological context.
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Figure 2. The Nodwell Site Plan (adapted from Wright 1974:5).
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Temporal CODtext

The research undertaken in this dissertation has a great temporal depth, focusing

on the period between 200 Be and AD 1400. Earlier research into the culture-history of

prehistoric southern Ontario has resulted in a detailed chronology, outlining a variety of

Periods, traditions and horizons defined by changes in material culture, subsistence

strategy and settlement patterns (Wright 1966). Within this established framework, the

Periods relevant to this dissertation include the Middle and Late Woodland (Figure 3).

The Middle Woodland populations ofsouthern Ontario employed an economic

strategy based on hunting, fishing and foraging. The settlement data from this period

suggest that mobile populations pursued an annual round, exploiting riverine fish

resources from multi-family campsites in the spring and dispersing to smaller, nuclear

family based special purpose sites during the rest ofthe year (Spence et al. 1990).

Towards the later stages ofthis period there is evidence for increasing population density,

resulting in territorial constraints" increasingly stabilized settlement cycles and greater

sedentism (Spence et aL 1990). At this time" populations were likely to return to the same

sites annually and occupy these sites for greater periods oftime (Cleland 1982; Finlayson

1977; Spence et al. 1990:167-168)
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Figure 3. Culture-Historical Sequence in Southern Ontario and Bruce County.
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Material culture, including the emergence ofa ceramic tradition with a pseudo

scallop-shell impression, is most often used to identify Middle Woodland sites. This

ceramic tradition begins to appear at approximately 200 B.C. (Spence et al. 1990: 142).

However, this period exhibits strong regional diversity which is assumed to be

representative ofdifferential access to resources by the inhabitants ofOntario at this time.

This diversity, identified by an array ofregionally-focused archaeological complexes, is

manifest primarily in the lithic and bone tool assemblages, but is also associated with

regional variations in the technical production ofceramics (Spence et aI. 1990: 143).

The transition from the Middle to Late Woodland period occurred by

approximately AD 1000 in much ofsouthern Ontario, although it is not uncommon for

sites associated with this period to have earlier dates (see Fox 1990a; Smith 1990; Smith

and Crawford 1997). In general, the Late Woodland period was a time of socia-economic

change throughout the Great Lakes and is closely associated with the introduction of

maize horticulture and the appearance oflarge relatively sedentary settlements. In much

ofsouthern Ontario the Late Woodland period is associated with the stages of Iroquoian

development, ultimately culminating with the appearance ofhistorically identifiable ethnic

groups. However, foraging populations continued to occupy territories in the western and

northern peripheries ofthe region (Murphy and Ferris 1990).

The Late Woodland period is commonly divided into three temporal stages each

associated with increasing experimentation and utilization ofmaize horticulture and the

appearance of larger, more pennanent settlements (Dodd et aI. 1990:358).
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The early and middle stages ofthe Late Woodland period are most significant to this

research. The early Late Woodland is a regionally distinct tradition which has a duration

ofapproximately 300 years (AD 1000 .. AD 1300). This stage is identified by the

appearance ofvillage settlements and changes in mortuary traditions, as well as changes in

the manufacturing techniques ofceramics and other types ofmaterial culture ~illiamson

1990). While there is evidence to suggest that experimentation with maize horticulture

may have begun at this time, it is believed that early Late Woodland populations were still

largely dependant on naturally..occurring resources (Wtlliamson 1990:306). The primary

significance ofthis stage may lie in the fundamental changes to group social organization

which are suggested by the appearance ofvillage settlements (Chapdelaine 1993).

The Middleport horizon is a 100 year substage ofthe middle Late Woodland

period lasting from AD 1300 to AD 1400. It is believed to have been brought about by

the fusion oftwo regionally distinct branches ofthe earlier Late Woodland populations

that inhabited southcentral and southwestern Ontario (Wright 1966:54). Traditionally, the

Middleport horizon is defined by the proliferation ofa new settlement strategy in southern

Ontario which has been characterized by the foundation oflarge villages, often located in

defensible positions, the increasing integration ofcom and bean horticulture into the

subsistence strategy, and the use ofa new ossuazy style ofburial (Dodd et al. 1990).

Material culture, including a distinct ceramic style and an elaborate smoking pipe complex

are frequently used to assign sites to the Middleport horizon (Kapches 1981 :6).
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Evidence from a number ofMiddleport sites suggests that groups who had

previously experimented with cultigens as one ofa variety ofeconomic pursuits became

far more dependent on food production during this stage (Dodd et aI. 1990).

Furthermore, the structure ofvillage communities, and the types and distributions of

material culture recovered from Middleport villages, closely resembled those associated

vvith the historic period Iroquoian tribes ofsouthern Ontario (MacNeish 1954; Emerson

1954; Wright 1960). By the Middleport sub-stage, the culture-historic sequence

developed for southern Ontario strongly distinguishes between Iroquoian fanning societies

and Algonkian hunter-gatherers, a division which is not fully supported during earlier

periods. Finally, the abrupt appearance ofa large number ofMiddleport period sites

throughout southern Ontario suggests that this culture region was, by the Middleport

substage, largely inhabited by fanning populations which underwent rapid population

growth and expansion (Wright 1972a:78; Noble 1975:40).

Unfortunately, this culture-historic scheme does not account for the fate ofthe

hunter-gatherers that had been occupying southern Ontario for previous millennia. By the

historic era, these foraging societies inhabited the margins oflroquoian territories beyond

the northern limits offood production. What is suggested through omission is that the

traditional hunter-gatherer societies ofsouthern Ontario either evolved or assimilated into

horticulturalist communities or were pushed out to the marginal lands bordering Iroquoian

territory. The descriptive nature ofthe culture-historic sequence is unable to explain this

process.
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Regional Context

Southern Bruce county may be considered a distinct region in terms ofgeography

and culture. It is bound to the west by Lake Huron, to the north by the Bruce peninsula,

to the east by a series ofdrumlin fields which slope east into a distinctly different

ecological zone and to the south by a several-kilometre-wide zone ofwetland which gives

way to sandy dune formations along the coast line and arable sandy soils inland.

Culturally, southern Bruce county appears to have been settled by a stable foraging

population for at least 1000 years prior to the Nodwell intrusion (Finlayson 1977).

During the :Middle Woodland period, southern Bruce county was occupied by a

Saugeen complex population, a regionally specific Middle Woodland population with a

distinct ceramic and lithic tradition. The organization ofthis population is best known

from the Donaldson, Thede and Inverhuron sites, excavated in the early 1970s by

Finlayson (1977) (Figure 4). A reconstruction ofthe seasonal round followed by the

inhabitants ofthese sites suggests that several families gathered to exploit riverine fish

resources in the spring, and then dispersed during the late-summer or fall to exploit other

resources, moving inland to nuclear family campsites by winter (Finlayson 1977).

During the late Middle Woodland there is evidence in this region for increasing

population in the fonn ofa predominance ofmacroband occupation sites. It is believed

that the exploitation ofabundant fish resources, predominantly ofriverine origin, allowed

more people to reside together for longer periods oftime (Cleland 1982; Finlayson 1977).
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Figure 4. Excavated Middle Woodland Sites in Southern Bruce County (Stewart
1974:4).
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While no early Iroquoian sites have been located in this region., dates and material

culture from several sites in the territory suggest that foragers continued to occupy

southern Bruce county in much the same way as before (Finlayson 1977; Fox 1977;

Knechtel 1955; Lee 1951; Wright and Anderson 1963:30). Hunting, gathering and fishing

remained the dominant economic pursuits even though ceramics stylistically linked to the

transitional Late Woodland have been recovered from a minimum offive sites in this

region (Finlayson 1977; Fox 1989; Fox 1990a). During the Middleport stage ofthe Late

Woodland period, the Nodwell village abruptly appeared in the midst ofthis forager

territory, then within a century was abandoned. Following the abandonment ofthe

Nodwell village, small groups offoragers continued to occupy a minimal number of sites

in the region (Finlayson 1977; Fox 1987a; 1989; Wright and Anderson 1963).

While the body ofdata utilized in this dissertation is drawn from southern Bruce

county the analysis must also be integrated within the body ofextant literature which

exists for the Great Lakes lowlands, and in particular, other regions ofsouthern Ontario.

As a result, this research is situated not only within Bruce county but also within the

context ofprehistoric events in southern Ontario.

During the Middle Woodland period much ofthe population ofsouthern Ontario

was engaged in a pattern of life similar to that noted for Bruce county. Bands ofhunter

gatherers occupied the southern portion ofthe province, and even though there was

regional differentiation in artifact styles, all groups pursued a similar annual round of

fishing, gathering and hunting.
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Towards the end ofthis period population growth occurred throughout the province,

resulting in more intensive resource extraction from constricted band tenitories (Spence et

aI. 1990). This event is witnessed through the proliferation ofmacroband occupation sites

throughout southern Ontario at this time (FmIayson 1977; Spence et aI. 1984; 1990;

Stothers 1978).

The Late Woodland period is thought to begin circa AD 1000 in southern Ontario,

but as Fox (1990a) has recently noted the origin ofthis culture period varies depending on

the criteria used to define the transition. Depending on whether mortuary practice, artifact

style, or settlement and subsistence strategy are considered, the dating ofLate Woodland

origins range throughout southern Ontario from AD 500 through AD 1000 (Fox 1990a;

Smith and Crawford 1997). This range ofdates suggests that culture change in southern

Ontario was not only occurring at different rates throughout the province but was also

being exhibited in different ways. The sites in southern Ontario which were occupied

during the transitional phase from Middle to Late Woodland periods were certainly

occupied by populations who continued to hunt, fish and gather as their primary economic

pursuit even though small quantities ofcarbonised cultigens have been recovered from six

sites (Fox 1990a; Smith and Crawford 1997).

By the 13th century however, there were dramatic changes to the culture pattern

of southern Ontario. Populations began occupying large, permanent villages located in

strategic and defensible locations. Both artifacts and botanical remains suggest that

horticulture had been well integrated into the economic system, and social organization at
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the community level appears to have centred around the multi-family longhouse and the

Ionghouse village (Chapdelaine 1993).

In a maximum period ofthree hundred years the landscape ofsouthern Ontario,.

previously occupied by hunter-gatherers,. became dominated by farmers. Inherent,. ifnot

always explicit, in the dominant culture-historic model ofchange, is the beliefthat the

hunter-gatherers ofsouthern Ontario became horticulturalists in a period ofaccelerated

change (Chapdelaine 1993). Furthermore,. during this period ofradical change many new

sites are established and another population increase is thought to have occurred (Wright

1972a:78), suggesting that a rapidly expanding population offarmers from the

southernmost regions ofthe province migrated north into new territories as populations

burgeoned and soils were depleted.

However, throughout this period ofhorticulturalist expansion the population of

Bruce county is believed to have maintained a traditional hunter-gatherer lifeway. Thus,

the appearance ofthe Nodwell village in southern Bruce county must be observed not only

as part ofthe historical development ofthe small region, but also within the context of

prehistoric events elsewhere in southern Ontario, and any explanation ofchange in this

region must take into account the history ofculture change occurring elsewhere in the

prOVlnce.
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Revisiting the Nodwell Site: What More can be Learned?

The appearance ofthe NodweU village in Bruce county has generally been

interpreted as the migration ofan intact horticultural community which occurred during

the Middleport sub-stage. Evidence cited for this interpretation includes 1) the similarity

ofthe village settlement pattern to fanning villages historically documented in southern

Ontario; 2) the lack ofany other similar settlements in southern Bruce county; 3) the

uniqueness ofthe village subsistence pattern in Bruce county as suggested by the

appearance ofcultigens; and 4) the unique sedentary nature ofviIIage life as suggested by

large stable dwellings, accumulated middens~ accumulation ofconsumer durables and

personal items inside houses, the utilization ofpit storage structures and the presence of

indirect seasonal indicators representing a complete annual cycle (Stewart 1974; Wright

1974:305).

While this combined evidence suggests a migration ofhorticulturalists into Bruce

county, this model ofhorticultural colonization may be subject to the same criticisms as

other similar colonization models. These criticisms include an over-reliance on normative

concepts; selective use ofthe archaeological data; and the failure to situate the

colonization in historical and regional context.

The presence ofa longhouse village is generally the basic criterion used when

inferring a sedentary, horticultural community in southern Ontario. In fact, the absence of

the basic longhouse village structure is considered to indicate the absence offarming.
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The longhouse village is thought to represent a largely sedentary, internally coherent,

horticultural population. Yet, archaeological data from the Nodwell site challenge this

normative view. For example, archaeological evidence ofa horticultural economy at the

Nodwell village is slim. Only minimal quantities ofcultigens were recovered from the

village excavation and Wright (1974) himselfstates that the ash middens nonnaIly

associated with farming villages are conspicuously absent. Ramsden (pers. comm.) has

suggested that caches ofcelts or axes used in field clearing which are frequently recovered

outside horticultural villages are also missing from the Nodwell assemblage. In contrast,

enormous quantities offish remains were recovered from pits and middens (Wright 1974),

which suggests a dependence on local fish resources for subsistence. Furthermore, the

diversity ofceramic styles represented at the Nodwell village suggests considerable

cultural and temporal diversity between households and may indicate less socio-cultural

coherence among the occupying population than might be expected from a single

colonizing population or a greater period ofoccupation.

The colonization explanation ofthe Nodwell village also ignores key

archaeological evidence. According to current interpretations (Wright 1974), the Nodwell

village was established rapidly during the 14th century and occupied for a period of

approximately twenty-five years. Wright (1985) bases his interpretation ofthe temporal

occupation ofthe village on only one radiocarbon date which corresponds to his ceramic

seriation, indicating a date ofAD 1350. However, eleven other radiocarbon dates, based

on large samples excavated from undisturbed contexts throughout the site, indicate a
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greater temporal occupation beginning several hundred years earlier (Wright 1985). Ifthe

other dates are accepted, then the Nodwell village may have been occupied over several

centuries. The diversity ofceramic styles represented at the Nodwell village may also

suggest a greater temporal occupation ofthe village than Wright (1974) infers. The

temporal data recovered from the Nodwell site do not support the current explanation.

Furthennore~ these data represent a temporal occupation much lengthier than other

Middleport sub-stage occupations in southern Ontario which may have been occupied no

longer than one hundred years (Dodd et al. 1990:326-327).

Perhaps the most significant oversight ofthe migration model is its inability to

situate the Nodwell village site into long-term regional or historical context. By failing to

accomplish this the Nodwell village is isolated from earlier events in Bruce county.

Furthermore, it is the economic practice ofthe village's inhabitants which is used to justify

this isolation. This is unrealistic not only because there is a poor understanding ofthe

Nodwell economy as described above, but because it is known that Bruce county has a

long history ofoccupation. When the temporal range is extended it is observed that socio

economic change was already underway in this region as early as the Middle Woodland

period. Throughout the late Middle Woodland period the local settlement pattern strategy

was shifting as the indigenous population increased and the duration ofsettlement

occupation was extended (Spence et al. 1990). Concomitant with these changes in

population and settlement pattern are significant changes in social organization

(Chapdelaine 1993). Provided with these details one might suggest that the Nodwell
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occupation developed locally as a natural outgrowth ofthe indigenous restructuring

already under way in an earlier era.

These criticisms ofthe current explanation ofthe Nodwell village suggest that very

little is really understood about the people who built and inhabited the village, and that

there is much to learn from re-evaluating the current interpretation.

Approach

This dissertation uses a multi-scalar temporal and spatial framework 10 develop a

regional and historical context in which to situate the socia-economic change in Bruce

county represented by the Nodwell village. The archaeological analysis will focus on two

distinct spatial scales: 1) a site-based analysis ofthe Nodwell village, and 2) a regional

analysis ofarchaeological sites from southern Bruce county. A third scale ofanalysis

provides the extra-regional context in which to situate events in Bruce county.

The investigation ofthe Nodwell site aims to reconstruct the culture pattern ofthe

site's inhabitants, something the current literature does not adequately address.

Settlement plans, radiocarbon dates, artifacts and ecofaets are used to provide a

comprehensive interpretation ofthis pattern, and to resolve contentious questions

concerning the 1en8th ofthe village occupation, the annual duration ofoccupation

(sedentary or seasonal), community subsistence strategy, and relationships between the

inhabitants ofthe Nodwell village.

In addition, a regional analysis spanning two distinct temporal periods (before and

during the Nodwell occupation) is undertaken to contextualize the process ofchange and
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to demonstrate how the structure ofthis site was constrained by regional dynamics.

Extant literature provided from geological and environmental reports, as well as

archaeological site record forms and rePOrts, are used to establish the physical and cultural

boundaries ofthe research area. Regional culture patterns are identified via the analysis of

archaeological settlement pattern, artifact and subsistence data available from extant

collections and from a geographically stratified random sample survey which I undertook

in southern Bruce county during the autumn of 1995.

The regional culture pattern ofthe pre-Nodwell period is determined by examining

environmental and settlement data, material culture and subsistence remains from a variety

ofpre-Nodwell sites and by comparing these data between sites. Relevant observations at

the regional level include the placement ofsites throughout the territory and the size and

layout ofindividual settlements. Artifacts and subsistence remains are examined to

identifY seasonal and economic practices, as well as connections between sites, and to sites

outside ofthe region. A similar regional analysis is undertaken for the period during

which the Nodwell village is occupied. Change and continuity within the region is then

observed by comparing settlement data, artifact and subsistence remains from sites dating

to the different periods.

At both the local and regional scales, interpretations are also situated within the

context ofevents in other parts ofsouthern Ontario. In this manner, southern Bruce

county is demonstrated to be a frontier zone which was occupied by foragers even after

the abutting territory was occupied by horticulturalists. The relationship between the
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inhabitants ofBruce county and the fanners to the south is explored temporally and the

role ofthis relationship in the socia-economic change in Bruce county is used in the

evaluation ofboth the in-situ and migration hypotheses.

For example, ifthe NodweU village was a local development, changes to regional

and local site settlement patterns should reflect changing social relations and economic

practices over time through a network ofincreasingly larger, more organized and more

sedentary community settlements. Shifts in both organizational and economic behaviour,

including experimentation with cultigens introduced through interaction may also be

reflected at these sites via artifact and subsistence data. Furthermore, ifthe NodweU

village had local origins, many ofthe traditional connections between sites should remain

and there should be greater continuity in material culture traditions and economic land use.

In this manner, the addition ofnew organizational elements reflected in settlement pattern,

artifacts and ecofacts would be expected but these new components would not preclude

the continuity ofsome traditional structures.

In contrast, ifthe NodweU village was the result ofa migration, settlement pattern,

artifact and subsistence data should reflect intensive interaction between the indigenous

population and outsiders just prior to the appearance ofNodwell when farmers had

expanded into abutting territories. Furthennore, ifthe NodweIJ village is the result ofa

migration, rapid change to the settlement pattern and economic strategy ofthe indigenous

population after Nodwell was occupied are to be expected as this population re-organized

in the face ofnew territorial and social constraints. Finally, ifthe inhabitants ofthe
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Nodwell village migrated into Bruce county the technological, economic and settlement

patterns represented at the NodweU village should be closely aligned with those found on

sites outside ofthe region and have no historical precursors in southern Bruce county.

By utilizing a broad temporal and regional framework this dissertation will attempt

to situate the Nodwell site in its historical context and explain the construction ofa multi

family, longhouse village in the territory ofa mobile foraging population. Unlike the

current explanation ofthe Nodwell village, this research gives agency to the indigenous

population in the structuring ofa new regional system, and establishes a more dynamic

prehistory in this region.

Organization of Chapters

Chapter 2 presents the analysis and interpretation ofboth the regional and Nodwell

site settlement pattern data. At the regional scale, this chapter outlines the relevant

aspects ofsouthern Bruce county geography and environment, and provides a detailed

definition ofthe significant spatial, temporal and cultural boundaries ofthe research. It

provides a discussion ofhow regional data were generated and the methods and rationale

behind my field survey in southern Bruce county. Discussion then uses settlement data to

explain the relationships between sites, and sites and the local environment through time

in order to demonstrate continuity and changes in indigenous behaviour before and after

the appearance ofthe Nodwell village.
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Chapter 2 also introduces the excavations ofthe Nodwell site and presents the

analysis and interpretation ofvillage settlement pattern data. The settlement data from the

Nodwell village is critically re-evaluated, and intersite variability is used to define distinct

temporal and cultural components. Interpretation then focuses on the relationship

between the Nodwell village and the indigenous population ofsouthern Bruce county by

comparing the results ofsettlement pattern analyses through time.

Chapter 3 presents the analysis and interpretation ofboth the regional and Nodwell

site artifact and subsistence data. At the regional scale, artifact and subsistence data are

examined in order to demonstrate the relationships between sites in southern Bruce

county, and to examine changing socia-economic strategies through time.

My investigations ofthe material from the Nodwell site focus on defining the

cultural pattern ofthe village inhabitants by answering questions about site sedentism,

function and subsistence strategy, as well as the temporal duration ofthe village

occupation. Discussion focuses again on relations between site occupants and between

the inhabitants ofthe Nodwell site and other occupants ofBruce county.

Furthermore, artifact and subsistence data are used to demonstrate the historical

connections between the inhabitants ofBruce county with populations residing in

surrounding regions.

Chapter 4 synthesizes the results ofthe settlement pattern, artifact and subsistence

analysis, bringing all categories ofdata together to provide a coherent explanation of

socio-economic change in southern Bruce county. This chapter situates the Nodwell site
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within the context ofregional development in Broce county and defines the relationship

between Nodwell villagers and the indigenous population. The results ofthis research are

examined within the wider context ofsocio-cultural change taking place in the lower

Great Lakes during the Early and Middle Iroquoian stages ofthe Late Woodland period,

making it possible to situate conclusions within the broader issue offorager/fanner

interaction.
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SEITLEMENT PATIERNS

Introduction

Chapter two outlines the collection and analysis ofsettlement pattern data from

southern Bruce county. This chapter begins by situating the research within the

environment and culture history ofthe region. Discussion then focuses on the strategy of

data collection, followed by the presentation and analysis ofsettlement pattern data from

both southern Bruce county and the Nodwell site. The application ofa chronological

format to present the settlement data will help to demonstrate changes and continuities in

settlement strategy from the Middle Woodland, pre-Nodwell occupation ofthe region

through post-Nodwell, Late Woodland utilization.

Description of the Region

The complex physiography in southern Bruce county results from numerous

geological processes. The bedrock geology ofthis region is mixed, with three sedimentary

fonnations (the Ordovician, Silurian and Devonian), laid down overtop ofa Precambrian

stratum ofmixed sedimentary) igneous and metamorphic rock (Clark et al. 1980:10-13).

46
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The three sedimentary formations are not necessarily present in distinct layers but

are variable and exposed in different locations in the region. The Silurian and Ordovician

formations dominate the northeastern portion ofthe region and the Devonian fonnation is

more evident in the southwest. This variability is further enhanced by differential rates of

erosion among the three formations, with Devonian formation limestone more susceptible

to wind and water erosion than the dolomites ofthe Silurian and Ordovician (Clark et ale

1980:12). As a result, the bedrock topography ofsouthern Bruce county has a distinctly

southwestern slope (Clark et al. 1980:13).

The retreat ofthe Wisconsin ice sheet approximately at 10,000 years B.P.

deposited unconsolidated glacial tiII on the surface ofthe bedrock. This till has mixed

with the sand and clays laid down by glacial lakes Warren, Algonquin and Nipissing,

eroding bedrock, and decaying organics in water-riddled floodplains to create a variable

soil profile in southern Bruce county (Clark et ale 1980:17-24; Hoffinan and Richards

1954: 16). Present day soils consist ofheavy clays and clay loams with smaller amounts of

organic peats, and sandy loams and sand (Hoffinan and Richards 1954) (Figure 5).

The advance and retreat ofthe Wisconsin ice sheet also created the pattern of

moraines, abandoned spillways, drumlins and shorelines present in the county today.

Chapman and Putnam (1966:62) subdivided the physiography ofsouthern Bruce county

into seven minor regions based predominantly on these glacial features (Figure 6). Four of

these regions are evident within the defined study area described below and include the

Huron Fringe, Huron Slope, Arran Drumlin Field and Saugeen Clay Plain.
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Figure 5. Southern Bruce County Soil Profile (adapted from Hoffinan and Richards
1954:86).
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• • • •• County Boundary

Bruce Peninsula

~~~~~ Saugeen Clay Plain
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IIIIIIIIIIIl Hu ro n S lope

Arran Drumlin Field

Figure 6. Minor Physiographic Regions of Southern Bruce County (Finlayson 1977:20).
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The Huron Fringe is a narrow strip ofland along the Lake Huron shoreline

(Chapman and Putnam 1966:264). In this zone, two glacial lakes, Lake Algonquin and

Lake Nipissing, have directly affected the physiography. The abandoned shorelines of

these lakes have created a series ofhigh bluffs running parallel to the present Lake Huron

shoreline. Gravel strands> boulders and sand dunes are terraced below these bluffs and

meet the present shoreline ofLake Huron (Clark et aL 1980: 14).

The Huron slope is located to the east ofthe glacial strand lines and is described as

a "clay plain modified by a narrow strip ofsand" (Chapman and Putnam 1966:263). The

Saugeen ClayPI~ located further east, is dominated by heavy clay soils deposited by

glacial Lake Warren (Clark et al. 1980:15). Finally, the Arran Drumlin Fields to the north

ofthe Clay Plain are notable for their elevation and variable soil profile. As the Wisconsin

ice sheet receded, a portion ofthis drumlin field remained underwater creating stony

surfaces and stratified clay deposits in the inter-drumlin hollows (Clark et al. 1980: 15).

The entire study region is dissected and dominated by the Saugeen River valley.

Other river systems, such as the Sauble and Little Sauble, also contribute to the southern

Bruce county drainage system, especially since these smaller rivers frequently connect with

small inland lakes. However, the Saugeen, a pre-glacial river, has the majority of

tributaries and is therefore the primary drainage within the research area (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Drainage Systems ofSouthem Bruce County.
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The climate ofsouthern Bruce county today is modified in terms ofboth

temperature and precipitation by Lake Huron. Furthermore, southern Bruce county is

located within a polar frontal zone in which polar and tropical air masses meet (Clark et aI.

1980:25). As a result, seasonal contrasts are high. Figures recorded at the Southampton

weather station report an average summer temPerature of 18 degrees celsius and winter

temperatures average -5 degrees celsius (Clark et at 1980:25). The annual number of

frost-free days varies from 130-145 and the annual precipitation is approximately 87 em.

(Clark et aI. 1980:25). Unfortunately, these climatic data can only reflect the trends ofthe

last century and therefore are merely suggestive ofearlier climatic conditions. Periodic

fluctuations in temperature and precipitation are to be expected.

Various sources ofdata can be used to interpret periodic climate changes which

occurred prehistorically in the Great Lakes lowlands which probably influenced the

prehistoric environment ofsouthern Bruce county, Ontario. Perhaps the best evidence

stems from a series ofpollen cores taken across a 75 k:m transect of lower Michigan state

(Bernabo 1981). Pollen counts from these cores indicate considerable fluctuations in plant

species abundance over the past 2000 years. Climatic change is considered to be the

primary cause ofvariation in species abundance, because climate reorders the competitive

advantages ofdifferent species and therefore affects the relative success ofspecies

reproduction and growth (Bernabo 1981: 150). Furthermore, the SYnchronicity ofthese

changes across various local landscapes suggests that change was not restricted to local

environments but was widespread. Because there is no evidence supporting other types of
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forest alteration, such as large magnitude forest fires, climate change assumes a significant

role.

The ponen data indicate that the period from 2000 BP through 1100 BP was

dominated by cool average temperatures and frequent precipitation. Between 1100 BP

and 700 BP temperatures increased during an era known as the Medieval Mild phase.

However" at approximately 700 BP temperatures declined and a very cold trend known as

the Little Ice Age began which continued through the early historic period (Bernabo

1981:153).

Other sources of climate data such as tree rings and ice cores taken from other

sites in the Northern hemisphere support these conclusions. Lamb (1974) utilized both

historic records and tree ring growth to suggest the same periods for the Medieval Mild

phase and the Little Ice Age in Britain. Dansgaard et aI. (1971) also noted the same

trends in their study ofmelt periods in ice cores taken from Devon Island in Greenland.

Changes in temperature would likely have affected human behaviour directly and

indirectly as climate change would have altered the forest structure in the Bruce county

region and may have contributed to periods ofdrought and flooding. The climate data

indicate that the occupants of the Great Lakes lowlands, including those of Bruce

county, were probably exposed to a variety ofclimate induced environmental changes in

the prehistoric period, experiencing unusually mild climates during the Middle Woodland

occupations, and then a trend towards a cooler climate by the Late Woodland occupation

ofthe Nodwell village.
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However, the moderating effect ofLake Huron contributes to the natural

environment ofBruce county today, and it is possible that prehistoric temperature

fluctuations in Bruce county may have been reduced because ofthe proximity to Lake

Huron. Nevertheless, the predominance ofclay soils combined with the cooler climate of

the Little Ice Age suggest southern Bruce county would have been a marginal region in

which to pursue a horticultural economy, but naturally occurring resources would have

been abundant.

Today Bruce county lies within the Canadian biotic province with sugar maple

beech forest predominant in areas ofwell drained soils, and cedar-white pine-hemlock

forest dominating poorly drained soils. A large variety of animal life inhabits the

Canadian biotic province and has been well defined by Cleland (1966:9). It should also be

noted that the Saugeen River has been described as one ofthe richest fishing locations in

southern Ontario and agriculture, even with modem farming techniques, is still extremely

restricted (Chapman and Putnam 1966: 133).

History or Investigation

The archaeological investigation ofBruce county began during the 1940s when

avocational archaeologists Fritz Knechtel and Donald Shutt collected and mapped a series

ofarchaeological sites. Their collections came to the attention ofWalter Kenyon and

Kenneth Kidd ofthe Royal Ontario Museum, and Tom Lee ofthe National Museum. Lee

then launched a series ofexcavations in the region. The aim ofthis early research was to
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get a better understanding ofthe culture history ofsouthern Ontario and thus "fill in the

gaps in the projected sequence ofcultural development in Ontario" (Lee 1951a:70).

To that end, the collections produced by these researchers provided evidence

suggesting a lengthy history ofhuman occupation in southern Bruce county. Among the

earliest occupations were archaic campsites up to 5000 years old, frequently located along

the shorelines ofglacial Lakes Nipissing and Algonquin (Kenyon 1958; Lee 195Ia; Wright

1956: 196). Early and Middle Woodland sites dating from 2500 Be through AD 500 were

located along the sandy dunes ofthe Lake Huron shoreline and along the banks ofthe

Saugeen River (Kenyon 1958; Lee 19SIa:72). Late Woodland sites with large and

variable collections ofceramics as well as small quantities ofcom were also located in the

region and thought to date to the protohistoric era (Lee 1951a; Kenyon 1958; Wright

1956).

Throughout the 1960s and early 1970s J.V. Wright and W. Finlayson conducted

more thorough investigations on some ofthe sites originally located by Knechtel and

Shutt. While the focus ofthese investigations was once again on the interpretation ofthe

local culture history ofBruce county, another goal was to examine individual sites in order

to describe in detail the various aspects ofHfe during specific prehistoric periods

(Finlayson 1977: I I). The excavation ofthe Donaldson, Thede and Nodwell sites during

this era reflects this trend as researchers described the variety ofmaterial culture, burial

practices, settlement and subsistence patterns for these Middle and Late Woodland period

sites (Finlayson 1977; Stewart 1974; Wright and Anderson 1963; Wright 1974).
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Since the early 1970s only sporadic archaeological work has been undertaken in

Bruce county, reflecting attempts to salvage sites uncovered by local developers and

fanners. This endeavour has led to the production ofa series ofgovernment reports on

Bruce county sites from several distinct chronological periods (Fox 1977, 1987a, 1988,

1989; Molnar 1989, 1991; Thomas and Zurba 1973). This work has never been fully

synthesized but has been cited recently by Fox (1990b) to support his suggestion that the

prehistoric population ofBruce county were the antecedents to the historic Odawa who

continue to occupy the surrounding territory.

The excavation ofthe Nodwell site in 1969 and 1971, undertaken by J.V. Wright

ofthe National Museum, was also originally designed as a salvage project to save what

was believed to be the only example ofa Middleport substage Iroquoian village in the

region from destruction during the construction ofa housing subdivision (Wright

1974:viii). Even though the excavation ofthe Nodwell site was in essence a salvage

project the work undertaken here was unique because ofits scope (Wright 1974:ix). The

Nodwell site was almost completely excavated and the ensuing site reports were therefore

extremely detailed in their description ofsettlement, subsistence and artifact data (Stewart

1974; Wright 1974). Wright's (1974) descriptive report offered only a briefinterpretation

of the village's presence, suggesting that the Nodwell village was the result ofan

Iroquoian migration from the east by a population eager to access new lands and enter

into a trade relationship with nearby Algonkian foragers (Wright 1974:303-304). It

further suggests that this migration ultimately failed because the incoming Iroquoian
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population forced the indigenous Algonkian foragers out oftheir traditional territory and

hostilities between the groups ensued (Wright 1974:305).

Perhaps because ofthe scope ofthe project, and the clarity ofthe report, the

Nodwell village has since assumed a prominent role in the archaeological literature of

Ontario as an example ofIroquoian expansionism during the 14th century (Dodd et aI.

1990). As outlined in the preceding chapter, this interpretation ofthe Nodwell village

relies on similarities between village layout and artifact styles to suggest a relationship

between its inhabitants and populations with similar lifestyles in other parts ofOntario.

Unfortunately, the basic assumptions made by Wright (1974) about the occupation

and abandonment ofthe Nodwell village have never been appropriately tested or

supported within the context ofthe local prehistoric record and therefore the possibility

that the Nodwell village reflects an in situ development rather than a population migration

still exists. Furthennore, contemporary archaeological theory now suggests that the

process ofprehistoric migration and intersocietal interaction is a far more lengthy and

complex procedure than once believed, and takes place incrementally (Anthony 1990;

Dennell 1985; Gregg 1988; Green 1991; Kent 1989c).

Therefore, I believed that a regional archaeological investigation ofBruce county

which spanned several centuries of local occupation would help to situate the appearance

ofthe NodweII village into a local historical context and thereby test both the migration

and in situ hypotheses for the appearance ofthe Nodwell village. Furthennore, this

procedure would help to explain the process ofintersocietal interaction between foragers
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and fanners required by both hypotheses and in so doing expand the role ofthe indigenous

foragers in any explanation of local culture change.

Data Collection Strategy

The collection ofdata for the settlement pattern study proceeded in two distinct

stages. The first stage ofthe investigation used site inventory files obtained from the

Ontario Ministry ofCitizenship, Culture and Recreation. Because these files are organized

and sorted by county and township they were first used to identify and situate all the

recorded archaeological sites ofsouthern Bruce county on a 1:50 000 scale map.

Information was then required to create a typology ofthese sites focusing on the

temporal period ofoccupation and type ofsettlement. As this information was not always

recorded in the site records files, a search for the original archaeological site reports was

undertaken. This proved difficult as many reports were missing from the ministry library

and public access is limited to those written by government agencies. Reports submitted

by academic researchers, heritage consultants and avocational archaeologists are released

only upon the permission ofthe author. Difficulties in obtaining permission were

compounded by deaths and relocations. In the end approximately 90% ofthe site reports

were made available.

Information included within the reports was highly variable. Where possible, the

reports were used to develop a typology ofarchaeological sites. Significant details such

as the location ofa site, period ofsite occupation, size ofsite" number offeatures,
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duration ofoccupation, types ofmaterial remains recovered from site and location of

archaeological collection were tabulated. These sites were then assigned one offive site

type designations including burial, cemetery, campsite, habitation site or village.

Burial is used to define a single isolated intennent; cemetery is applied to those

sites with multiple intennents. Distinctions between campsites, habitation sites and

villages are more subjective given that each ofthese site types reflects a prehistoric living

space (potter 1993:59). Nevertheless, there are real distinctions between the three tenns.

Village is used to designate a pennanent settlement with a high degree ofinternal

coherence. 'Villages therefore, have a structured and observable internal settlement plan,

many cultural features and large quantities ofmaterial debris. These sites are therefore

thought to have housed a large population at one time. Habitation sites are also large

primary dwelling locations with large numbers ofcultural features including hearths,

middens, storage pits and houses and include large amounts ofmaterial debris. Habitation

sites however lack the internal coherence ofthe village and instead the random placement

offeatures suggests the repeated seasonal use ofthe site by large groups ofpeople over a

long period oftime. The designation ofcampsite was used to define small dwelling

locations which had minimal numbers of randomly placed cultural features and small

quantities ofmaterial culture. Some ofthese sites contain no features at all and were

therefore identified on the basis ofsmall clusters ofartifacts. Furthennore, campsites are

unlikely to reflect the activities ofa large population given their small size and limited

cultural debris. Instead, it is assumed that these sites are the remnants ofsingle family or
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special group activities. It should also be noted that site designations may fluctuate,

reflecting changes in land use strategy by the prehistoric population over time.

The tables and detailed maps produced from this stage ofthe investigation were

then used to develop a methodology for the second stage ofthe settlement pattern study;

the archaeological field investigation. During the initial stages ofthe horary research it

became apparent that Middle Woodland forager habitation and campsites were the

predominate site types in the region. Furthermore, these sites apPeared to cluster along

the Saugeen River valley and along the shore ofLake Huron. However, it was obvious

that no previous systematic regional archaeological investigation had been undertaken in

Bruce county pertaining to either the Middle or Late Woodland periods and thus the

recorded sites tended to reflect only random encounters with archaeological sites.

Therefore, during the spring and summer of 1995 a geographically stratified

random sample field survey project was designed to build on what was already known

about the prehistoric settlement and land-use strategy in Bruce county. The survey was

geared to: 1) locate a representative sample ofarchaeological sites dating from the Middle

Woodland through Late Woodland period in southern Bruce county, 2) compensate for

biases in previous archaeological research that concentrated on prehistoric settlement

along the Saugeen River valley by searching other important geographical areas identified

via library research, 3) ensure that no sites similar to NodweU existed, and 4) establish a

coherent framework from which to evaluate the reliability of previous work and detennine

whether the results ofthis work could be used to address my research problems.
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Because the Nodwell village site was the only recorded Middleport village in

southern Bruce county, it was used as a starting point from which to define a significant

geographical region ofinvestigation. Based on a search of geological and geographic

literature and maps it was determined that all significant geographical zones in southern

Bruce county were represented within a 20 kIn radius from this village (Figure 8). In fact,

the majority ofdistinct geographical sub-regions were located within a 10 k:m radius from

the village. Further survey beyond this 20 Ian range was not considered because the

changes to the geography outside this point were extreme. To the north ofthis radius one

enters the unique geographical setting ofthe Bruce Peninsula. The area to the south is

separated from Bruce county by a several-kilometre-zone ofwetland which gives way to

sandy dune fonnations and arable, sandy soils. Furthennore, these wetlands were the

subject ofintense archaeological survey in the early 1970s when the Government of

Ontario had developed a provincial campground at MacGregor Point, and no sites dating

to the Middle or Late Woodland periods had been located (Thomas and Zurba 1973). At

the eastern edge ofthis radius a large drumlin field separates southern Bruce county from

a flat ecozone ofarable, sandy soil with a distinctly different environment. Because Lake

Huron is located on the western edge ofthe study region, the total land mass within the

study region was approximately 206 square kilometres.
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Figure 8. Region of Investigation.
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Within this defined area, several distinct geographical settings are encountered

including; Lake Huron beach or shoreline; the elevated gIaciallake strandlines ofLake

Nipissing and Lake Algonquin; a high clay plain, known as the Huron fringe; the Saugeen

bluff's and river valley; the Arran Drumlin field; a series ofsmall inland lakes drained by

small creeks; and a large wetland which was not examined (Figure 9). A decision was

made not to pursue further investigation ofthe wetlands due to the amount ofwork which

had been conducted there earlier (Thomas and Zurba 1973).

Over a ten week period in the autumn of 1995 approximately 3.4 square

kilometres ofarea were randomly surveyed from each ofthe remaining six geographical

zones. Approximately 10% ofthe total land mass ofthe region was observed. The survey

strategy involved a crew ofthree people walking ploughed fields at 10 metre transects.

Ten metre transects were also used in woodlots where it was necessary to employ a series

ofshovel test pits at 10 metre intervals to locate sites.

The settlement pattern data accumulated from both the site inventories and the

field survey were then utilized to situate the Nodwell site into both a regional and

temporal context. By establishing both a chronological and regional framework to analyse

settlement data it was possible to distinguish not only the types and locations ofsites

utilized in southern Bruce county prior to the establishment ofthe Nodwell village but also

to examine any changes to this pattern coincident with the appearance and abandonment

ofthe Nodwell village.
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Regional Settlement Pattern Data for the Middle Woodland Period

In all, twelve sites occupied during the Middle Woodland period have been located

through field and document investigation (Figure 10, Table 1). Table 1 demonstrates that

a variety ofsites dating to the Middle Woodland period were found in each geographical

setting observed. The archaeological literature refers to fOUf more sites located along the

Saugeen Bluffs and inland Lake Arran, but these are not discussed because the references

did not detail the period ofoccupation and the information could not be confinned due to

the absence ofcollections and other primary source material.

The regional settlement pattern reflected by the twelve Middle Woodland sites

includes a series of small campsites and larger habitation sites located primarily along the

banks ofthe Saugeen River, the shores ofLake Huron and other inland water-ways.

Distinguishing between campsites and habitation sites was difficult given that some ofthe

sites had been excavated, and others subjected only to surface survey. Distinction

between the two site types was therefore based on estimated site size, number and types of

features, as well as the diversity ofthe artifact assemblage which is detailed in Chapter 3.
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Table 1. Middle Woodland Settlement Pattern Data for Bruce County.
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Site Name, Location Site Size Features Site Type DatiDg
Bonlen# Method

I. North Shore mouth ofSaugeen uncertain I artifact campsite diagnostics
(BdHi-2) River ....small... cluster

2. Shutt mouth ofSaugeen uncertain hearths habitation site diagnostics
(BcHi-6) River "largett: artifact clusters

3. Mirimachi Bay Lake Huron uncertain hearths campsite diagnostics
(BcHi-4) Shoreline ~'small" artifact clusters

4. Port Elgin Huron Fringe. uncertain 1 artifact campsite diagnostics
Cemetery Port Elgin "small" cluster
(BcHi-2)

s. North Elgin Lake Algonquin uncertain I artifact campsite diagnostics
Strandline.Port "smaU" cluster
Elgin

6. Boiled Baby Huron Fringe. east uncertain artifact clusters campsite diagnostics
(BcHi-16) ofPort Elgin

7. Thede Saugeen Bluffs I hectare hearth habitation site radiocarbon
(BcHi-7) living floor diagnostics

middens
storage pits
posts
activity areas

8. Donaldson Saugeen Bluffs 1.2 hectares cemetery habitation site radiocarbon
(BdHi-l) houses cemetery diagnostics

hearths
living floors
middens
storage pits
posts
activity areas

9. Busch AmmDnunJin 1.5 hectares hearths habitation site diagnostics
(BcHh-6) Field. Arran Lake (300xSOm) artifact clusters

IO.Krug AmmDnunJin 0.5 hectares hearths habitation site diagnostics
(BcHh-S) FieI<l Arran Lake pits

artifact clusters

11. Indian Saugeen Bluffs 0.01 hectares I artifact campsite diagnostics
Church (2x5m) cluster

12. Kirkland AmmDnunJin uncertain artifact closters campsite diagnostics
Farm Field ....limited...
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(Finlayson 1977; Fox 1986:1; 1987a; Knechte[:1955; Lee 1951a; 1951b; Shutt:1951; 1952; Wright 1953a;
1953b; Wright and Anderson 1963).

In 1977, Finlayson suggested that this pattern ofsmall campsites and larger

habitation sites reflected a series ofannually scheduled movements by the occupants of

southern Bruce county. Finlayson (1977:572) sunnised that large macroband habitation

sites located along the banks ofthe Saugeen River were occupied during the spring

months in order to access large runs ofspring-spawning fish. Smaller lakefront microband

campsites were thought to be occupied during the summer and fall when the occupants

would harvest large quantities ofnuts and berries and exploit fish from Lake Huron

(Finlayson 1977:576). Finlayson also speculated that the small inland sites were hunting-

based nuclear family campsites that were occupied during the winter months (Finlayson

1977:578).

The Middle Woodland settlement pattern in southern Bruce county may be

considered typical ofthe land use strategy during this era in other parts ofsouthern

Ontario and the Great Lakes lowlands (Spence et al.1990). For example, when the

boundaries ofthe search area are doubled to a 40 kIn radius and the sites dating to the

Middle Woodland period in the site inventory files are plotted, a similar distribution of

hunter-gatherer settlements concentrated on the shores ofLake Huron and the banks of

major river valleys emerges (Figure I 1).
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Figure 11. Distribution ofMiddle Woodland Sites Within a 40 Ion Radius ofNodweiI.
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Even beyond the 40km zone, Middle Woodland settlement patterns along the Lake

Huron shoreline appear to be similar. Kenyon and Fox: (1983) recovered an abundance of

spring-spawning fish remains from a Middle Woodland occupation known as the

Wyoming Rapids site which is located along the banks ofthe Ausable River valley in the

southwest comer ofOntario. They further suggest that smaller campsites located within

10 kIn from the Wyoming Rapids sites along the shores ofLake Huron, such as the Burley

site, were the autumn components ofthis settlement system (Kenyon and Fox 1983:9).

Other researchers have observed a similar settlement strategy during the Middle

Woodland era in other parts ofsouthem Ontario. Spence et aI. (l984) suggest that the

Middle Woodland occupants ofthe Trent River-Rice Lake district ofsouth-central

Ontario employed a similar settlement/subsistence strategy. Here, a seasonal pattern of

spring riverside settlement, summer-fall lake front sites and inland winter settlements is

also observed (Spence et al. 1984:20). Spence et aI. (1990: 146-166) describe three other

regional Middle Woodland settlement systems throughout southern Ontario which also

exhibit this pattern.

Even outside ofOntario, Middle Woodland populations observed a similar pattern

ofsettlement. Stothers (1978:23) claims that the Middle Woodland occupants of

Michigan inhabited macroband settlements in areas rich in fish resources from spring to

fall. During the winter, smaller nuclear family campsites are found in the interior, away

from Lake Erie, and hunting becomes the dominant subsistence task (Stothers 1978:23).
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Cleland (1982:710-111» also acknowledges this annually scheduled pattern ofsettlement

in the Middle Woodland occupation ofMichigan claiming that the same strategy is utilized

along all the major drainages ofboth Lake Huron and Lake Michigan throughout the

state.

Every effort was made to detennine ifthe .Middle Woodland sites in southern

Bruce county were occupied during the latter halfofthis period~ or the period ofthe most

interest to this research. Unfortunately, radioearbon dates were only available from the

Thede and Donaldson sites. The Thede site had a lengthy period ofoccupation. Four

radiocarbon dates taken from this site place the occupation period between (100 BC±200

through AD 170±100) (Finlayson 1977:228). The maximum calibrated date range is

therefore 300 BC to AD 870 using a single standard deviation, and 500 BC to AD 970

using a two sigma deviation (Finlayson 1977:228). Four radiocarbon dates from the

Donaldson site indicate an occupation range between (530 BC±60 through AD 550±80)

(Finlayson 1977:511). The maximum calibrated date range is therefore 590 BC to AD

630 using a single standard variation, and 885 BC to AD 710 using two standard

deviations (Finlayson 1977:511). These radiocarbon dates combined with detailed areal

excavations by Finlayson (1977) suggest that these two sites were definitely occupied

extensively during the late Middle Woodland period.

It was difficult to determine when the other sites were occupied. Finlayson

(1977:618) determined that the ceramic assemblages dating to the late Middle Woodland

occupation ofsouthern Bruce county included higher frequencies ofdentate-stamped
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decoration, replacing an earlier emphasis on pseudo-scalloped-shell applications. While it

was difficult to observe this trend on the small collections from the surface collected sites

which represent the remainder ofthe Middle Woodland occupations;, it is noted that these

two styles ofceramics are represented at these sites in relatively equal proportions (see

Chapter 3). Because both ceramic styles are present it cannot be determined ifthese sites

\vere utilized throughout the entire Middle Woodland period, as they may date only to the

period when the two techniques were in roughly equal use. However, Finlayson

(1977:578-589) suggests that this transition occurred between AD 100 and AD 400,

placing this transition in the latter halfofthe Middle Woodland period.

It would appear that the foraging populations in this region always employed a

strategy which necessitated the use ofseveral special-purpose sites throughout the year.

The radiocarbon dates from both Thede and Donaldson spanned the early and late phases

ofthe Middle Woodland perio~ indicating the continued re-occupation ofthese sites over

time (Finlayson 1977). It is probable that the other Middle Woodland sites in this region

also have multiple occupations during this period.

Nevertheless, some significant changes to settlement pattern did take place

between the early and late phases ofthe Middle Woodland period. Cleland (1982) and

Spence et al. (1990: 168) suggest that the most significant change to take place was an

increased definition of local band territories, as overall population increase throughout the

lower Great Lakes resulted in higher population packing and the constriction of band

territories. Evidence for this includes the increased utilization ofmacroband sites.
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At sites such as the Donaldson and Thede sites in southern Bruce county the easy access

to abundant fish resources appears to have allowed more people to live together for a

longer period oftime (Cleland 1982; Finlayson 1977; Spence et al. 1990). As a result,

late Middle Woodland populations in southern Bruce county continued to occupy a

variety ofsites during the annual cycle but probably experienced a higher degree of

sedentism from spring through autumn than did earlier populations.

While similarities exist between the regional Middle Woodland settlement pattern

in southern Bruce county and in other regions ofthe Great Lakes Lowlands, southern

Bruce county may also be considered part ofa distinct settlement system with its own

particular history. This argument is perhaps strengthened by the unique geographical

position ofsouthern Bruce county which is distinct from the peninsula to the north, Lake

Huron to the west, a flat sandy plain to the east:. and separated from the other Middle

Woodland sites to the south by a 10-15 Ian wide swath ofwetland.

During the Middle Woodland period distinctions between regional adaptations

have been identified based on the differences between assemblages ofboth material and

faunal remains (see Chapter 3). These differences are thought to reflect differential access

to resources by local populations (Spence et aI. 1990: 143). Because ofthese variations in

the frequency of artifact types, artifact decoration and faunal materials, as well as a

movement toward increased sedentism during the late Middle Woodland period, some

scholars believe that southern Bruce county may have represented a single band's territory

(Finlayson 1977:562; Spence et al 1990).
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Spence et al. (1990: 168) have suggested that Middle Woodland populations may

have used elaborate mortuary rituals, such as mound building to demonstrate their rights

to specific territories during this period. While no burial mounds have been irrefutably

documented in southern Bruce county, at the Donaldson site the remains ofsome twenty

one individuals interred with an assortment ofgrave goods was excavated. Severe bluff

erosion has probably destroyed more ofthis cemetery (Finlayson 1977). Given the

importance ofthis site as the largest macroband habitation site, and its location at the first

rapids ofa major fishing river, these burials were probably used to establish the rights of

the southern Bruce county community to this territory during a period ofpopulation

increase and territorial constriction.

Comparing the intersite settlement patterns between the Middle Woodland sites in

southern Bruce county is again difficult given the diversity ofsite types and sizes as well

as the differential results achieved from survey and excavation. Middle Woodland sites in

southern Bruce county range from small artifact clusters" like the Indian Church site which

covers no more than 10 square metres; through medium size sites like Mirimachi Bay

which includes two hearth features and a series ofdistinct artifact scatters; to large sites

like Donaldson which exceeds 1.2 hectares and contains more than one thousand features

(Finlayson 1977:246).

The intrasite settlement pattern ofthe Middle Woodland should be best known

from the two excavated sites: Thede and Donaldson. However" continued re-occupation

ofthese sites over several centuries has made the interior settlement pattern difficult to
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interpret. For example, the Thede site covers an area ofapproximately 1 hectare but only

one hearth floor and one living floor were located (Finlayson 1977:218-219).

Nevertheless, 105 middens and storage pits were located along with 48 scattered post

moulds, and a few discreet activity areas suggesting a significant population occupied the

site and undertook a variety ofactivities (Finlayson 1977:2I9).

Two excavations at the Donaldson site reveal a little more about internal

settlement pattern. The 1960 excavation ofthe Donaldson site revealed two longhouse

structures, as well as a number offired house floors, middens and a cemetery (Wright and

Anderson 1963). These are the only definitive examples ofdwelling structures from the

Middle Woodland period in southern Bruce county and the earliest examples of

longhouses recovered in southern Ontario (Chapdelaine 1993). The two houses were both

approximately 7 metres long and 5 metres wide with interior hearths, midline posts,

interior pits, posts and bunklines (Wright and Anderson 1963: 11-15). These houses are

very similar to later longhouses only shorter (Figure 12). Furthermore, the internal

features indicate indoor activity areas and might represent the only settlement evidence for

winter occupation along the Saugeen River (see Chapter 3). Finlayson's 1971 excavations

at this site uncovered 926 post holes, S6 refuse features, 29 pits, 9 hearth floors, 1 large

midden and another cemetery (Finlayson 1977:246). Thus, the large size ofthe site and

intensity ofdebris are suggestive ofa large, lengthy occupation.
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Figure 12. Donaldson Longhouses (Wright and Anderson 1963: 12).
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Unfortunately, the hearth floors were all associated with refuse deposits and it is therefore

not clear whether they were associated with living areas. A majority ofthe posts were

probably associated with dwelling structures but the continued re-occupation ofthe site by

large numbers ofpeople made patterns impossible to discern (Finlayson 1977:497).

The community settlement patterns revealed by the excavated Middle Woodland

sites ofsouthern Bruce county are in keeping with site plans most frequently identified

with hunter-gatherers. Models ofhunter-gatherer behaviour suggest that because these

groups generally have a highly mobile lifeway, moving for the purpose ofaccessing

different resources at different times ofthe year, community settlements often lack

structured planning as site utilization is short-tenn (Foley 1981a; Kelly 1992). The

internal arrangement offeatures at hunter-gatherer sites tends to be random, a factor

which is intensified by the annual re-occupation ofsites and leads to difficulty in

interpreting archaeological features (Foley 1981a).

Nevertheless, the regional and site specific settlement pattern data from southern

Bruce county allow a basic model ofsocial and economic strategy during the Middle

Woodland period which incorporates both general and historical trends in the region.

Even though this model is refined in the following chapter to accommodate the analysis of

subsistence and material culture remains from these sites, an initial interpretation based

solely on settlement data can still be put forth.
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At the regional scale, differences in site size, location,. and duration ofoccupation

(as noted from the number and types offeatures observed) suggests that the local

population participated in an annually scheduled fishing, foraging and hunting economy

during the Middle Woodland period. The nature ofthe activities, combined with a fluidity

oflocal group membership would have made it possible for groups to merge together at

specific locations in times ofresource abundance for the purpose ofresource extraction.

This is demonstrated by a number of large habitation sites located at prime spring through

fall resource extraction locations. This was also probably the period during which social

and political bonds within the larger population ofBruce county were reinforced

(Finlayson 1977). Just as groups merged together during the wanner months when

resources were readily available, so too they split apart during the winter season when

access to resources declined. During this portion ofthe annual cycle it was probably the

nuclear family that was the primary socio-economic unit (Finlayson 1977). Support for

this can be found in the large number ofsmaIl, ephemeral campsites located throughout

southern Bruce county and surrounding areas.

It would appear that southern Ontario experienced a period ofpopulation growth

during the latter stage ofthe Middle Woodland period (Spence et aI. 1990) and it has been

suggested (Finlayson 1977) that southern Bruce county became a tightly bound territory

occupied by a single band. Large habitation sites, such as Donaldson and Thede, were

probably the focus ofsettlement between spring through fall, when abundant fish

resources could be extracted from the Saugeen River.
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Furthennore, surplus fish resources could have been stored to assist with the

winter subsistence strategy which may have been more difficult due to territorial

constraints. The appearance oflonghouses with interior pits and hearths at the Donaldson

site may be the first evidence in this region ofa winter macroband occupation.

For Chapdelaine (1993:180) the late Middle Woodland is a significant period

defined by a rapidly changing social system and a move toward a semi-sedentary strategy.

Chapdelaine suggests (1993) that increased group interaction, brought about through

extended periods ofcommunal living, helped to redefine intergroup socio-economic

relations. It is during this period that the annual economic strategy alters, perhaps in

response to population growth and territorial constriction. Nevertheless, the importance

ofthe nuclear family as the basic unit ofsocia-economic authority appears to decline in

favour of larger, perhaps lineage-based, social groups cohabiting at macroband habitation

sites for lengthy periods oftime. The presence of10nghOllses at the Donaldson site

emphasizes this transition and suggests that larger social groups had assumed an important

position in the local socio-economic structure by AD 700. Perhaps as a result ofthese

new socia-economic relations, strong regional identities were forged throughout Ontario

at this time (Chapdelaine 1993) (see Chapter 3).
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The Nodwell Village Settlement Pattern

The Nodwell village was a Late Woodland settlement located on the Lake

Algonquin strandline in southern Bruce county. The near complete excavation and

excellent preservation ofthis site revealed a settlement pattern distinctly different from

that observed at any ofBruce county's Middle Woodland period habitations. The most

recent ofthe absolute dates taken from Middle Woodland sites in this region dates that

occupation to the late 10th century (Finlayson 1917). Relative dating ofthe Nodwell

village via ceramic typology places the occupation ofthis site in the mid 14th century

(Wright 1974). Details ofthe internal settlement pattern from the Nodwell village indicate

that the social and economic organization ofsouthern Bruce county'"s population changed

dramatically over a maximum of350 years.

Elsewhere in southern Ontario, Late Woodland village occupations dated to the

mid 14th century are associated with the Middleport sub-stage ofIroquoian development.

The Middleport sub-stage is recognized throughout much ofsouthern Ontario, and is

associated with a shift in settlement to defensible locations remote from rivers in regions

ofsandy soil (Chapdelaine 1993; Dodd et a1. 1990). Furthennore, Middleport villages are

organized around a series of large longhouses and are frequently surrounded by palisades.

Middleport sites generally have many pit features which contain cultigensll and artifacts

associated with the production and processing ofplant materials. Middleport villages bear

a distinct similarity to the Iroquoian settlements occupied at contact and it is often

assumed that the inhabitants ofthese settlements shared a similar culture pattern.
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Unfortunately, only four ofthe sixty known Middleport sub-stage villages have been

subjected to intensive investigation and as the sample ofmaterial culture, settlement and

subsistence data from these sites increases so too does the diversity ofprehistoric

organization defined by the Middleport sub-stage (Dodd et aI. 1990).

The Nodwell site is the best known ofall the Middleport villages. The excavation

ofthe Nodwell village revealed a total oftwelve longhouses, eleven ofwhich were

situated within a double palisade (Figure 13). It is possible that other houses existed

outside ofthe palisade wall, however, earlier construction in this area made further

excavation impossible. Large numbers ofhearths, pits and middens were located primarily

within the longhouse structures. An internal settlement pattern analysis, originally

undertaken by Wright (1974) but expanded upon below demonstrates the development of

a socio-economic strategy distinct from that observed in the Middle Woodland

occupations ofBruce county.
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Figure 13. The Nodwell Village Settlement Plan (adapted from Wright 1974:5).
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Determinants of Village Organization

Warrick (1984) and Dodd (1984) have both undertaken analyses oflroquoian style

village and longhouse structures in southern Ontario and both have found that the primary

determinants ofvillage organization were socio-political in nature; c;'related to the

composition ofhouseholds, village demography and government" (Warrick 1984:35).

Other factors such as cosmology, local geography and environment, sanitation, safety, and

space conservation played only a limited role in village settlement plans (Warrick 1984:22

36; Dodd 1984). Dodd (1984) and Warrick (1984) found these factors often had no

relationship whatsoever to village organization, or merely imposed technical limitations on

the construction ofthe village. Nevertheless, it is believed that the location, size and

alignment ofhouses, as well as the distribution ofhearths, pits, middens and other built

features within and surrounding the houses, and episodes ofreconstruction can be related

very strongly to village social organization (Dodd 1984; Warrick 1984; Chapdelaine 1993;

Sutton 1996).
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Table 2. NodweU Longhouses.

(Wnght 1974).

No. House House House No. No. No. End House
Length Width Orientation Pits Hearths Entry Cubicles Extension

Ways

1 not 7.2m north-south 89 3 1 1 not
kr~i)wn axis known

2 16.2m 5.8m east-west 21 2 1 2 none
axis

3 16.8 m 7.2m east- west 19 2 2 2 none
axis

4 22.6m 7.0 m north-south 89 3 2 1 none
axis

5 39.0m 8.2m north-south 27 1 I 2 none
axis

6 26.7m 7.2m north-south 258 2 2 2 none
axis

7 30.2m 7.6m north-south 165 1 I 2 none
axis

8 42.4m 7.3 m north-south 237 4 I 2 14.9m
axis

9 305m 6.9m east-west 137 3 2 2 none
axis

10 38.1m 8.2 m east-west 151 6 2 I none
axis

11 35.7m 7.0m east-west 98 3 1 1 none
axis

12 12.2 m 6.1 m north-south 72 2 1 0 none
axis

.
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Palisade

The Nodwell village is demarcated by a double palisade that encompasses

approximately 6550 square metres, and is thought to be a defensive construction. The

two palisades run approximately parallel and in very close proximity to one another along

the western portion ofthe site where the site meets a high banked escarpment. To the

north, east and southeast the palisade walls spread apart reaching a maximum range of9.1

metres. At the southern portion ofthe site" the palisade walls pinch together for

approximately 6 metres. Wright (1974: 11) believes that access to the site was provided by

a small gap in the palisade wall in the southern end ofthe site. The post mold diameters of

the palisade were recorded during excavation and it was determined from this information

that the height ofboth waIls was approximately the same and therefore the walls would

have been equal in strength (Wright 1974).

It is impossible to know for certain at what point in the site history the palisade

was erected around the Nodwell village, or ifboth palisades were used at the same time.

Ifit is accepted that the village dates to a culture-historic sub-stage that lasts no more than

SO years, there seems no reason to believe that the double palisade was not constructed

immediately. Ifthe palisade was constructed immediately it may have constrained village

settlement plan through the duration ofthe occupation. Wright (1974) suggests that the

palisade was constructed in the early stages ofvillage settlement. He also believes that

there is a correlation between the longhouse located outside ofthe Nodwell village and the

palisade (Wright 1974). Because the entrance way to the village is aligned with the
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entrance to this longhouse~Wright (1974:306) feels that these two structures were erected

at the same time. Realistically, the alignment ofthe two entrance ways may have little

bearing on the temporal period in which the palisade surrounding the Nodwell village was

erected, but the presence ofa palisade may have made it difficult for a new house to be

constructed within the village boundaries. Given the large open area in the west central

area ofthe site, this too seems unlikely.

Nevertheless, it is entirely possible that the construction ofthis particular

longhouse did influence the erection ofthe palisade feature. It is presumed that palisades

were constructed prehistorically for the purpose ofdefence, but Ramsden (1988) has

suggested that the erection ofpalisade walls may have been used to create a dichotomy

between those who lived inside the village and those who lived outside. In this respect~

the palisade may not be as much a defensive feature as a physical and symbolic

representation ofdifference. Given that there was room within the Nodwell village for the

construction ofanother house but the longhouse was constructed outside the confines of

the palisade, the purposeful separation ofthose inside from those outside may have

prompted palisade construction at any time in the village history.

Intra-site Similarities

Using only settlement data, House I, while located outside the village and not

completely excavated, does not appear to be significantly different from the other houses

located within the palisade walls (Figure 14).
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Figure 14. Example ofLonghouse Construction at the Nodwell Site (Wright 1974:43).
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All ofthe houses associated with the Nodwell village were constructed in a similar

fashion. Exterior house walls were constructed from posts ranging from 8-13 em in

diameter (Wright 1974). Larger interior posts supported the structure and during the

restoration ofthe village it was discovered that these posts also acted as support posts for

the bunklines running along either side ofthe houses:J which were always 1.5 m wide

(Wright 1974: 15). Central hearth features, and interior pits located predominantly in the

central corridor ofthe house and beneath the bunldines;, were found in all houses (Wright

1974).

The unifonnity oflonghouse construction suggests that the occupants both within

and outside the Nodwell village shared a similar residential strategy. Dodd (1984:219)

suggested that "similarity ofhouse styles within a village reflects the restrictions imposed

by building materials:J the communal nature ofhouse buildin& and group identity and

social cohesiveness". Therefore; the similarity ofhouses at the Nodwell village suggests

that household populations shared a similar cultural identity. Another suggestion proposes

that village plans may be related directly to the complexity ofthe economic strategy

utilized by the inhabitants (Rafferty 1985). Rafferty (1985) indicates that forager

settlements tend to be randomly arranged in keeping with frequent population movements

and short tenn occupations:J but agriculturalists, who are generally more sedentary:J

construct settlements with durable dwelling structures and coherent site plans.

In order to comprehend the cultural significance ofvillage settlement patterns,

Dodd (1984) undertook a cross-cultural survey ofdwelling structures and found, like
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Rafferty (1985), that rectilinear houses like those obseIVed at the Nodwell village were

most often representative ofsedentary, resource-rich communities because these houses

are more readily enlarged to accommodate additional people and storage space (Dodd

1984:215). Furthermore, the longhouse symbolizes a communal living strategy, signifying

subsistence cooperation, mutual defence and lineage association (Dodd 1984:215-216).

For regions elsewhere in southern Ontario, Chapdelaine (1993), Noble (1969),

Trigger (1976:45-46) and others have suggested, via analogy with early historic Iroquoian

society, that the appearance oflonghouse villages is historically related to the adoption of

a socio-political strategy based on matrilineal descent patterns, and the integration ofan

economic strategy based on food production. In this manner, it is believed that each

longhouse is occupied by a matrilineally related household which not only resides under

one roofbut acts as a co-operative economic unit. Hayden {l977; 1979) challenged this

assumption by suggesting that longhouse occupancy need not be restricted to a

matrilineally related unit but merely a corporate group whose membership was flexible and

related to the economic prosperity ofthe household. Regardless ofthe relationship

between members, the household group was probably a social, political and economic unit

which co-operated economically, lived communally, shared common property, recognized

internal leaders, and was responsible for the safety and conduct ofmembers (Warrick

1984:40). Therefore, the settlement pattern at the Nodwell village represents a structured

socio-economic behaviour which stands in contrast to the fluid socia-economic strategy

represented by settlement patterns at Middle Woodland sites in Bruce county.
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Variation

At the Nodwell village the basic form and contents ofthe longhouse structures are

similar, but upon a more vigorous inspection distinct variations between houses are

observed. WIth reference to Table 2 house length, width, and orientation, as well as the

number ofpits, hearths, entrances and interior storage cubicles shows considerable

variation. House lengths range from 12.2 m to 39 m and house widths range from 5.2 m

to 8.2 m. The number ofhearths per longhouse ranges from 1 to 6 and the number ofpit

features from 21 to 258. Certain houses have more than one entrance way and some

houses include one or two end cubicles while others have none.

Variation due to Population

It has been suggested that Ionghouse size is related to the number ofoccupants in

each house and that population size can account for much ofthe variation between houses

(Casselbeny 1974; Heidenreich 1971: 115). Estimating population in prehistoric

longhouse villages in southern Ontario is a difficult procedure which is riddled with

assumptions. Population calculations are premised on early historic documentation about

Iroquoian villages which claimed that two families, averaging eight persons per family,

shared each hearth within a longhouse (Tooker 1967:40; Heidenreich 1971:118).

Projecting this type ofdetailed information into the prehistoric era is somewhat suspect, so

Warrick (1990:301) utilized cross-cultural ethnographic references to determine that the

average number offamily members residing together in small-scale agricultural

communities is 5.5.
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The use ofhistorical analogy is not the only problem which plagues population

estimates at sites in southern Ontario. Many archaeological sites, including the Nodwell

village, have been subject to ploughing throughout the 20th century and such activity may

eradicate hearth features even in well preserved sites. As a result, many archaeologists

will infer a certain number ofhearths per longhouse based on house length even ifno

evidence ofthose hearths remain. This inference is not entirely logical given that we

cannot be certain that these hearths really existed, and hearths inside houses are not always

equally spaced (Varley and Cannon 1995).

Therefore, I have re-calculated population figures for the Nodwell village on the

basis ofeleven people per hearth (two families of5.5) and multiplied by the number of

undisputed hearths in each longhouse. The results ofthese calculations are presented in

Table 3. These figures differ significantly from those reported by Wright (1974) who

calculated Nodwell population using a figure ofeight persons per family or sixteen people

per hearth. Further, Wright increased the total number ofhearths at the Nodwell site to

account for those hearths he believed had been eradicated by deep ploughing and therefore

his population estimate did not reflect the number ofhearths actually observed. One final

difference concerns the handling ofclosely spaced hearths within individuallonghouses.

Wright (1974) did not treat all closely spaced hearths in a uniform manner. In some houses

Wright (1974) chose to treat two closely spaced hearths as a single feature, and in other

houses as two distinct features. In the first population estimate recorded in Table 3 every

excavated hearth is treated as a separate feature and included in the population equation.
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Modified population estimates, which further reduce the total population ofthe

Nodwell village, are also presented in Table 3. Wright (1974) observed a bilateral

asynunetry in many ofthe Nodwell houses with regard to the numbers ofpits located

under bunklines. Since bunkIines are believed to represent family dwelling spaces, pits

associated with bunklines are generally equated with personal storage areas (Tooker

1967). When the distribution ofpits underneath these bunklines is plotted, it is apparent

that, in many cases, bunldine pits occur on only one side ofthe midline hearths (see Wright

1974: Figures 6-19). This suggests that, in some instances, only one family used the

central hearth, and in other cases where bunkline pits are on both sides ofhearths, two

families shared hearths. Furthennore, House 10 was actually constructed with an

asynunetrical bunkIine which was much longer on one side ofthe house than on the other

(Wright 1974:54). In this situation there was no possibility offarnily dwelling areas on

both sides ofthree ofthe six hearths in this house. The modified population estimates

therefore reflect the bilateral distribution ofbunklines and bunkline pits.

Closely spaced hearths are present in Houses 4, 10 and 11. In each ofthese

houses there are two closely spaced hearths. This may represent the shifting ofa single

hearth feature through time. Therefore, population estimates must be lowered again, as

no more than two families would be associated with these double hearth features.

Similarly, the placement ofbunldine pits associated with these hearths must also be

observed. Ifthe double hearths in Houses 4, 10 and 11 are treated as single features, then

population estimates from these houses are 16.5,44 and 22 consecutively (Table 3).
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Table 3. Population Estimate (or the Nodwell Village.

House Number Population Modified Total Total Living
Number Hearths Population House Space (- cubicles)

Estimate Area

House 1 3 33* 27.5* unknown unknown

House 2 2 22 11 94.2 m2 51.6 m2

House 3 2 22 16.5 121.0 m2 72.7 m2

House 4 3 33 22 (or 16.5) 158.2 m2 126.0 m2

House 5 1 11 11 319.8 m2 195.2 m2

House 6 2 22 16.5 192.2 m2 113.0 m2

House 7 1 I 1 11 229.5 m2 127.7 m2

House 8 4 44 33 309.5 m2 205.1 m2

House 9 3 33 27.5 210.5 m2 118.7 m2

House 10 6 66 49.5 (or 44) 317.3 m2 252.6 m2

House II 3 33 27.5 (or 22) 249.9 m2 210.7 m2

House 12 2 22 16.5 74.4 m2 74.4 m2

Total=352 Total=269.5
or =253

*estimate based on incomplete excavation.

Table 3 demonstrates that household population did not always dictate the size of

the house itself Some houses with low population densities were larger than houses with

higher population densities. However, ifHouse 5, the biggest house with a population of

only eleven, is eliminated then the two houses with the highest population densities

(Houses 10 and 8) are also the largest houses. At some point in Nodwell's history House

5 was removed and overlain by Houses 6 and 9 (see Figure 13). Ifit is assumed that aU of
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the houses in the Nodwell village were occupied simultaneously except House 5~ then

population estimates per living area do suggest that the houses with the largest

populations are the largest.

Wright (1974) suggests that a more accurate calculation ofpopulation per house

area should observe total living area but not the area ofhouse end cubicles which are

thought to have been used as storage areas. End cubicles include minimal pit features and

no hearths, and are therefore not considered part ofthe living space. Ifliving area (minus

end cubicle area) is compared with population density per house then it is observed that

houses with the largest populations still have the largest living areas. Only House 7 and

House 11 vary from this format, but House 10, the largest house, with the largest

population continues to have the largest living space.

Variation, Population and Social Organization

Population estimates appear to show a strong correlation with house size. Perhaps

a more significant question is why such dramatic population variation exists between

houses? Hayden (1977; 1979) suggested that large longhouses with high populations

may have been associated with high status households that had the ability to attract, direct

and maintain larger populations under one roof. In turn, the increase in size ofthe

corporate group occuPYing the house provides more productive bodies which would

sustain or increase that household's wealth and status (Hayden 1977; 1979).

Hayden (1977:4; 1979:24) believes that high status houses are frequently

associated with house extensions. Only one house at the Nodwell village provides
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evidence ofa constructed extension. This is House 8 which not only has the second

largest population in the village but also has the second largest total area and the third

largest living space. FurthermoreJt Hayden (1977) has suggested that wealthier, larger

households will have more storage area, higher pit and post densities, and increased hearth

spacing to provide lower density living spaces. Unfortunately, no information regarding

interior posts is available, but Haydenlls (1977) other criteria have been tabulated in Table

4. Neither House SJt which probably precedes the occupation ofthe other houses, nor

House 1, which was incompletely excavated are included in Table 4.

Table 4. House Variation at the NodweU Village.

Total Living Population Hearth No. Storage No. House
Area Area Spacing Cubicles Area Pits

317.3 m2 252.6 m2 49.5 (or 44) * 1 7.9 m2 151 10

309.5 m2 205.1 m2 33 6.7m 2 14.3 m2 237 8

249.9m2 210.7 m2 27.5 (or 22) * 1 5.6 m 2 98 11

229.5 m2 127.7 m2 11 ** 2 13.4 m 2 165 7

210.5 m2 118.7 m2 27.5 4.9m 2 13.3 m2 137 9

192.2 m2 113.0 m2 16.5 11.6 m 2 11.0 m2 258 6

158.2 m2 126.0 m2 22 (or 16.5) * 1 4.6m2 89 4

121.0 m2 72.7 m2 16.5 4.1 m 2 6.7 m2 79 3

94.2 m2 51.6 m2 11 5.5 m 2 7.3 m2 21 2

74.4 m2 74.4 m2 16.5 1.8 m none 0 72 12

*Hearth spacing too random to calculate distances,**only 1 hearth in this house
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Table 4 demonstrates that there is only a small correlation between house size and

the number ofpits, the number ofstorage cubicles or the total storage area at the Nodwell

village. House 8, which is the second largest house in the village does have the largest

number ofpits and storage space, but in general it is the mid-sized houses which appear to

have the largest hearth spacing, storage area and number ofpits. Given that House 8 is

the only house in the village that was extended, it is possible that this house fits Hayden's

high status household model. Nevertheless, this model fails to account for a number of

other large houses which have small populations but large numbers ofpits and large

storage areas.

It is possible that the large, empty houses were more recent constructions that

were necessary when other houses became overcrowded due to population increase.

However, Dodd (1984) has demonstrated that when new houses are added to the village

without full village remodelling, the new houses tend to be small and located on the

outsides ofvillages or in open courtyard areas.

Another possibility is that large houses with low populations were prepared for

future population expansions such as family growth or immigration (Fogt and Ramsden

1996). Varley and Cannon (1995:94) suggest that these large houses may have been used

to induce would-be members to join the household as large, empty houses were both

physically capable ofaccepting new members, and the size ofthe house itselfmay have

attracted new members by symbolically enhancing the household's prestige.
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Warrick (1984) also maintains that there are other reasons for the variation in

house size beyond population. He suggests that the largest households were not strictly

wealth based because storage areas do not correlate well with household population

estimates. Instead, Warrick (1984:42) believes that the longest houses in a village were

associated with village leaders who would utilize larger houses not only as residences but

to host community village councils, feasts or dances and for diplomatic associations with

outside visitors. This situation does not require large residential membership or stores,

merely greater space.

While the practice ofconstructing larger houses for village headmen is recognized

in southern Ontario historically, it is difficult to test archaeologically. Warrick (1984:42)

suggests that houses occupied by village leaders are likely to be located in different sectors

ofa village so that different community leaders are afforded the opportunity to host

events. At the Nodwell village the two largest houses are located in different sections of

the village with House 8 in the east and House lOin the north.

The criteria which establish House 8 as unique have been outlined above, but there

are also some internal features present in House 10 which suggest that it may have served

a unique purpose. House lOis the widest house in the village (ifHouse 5 is eliminated).

It has a bunkline which is slightly wider than all ofthe other houses (1.8 m vs. 1.5 m), and

the bunJdines running the length ofeach wall are not symmetrical. Rather, the bunkline on

one wall is 9.1 metres longer than that on the other waIl. Furthermore, House] 0 has very

little storage area, having only one storage cubicle and only 151 pits.
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It is therefore possible that some houses grew by incorporating new members, but

other large, relatively empty houses may have served several functions including the

preparation for future household population growth,. the symbolic enhancement or

representation ofa household's prestige, and as a functional open space in which to hold

inter and intra-community events (Fogt and Ramsden 1995; Varley and Cannon 1994;

Warrick 1984). A final possibility would be that household variation is linked to temporal

factors rather than social organization and that houses may have been constructed during

successive re~occupations ofthe village. This possibility is explored further below.

Relationships Between Village Long&ouses

Ifit is assumed that all ofthe Nodwell houses except House 5 were occupied

simultaneously, then this village was inhabited by a population ofapproximately 250,

living on approximately 1 hectare ofland. Cross-cultural analyses ofsmall neolithic

communities demonstrate that beyond a threshold of350 people, village residence patterns

will usually breakdown into segregated and distinct residential units (pearce 1984:208;

Warrick 1984:48-50). This process is thought to reduce face to face contact, thereby

reducing intra-village conflict and village fissioning (Warrick 1984:48-50). The process of

re~organizingvillage settlement structure can occur with minimal physical disruption and

usually involves the segregation ofcommunity members into different districts based on

socio-political aggregations such as clans or lineages (Warrick 1984:48-50). While the

population ofthe Nodwell site now appears smaller than the threshold number of350,

earlier population estimates by Wright (1974) were much higher than 350.
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An analysis ofresidential settlement patterns at the Nodwell site should help determine

which ofthe population estimates is more accurate.

Residentially segregated aggregations ofhouses have been noted at many

Iroquoian villages both historic and prehistoric. Houses with similar orientations which

run parallel to one another,. and with entrance ways in close proximity to one another, are

thought to represent clusters ofaffiliated relatives or other socially linked populations

(Dodd 1984; Trigger 1973; Warrick 1984). Furthermore, these aggregations may be

joined to one another by a series ofexterior fences and share mutual middens. Fences are

also used to separate aggregations (Warrick 1984:45-46). Each aggregation may contain

a large house, thought to be a "chiefly" residence (Warrick 1984:50; Trigger 1981:37).

At the Nodwell village there were two preferred orientations for longhouses.

Houses at the north and south ends ofthe village ran east-west, while houses in the centre

ofthe village were oriented north-south (Table 2, Figure 13). On the basis ofthis

infonnation Pearce (1984:207) has suggested that two, and possibly three, socially distinct

groups occupied the Nodwell village. In at least two ofthese "districts" there were large

houses which could have been occupied by village leaders. However,. there is no evidence

offences either connecting or separating village segments. Several houses had a series of

exterior posts over entrance ways, or connecting houses to palisade walls (Wright 1974)

but none ofthese features was used to connect or separate differing houses. Instead,

Wright (1974) suggests that these fences may have been related to internal village

defences because oftheir association with the palisade.
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Entrance ways within the three "potential" community aggregations did not open in

proximity to one another. Some houses had two doorways which opened to different

directions, while others had only one doorway which frequently opened to the opposite

direction from the entrance on the house adjacent to it (Table 2). Furthermore, the few

middens located at the Nodwell site cannot be correlated with any population aggregations

and were just as likely to be located between or outside the village walls as inside (Wright

1974). Interior middens were all located against palisade walls at the edges ofthe village.

Finally, there is little evidence at the Nodwell site ofvillage reconstruction for the purpose

ofre-aligning houses. Only House 5 was tom down, and while two houses were

constructed overtop, this may relate more to the efficient use of village space than to

community aggregations (pearce 1984).

The Nodwell village was not overcrowded, but there appears to have been some

concern with maintaining an open area at the western edge ofthe site, and the distribution

ofhouses within the village may correlate with a requirement for an open, probably

communal-use area. There are no houses, hearths or middens in this area and few posts or

pits. Yet, entrance-ways for five ofthe ten interior houses (minus House 5) open onto this

space. Furthermore, Houses 2, 3 and 12, the smallest houses in the village are tightly

confined at the edges ofthe village even though they could have been constructed in the

larger open western area (see Figure 13).
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The placement ofhouses:J entrance ways and middens at the Nodwell village does

not support the existence ofsocial aggregations. It is therefore probable that the

population was too smal1 to require this type ofsocial organization cornmon at Iroquoian

sites. There does:J however~ seem to be an attempt by the Nodwell villagers to maintain an

open area on the western side ofthe village which may have influenced the placement of

houses. Wright (1974) suggests that defence may have played a role in house positionin&

but the exterior fences he uses to support this hypothesis probably served other functions

as protective entrance ways:J porches and outdoor activity areas (Dodd 1984; Warrick

1984; Wright 1974). As a resul~ the Nodwell village apPearS to be what Warrick

(1984:46-47) would call a ccdisordered village" that has a haphazard arrangement and no

population segmentation.

This type ofvilJage organization is much more common among the early Iroquoian

villages ofthe Late Woodland period than Middleport stage villages (Timmins 1997;

Warrick 1984). Timmins (1997) and Wright (1986) have suggested that early rroquoian

villages, which lack household alignments and have small or highly variable house sizes,

have weakly developed socio-political organization. Following this assumption, the

NodwelI village settlement pattern reflects a small population which either had limited

socia-political development or lacked the need for an increased level oforganization. As a

final note, I suggest that the population ofthe Nodwell site was so small that this group

would not need to fission and this may be the reason no other villages similar to Nodwell

were constructed prior to the Late Woodland abandonment ofthis region.
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History orvdlage Occupation

The settlement pattern at the Nodwell site offers little insight into the sequence of

village development. There are few superimposed houses (only House 5), and only one

house extension (House 8). This reveals that House 5 was constructed prior to Houses 6

and 9 which were erected on top ofHouse 5 (see Figure 13). SimilarIY:t the extension of

House 8 occurred sometime after the original construction ofthe house.

Dodd (1984) has suggested that more recent houses were most likely to be smaller

and positioned in patio areas or on the edges ofvillages. The placement ofthe smallest

houses (2, 3, and 12) is on the extreme edges ofthe village which might suggest these

were the last houses to be constructed at the Nodwell village. As well, House 4 is a small

house located in the open courtyard area at the western edge ofthe village, suggesting

that it was also a more recent addition (see Figure 13). This would mean that Houses 6

11., located in the east, centre and north ofthe village were occupied fir~ with the smaller

houses in the north and south coming sometime later (see Figure 13). However, there are

several problems with this analysis. Primarily, there is no significant evidence to indicate

that larger houses were constructed earlier. Furthermore, there are no settlement data to

indicate ifall the houses were even occupied at the same time. Some houses may have

been constructed in anticipation offuture occupation, and others may have been

abandoned throughout the occupational history ofthis village. Due to the lack of

overlapping features such possibilities cannot be determined from settlement data alone.

The addition offaunal and artifact analysis in Chapter 3 sheds more light on this problem.
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While it is not possible to detemtine the developmental sequence ofthe Nodwell

site strictly from settlement data, it may be possible to detennine which houses had the

longest occupational histories. Wright (1974) and Chapdelaine (1993) have argued that

houses with more intensive distributions ofpit and post features have greater temporal

depth than houses in villages with few pits and posts. Tables 5 and 6 detail pit

concentration per house. Figures for interior posts are unavailable.

Table 5. Pits Concentration Per House.

House No. No. Pits in Living Area Average Pits/m% of
Number Pits Living Area Living Area

2 21 17 51.6 m2 0.31 m2

3 79 73 72.7 m2 1.01 m2

4 89 85 126.0 m2 0.71 m2

6 258 220 113.0 m2 1.91 m2

7 165 153 127.7 m2 1.2/ m2

8 237 224 205.1 m2 1.11 m2

9 137 118 118.7 m2 1.0/ m2

10 151 143 252.6 m2 0.61 m2

11 98 96 210.7 m2 0.5/ m2

12 72 72 74.4 m2 1.0/ m2
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Table 6. Pit Concentration Per House in Descending Order.

House Number Pit Concentration House Population

House 6 1.91 m2 16.5

House 7 1.21 m2 11

House 8 1.11 m2 33

House 3 1.01 m2 16.5

House 9 1.01 m2 27.5

House 12 1.01 m2 16.5

House 4 0.7/m2 22 (or 16.5)

House 10 0.6/m2 49.5 (or 44)

House 11 0.51 m2 27.5 (or 22)

House 2 0.31 m2 11

Assuming that house pit density per square metre ofliving space provides a

relative indication ofthe duration of house occupation, then House 6 would have been

occupied longer than any other house in the village, and House 2 would have had the

shortest occupation. There is almost no difference in pit density between Houses 7, 8, 3, 9

and 12 suggesting that they were occupied for a similar amount oftime, while Houses 4,

10 and 11 may have had shorter occupations. Oddly, Houses 4, 10 and 11 are the only

houses with grouped hearths, a factor usually associated with lengthy occupational

periods.

Table 6 demonstrates that there is little correlation between the density ofpit

features and house population, suggesting that occupational duration rather than

population numbers,. may be a better explanation ofpit density.
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Nevertheless, pit density as an indicator oftemporal occupation ofhouses must be

balanced against the social variables which may affect the density and distribution ofpits

within houses described above. For this reason, Houses 8 and 10 particularly, must be

observed more closely because these two houses may have been the focus ofintra

community socio-political activities and the distribution offeatures within these houses

may reflect something other than duration ofoccupation (see Table 4).

Warrick (1988; 1990:265-293) has demonstrated that density ofhouse wall-posts

per metre ofhouse circumference also reflects the duration of house occupation. Warrick

(1990:268-269) assumed that throughout the history ofevery occupied longhouse, repair

posts would need to be added at regular intervals to compensate for wood decay and

other structural problems (Warrick 1990:268-269). Following this assumption, houses

with higher densities ofwall-posts/metre are assumed to have longer occupational

histories because a higher incidence ofrepairs would have been necessary.

The primary step in estimating duration ofhouse occupation using wall-posts

density is to establish the original number ofhouse-posts required to construct a

longhouse. In order to establish the original number ofwall-post density at the Nodwell

site I analysed the number ofwall-posts per metre on the extension ofHouse 8. The

extension to House 8 was chosen because it is the only feature at the Nodwell village

which definitively reflected a shorter period ofoccupation. The wall extension to House 8

had a 99.4 metre circumference and included ISS posts, giving an average of3.5 wall

posts per metre. Table 7 presents the density ofhouse wall-posts from the Nodwell
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village for all houses except House 5 and House 1, and demonstrates that all the Nodwell

houses had a higher density ofwall posts than the House 8 extension.

The analysis ofwall-post density indicates a different set ofhouses had lengthy

occupations from that indicated by the pit density analysis. Nevertheless, wall-post

density may be a better indicator ofduration ofoccupation than pit density as pit density

may be influenced by other variables. WaIl-post density indicates that Houses 11,8,9,

and 2 had the lengthiest occupations. In tenns ofcomparison between pit and wall-post

density, only Houses 8 and 9 had relatively high densities ofboth features.

Table 7. House Wall-Post Density in Descending Order

House Number House PostslMetre

11 6.3 (540 posts)

8 5.7 (564 posts)

9 5.3 (394 posts)

2 5.2 (227 posts)

3 5 (238 posts)

10 5 (465 posts)

6 4.8 (325 posts)

4 4.7 (275 posts)

12 4.6 (168 posts)

7 4.5 (342 posts)
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Perhaps a more significant result ofthe wall-post density analysis was that the

average numbers'ofposts per metre at all the NodweU houses was quite similar,

suggesting that the duration ofoccupation for each house was about the same. The only

exception to this was House 1, the only known house which was not completely

excavated. Nevertheless, a significant proportion ofHouse 1 was unearthed (a 59 metre

circumference), and when the density ofhouse-posts per metre was calculated, an average

of3.3 posts per metre was determined. This number is similar to the number ofwall-posts

calculated for the House 8 extension (3.5), and suggests that fewer replacement posts

were added to this house and therefore the occupation ofHouse I was brief.

Warrick (1988:49; 1990:272-295) estimated that Middle and Late Iroquoian

longhouses in south-central Ontario had an average of5.5 wall-posts per metre and that

these houses had a lifespan of20-30 years. This estimation was based on a combination of

factors including: post deterioration rates for the most common woods used for

longhouse construction (Eastern White Cedar and White Pine), the original numbers of

posts per metre in longhouse walls, and the pattern ofpost replacement after decay. Given

that the average number ofwall-posts per metre from all houses at the Nodwell village

except Houses 1 and 5 is 5.1, and that Eastern White Cedar was probably the wood used

to construct houses at this village (Wright 1914), a similar lifespan is probable for these

houses.
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Annual Duration of Occupation

Middle Iroquoian villages are assumed to represent the year round sedentary

settlement ofthe majority ofthe village population. Nevertheless, a small representation

of Middleport special purpose sites, such as Methodist Point on Georgian Bay, suggests

that portions ofthe village population left to pursue off-site activities such as fishing and

hunting during the warmer months (Dodd et al 1990; Smith 1979). Ofthe 1492 pits

excavated at the Nodwell site only 4.6%, or 69 pits, were located outside ofthe village

longhouses. Furthennore, no hearth features were recovered outside ofhouses. It is

unlikely that historic era ploughing would have systematically obliterated external features

and left internal features intact. Therefore, there is no reason to suspect that this type of

feature distribution is unrealistic. Similar arrangements offeatures at other Iroquoian

villages have been used to designate winter season occupations - when most ofthe activity

would have occurred indoors (Sutton 1996:194). Wright (1974:292) believes that the

Nodwell village achieved its peak occupation during the winter months, when off-site

activity was most limited. This suggests that the Nodwell population sustained itself

through the winter months on stored resources since naturally occurring resources are not

readily available to large populations in the winter, and may further suggest that the

palisade surrounding the Nodwell village was used to provide security for those resources.

There are no data which clearly demonstrate the annual abandonment ofthe Nodwell

village during the spring through fall period, so it should be assumed that a portion ofthe

village population was always in residence. Without the integration ofartifact and faunal
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data to shed light on the sequence ofvillage development (see Chapter 3) we cannot know

ifthe annual pattern ofsettlement changed. through time.

Burials

The final settlement pattern data left to be examined concern the burial strategy

associated with the Nodwell village. Partial remains ofno more than three individuals

were recovered. from the Nodwell village. House 4 contained an articulated human leg

and a single toe bone, and House 7 contained five human toe and finger bones along with

a single canine (Wright 1974:87..88). No other human remains have been recovered from

the Nodwell site.

Middleport stage interment patterns are dominated by ossuary burials which

contain the remains ofmultiple, disarticulated, secondary interments (Dodd et al. 1990).

The fragments ofhuman remains recovered at the Nodwell village have therefore been

interpreted as disinterred primary burials, disturbed when moving remains to ossuary

locations. An ossuary burial has been located several kilometres from the Nodwell village

which dates to the Middleport period and is probably related to the Nodwell village

because no other cemeteries from this period have been identified in southern Bruce

county. Unlike other Middleport ossuaries which contain as many as 512 individuals, BcHi

16 contains the remains ofno more than 5 individuals (Dodd et aI. 1990:354). This may

reflect the small population ofthis village, although some would suggest it reflects a short

occupational history for the entire village (Warrick 1990:252-253).
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Dating the NodweU Village

Wright (1974) has used ceramic seriation to date the Nodwell village to the mid

14th century (see Chapter 3). However, a sample oftwelve radiocarbon dates taken from

the pit contents offour ofthe Nodwell houses may also help to shed light on village

chronology. These absolute dates, published in 1985, were largely dismissed by Wright

(1985) as they represent a temporal occupation far greater than he expected.

Table 8. Nodwell Village Radiocarbon Dates.

House Material Dated Sample Radiocarbon Calibrated Date
Number Number Years

House 3 wood 5-503 610±75 AD 1270 - 1410

House 7 carbonised com 5-1719 90±45 AD 1420 - 1655

House 7 deer S-1717 883 ± 120 AD 915 - 1280

House 7 fish 5-1718 9IO± 110 AD 905 - 1265

House 8 immature bear S-1710 710 ±40 AD 1230-1340

House 8 bear S-1711 920±65 AD 1015-1235

House 8 deer S-1712 7oo±40 AD 1235-1345

House 8 beaver 5-1714 895 ±40 AD 1030-1250

House 8 fish S-1713 1460±45 AD 440-630

House 8 carbonised mammal S-1716 2695 ± 70 1030-775 Be

House 8 clam shell S-1715 1850 ± 50 AD 5-245

House 10 carbonised com S-1720 790±"55 AD 885-1155
.

(Wnght 1985).
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Three ofthe dates recorded in Table 8 represent chronological periods not directly

relevant to this research, but do illustrate the sporadic occupation ofthe Nodwell site by

several populations ranging from early Archaic period hunter-gatherers, to the early

Middle Woodland occupants, as well as a later historic period population. Furthennore,

all the dates taken from the NodweU site demonstrate the long-term use ofthe Nodwell

site locale, a factor not considered by Wright (1974) in the development ofhis migration

model.

Figure 15 demonstrates that the nine calibrated radiocarbon dates most significant

to this research fall into three distinct clusters, deemed early, middle, and late.

Overlapping time frames within the three clusters are highlighted (Figure 16) such that the

early cluster is best defined by the period AD 440-630, the middle cluster cross-cuts the

period AD 1030-1155, and the late dates cluster between AD 1270 and 1340.

Radiocarbon dates should always be used with a certain degree ofcaution. Sutton

(1996) and Timmins (1985) have emphasized the problems ofusing radiocarbon dates to

interpret the period ofsite occupation. Ofparticular concern is the dating ofuold wood".

Sutton (1986:83) points out that dating wood, or wood charcoal, does not date the period

ofsite occupation but the period ofthe tree's death and therefore may lead to dates which

are much older than the actual occupation ofthe site. Wright (1985) attempted to

compensate for this problem by utilizing different types oforganic remains to date the

Nodwell occupation, not simply wood. Furthennore, Wright (1985) increased the sample

ofdates from one to twelve in order to reduce the significance oferroneous dates.
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Figure 15. Calibrated Radiocarbon Dates from the Nodwell Site.
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Figure 16. Clusters ofEarly, Middle and Late Dates from the Nodwell Site.
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Sutton (1996:84) points out that radiocarbon dates attained from cultigens may be

more closely related to the actual date ofsite occupation than other remains. Wright

(1985) included two portions ofcarbonised maize in his dating sample. Furthermore,

radiocarbon dated material from the period between AD 1280 and 1400, may have been

subject to large fluctuations in cosmic ray intensity during this period and therefore a

corresponding increase in the calibration curve for this period must be applied which

increases the potential for dating error (Sutton 1996:84).

While the radiocarbon dates taken from the NodweII site are not without problemsl'

the large sample ofdates, and the fact that these dates are closely clustered within three

time periods increases confidence. Because there is only one date associated with the

early cluster this date should be treated more cautiously than the other clusters which are

based on several dates each (see Figure 16).

Each ofthe radiocarbon dates were taken from pit contents within the longhouse

structures at the Nodwell site. However, the early date taken from House 8 reflects the

late Middle Woodland period, and villages like Nodwell are not associated with this

period, so it is unlikely that this date reflects the temporal period during which House 8

was occupied. I suggest that this date represents an earlier Middle Woodland occupation

ofthe Nodwell site and that the pit from which the dated fish bone was removed was

associated with the Middle Woodland period. Given the large number offeatures in

House 8, and the randomness ofMiddle Woodland settlement features, pits associated

with an earlier occupation could have easily been overlooked in this structure.
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The same argument can be made for the even earlier archaic and early Middle Woodland

dates from the Nodwell site. Unfortunately, there was no way to determine the exact pits

from which the dated material was removed,. or ifthese pits were associated with any

temporally diagnostic remains.

The implications ofthe two remaining clusters ofdates are intriguing. They

suggest that a more intensive occupation ofthe Nodwell site began much earlier than the

14th century and perhaps as early as the 11th century. This time frame is associated with

the transition from Middle to Late Woodland periods elsewhere in southern Ontario and

suggests that the origin ofthe Nodwell village could be dated to the preceding Early

Iroquoian period when longhouse village settlements are first established in other regions

ofthe province (Fox 1990a; Timmins 1997; Williamson 1990).

Ifall twelve dates are accepted, then the Nodwell site had its origins centuries

before the village itselfdeveloped, and was certainly part ofthe Middle Woodland

settlement system. Although the radiocarbon dates indicate that the Nodwell occupation

continued throughout the Middleport sub-stage ofthe 14th century, they also imply that

the Nodwell village could have developed gradually throughout the Late Woodland period

rather than appearing abruptly on the cultural landscape ofsouthern Bruce county at this

time. Furthermore, the two clusters ofLate Woodland dates may be used to suggest that

there were two distinct phases ofvillage development. At the very least, the expanded

temporal range provided by the radiocarbon dates suggests that the occupation ofthe

Nodwell village was much longer than the 25 year period suggested by Wright (1974) and
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this lengthy period ofoccupation may explain the variability ofthe settlement data outlined

above.

Unfortunately, the random sample ofradiocarbon dates sheds little light on the

sequence ofvillage development given that dates were sampled from only four houses,

and multiple dates were taken from only two houses. Furthermore, it is possible that

some ofthe dates may be associated with pits which predate the actual longhouse

structures. Nevertheless, an attempt to define the sequence oflonghouse occupation

based on the radiocarbon dates would suggest that House 3 was a recent house, with

Houses 7,8 and 10 somewhat earlier. Recent dates were also associated with House 8,

but continued occupation ofthis house over time could explain this discrepancy. Given

that the life expectancy ofthis house was assumed to be no greater than thirty years based

on house-post density, the possibility that the house itselfwas occupied or re-occupied

over several centuries is highly unlikely. Therefore, it is probable that the dates represent

various occupations ofthe site and the material from which the dates were taken may have

mixed with settlement features from later occupations.

The various dates from the Nodwell site suggest repeated occupation over several

centuries, and during that time the Nodwell settlement probably took various forms.

However, various Late Woodland dates from the site indicate that there was a more

intensive occupation ofthe Nodwell site during this period, and that there may have been a

greater duration to the Iroquoian style village settlement ofthe Nodwell site than

previously suspected (Wright 1974).
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The possibility that the Nodwell village developed in increments with several

periods ofhouse construction and abandonment must now be considered. Timmins

(1997) demonstrates this scenario at early Iroquoian villages which were frequently

abandoned and re-occupied over lengthy temporal periods. The analysis ofmaterial

culture in Chapter 3 will be used to further explore this possibility.

Summary

In summary, the Nodwell village is a multi-house, palisaded village with an interior

settlement pattern distinct from earlier sites in the region. The location, size and structure

ofthis village combined with cross-cultural ethnographic studies suggest that Nodwell

represents a major shift in social, political and economic behaviour amongst the inhabitants

ofsouthern Bruce county.

The village includes a double palisade wall probably constructed for the purpose of

defence but which probably also functioned to constrain the structure of later village

development and separated those who lived inside the village from those who lived outside

in both a physical and symbolic manner. Eleven houses were located inside the village and

one outside. The similarities in the construction ofall ofthe houses suggest that the

occupants ofthe houses both inside and outside the village shared a similar cultural

pattern.

The type of houses observed at Nodwell are most often associated with sedentary,

resource rich communities, most frequently agriculturalists, because rectilinear houses are

the easiest to expand when populations increase or more storage area is required.
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Furthermore, the village structure and housing style is thought to represent a communal

living pattern in which multiple families inhabit each house and co-operate economically,

and politically. Unlike the earlier Middle Woodland macroband settlements in Bruce

county which appeared to have been occupied during warm months, the Nodwell village

may have had its peak occupation during the winter as it appears that much ofthe activity

at the Nodwell village occurred within houses (Wright 1974). Large winter villages are

generally dependent on stored resources. Ifthis is the case, the palisade surrounding the

NodweII village may represent attempts to protect those resources

Although the house forms are essentially the same, variation between these houses

exists primarily with regard to the size ofhouse, the location ofhouse within the village

plan, and the density and distribution offeatures associated with the houses. This

variation is associated with household population density but may also reflect the standing

ofthe inhabitants in terms ofboth wealth and political status, as well as the differential

utilization ofhouse space throughout the village, and the temporal period and duration of

house occupancy.

Relationships between the houses were observed., and it was determined that the

NodweII village had a disordered settlement plan with few indicators ofthe household

aggregations associated with Middle and Late Iroquoian villages. However., care was

taken to preserve an open courtyard area in the westernmost portion ofthe village which

served an undetermined use but which lacked hearth., pit or midden features.
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Settlement data were utilized to examine the occupational history ofthe village,

but few indicators ofoccupational sequence were found. There is evidence for only one

house relocation as House 5 was tom down and superimposed by Houses 6 and 9. Pit and

house wall-post density were examined by house in an attempt to establish differences in

the duration ofoccupation, but it was determined that most houses were probably

occupied for approximately thirty years. Further data are needed to established ifthese

houses were occupied simultaneously or ifthere were periodic house abandonments.

Elsewhere in southern Ontario the type ofsettlement pattern observed at the

Nodwell site is generally associated with the adoption ofcom horticulture and the

emergence ofthe Iroquoian culture pattern observed during the contact era. But the

Nodwell village, with its disordered and variable settlement pattern is unlike other

Middleport stage villages (Dodd et aI. 1990). In contrast to Middleport villages elsewhere

in southern Ontario" the Nodwell village had a smaller population (pearce 1984). The

total area ofthe Nodwell village is also smaller than other known Middleport villages

(pearce 1984). Further, the settlement plan shows no evidence ofthe aggregated social

groupings found at other Middleport villages (pearce 1984). The small population at the

Nodwell site probably made village aggregations unnecessary, and in this respect Nodwell

may be similar to villages ofthe early Iroquoian phase. Like other Middleport villages

though, the Nodwell site is located on sandy soil, and its placement and design

demonstrates a concern with defence.
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The differences which exist between the Nodwell village and other Middleport

villages may reflect regional variability, but the differences may be due to the duration of

the occupation ofthe Nodwell village which radiocarbon dates suggest was lengthier than

the Middleport substage. Ifthe dates are accepted, then the NodweU village may have

originated during the early Late Woodland period.

Late Woodland Regional Settlement Pattern

Late Woodland Pre-Iroquoian

Although radiocarbon dates indicate that the Nodwell site was occupied from the

Middle Woodland period through the middle Late Woodland period, little is known about

the regional settlement system ofsouthern Bruce county during this 300 year period. This

lack ofinformation has tempted some researchers to suggest that southern Bruce county

was abandoned following the Middle Woodland period (Finlayson 1977; Wright 1974).

Given that the Nodwell site was occupied during this period it is unlikely that the rest of

the region was abandoned. The material culture analysis from each ofthe known sites in

southern Bruce county (see Chapter 3) identified ceramics diagnostic ofthe pre-Iroquoian

early Late Woodland period at five sites (Figure 17 and Table 9). Furthennore, body

sherds with cord-impressed designs which were common during the period spanning the

very late Middle Woodland through the Uren sub-stage ofthe Late Woodland period,

were also present in the collections made at nine sites in southern Bruce county (see Table

22, Chapter 3) (Wright 1966).
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Figure 17. Pre-Iroquoian Late Woodland Sites in Region of Investigation.
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Table 9. Pre-Iroquoian Late Woodland Settlement Pattern Data for Bruce County.

Site Name Borden Location Site Size Site Type Dating
Number Method

1. Hunter! BdHh- 5 Lake 0.35 campsite diagnostics
Frenchman:lls Huron hectares
Bay Shoreline (70x50 m)

2. Port Elgin BcHi-2 Huron unknown campsite diagnostics
Cemetery Fringe,

Port Elgin

3. Boiled BcHi- Huron unknown campsite diagnostics
Baby 16 Fringe, east

ofPort
Elgin

4. Donaldson BdHi- 1 Saugeen unknown campsite diagnostic
Bluffs

5. Busch BcHh - 6 Arran unknown campsite diagnostic
Drumlin
Fields,
Arran Lake

(Finlayson 1977; Fox 1988; 1989; Shutt 1951; 1952).

Unfortunately, the multi-component nature ofmost ofthese sites makes it

impossible to associate specific settlement data with this time period, and it is therefore

difficult to interpret the nature ofthe early Late Woodland occupation. The only definite

settlement features associated with this period are from the HunterlFrenchman's Bay site,

a 0.35 hectare site located along the Lake Huron shoreline to the north ofpresent day

Southampton, Ontario. This site, which includes a lithic chipping area and a variety of fish

and land mammal remains clustered in l,'activity areas" is not known to be occupied before

the early Late Woodland period (Fox 1989: 10).
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The ephemeral settlement features, and the location ofthe HunterIFrenchman's

Bay site can be used to suggest that this site was a small campsite which had a similar

fonn to most ofthe Middle Woodland sites ofsouthem Bruce county. The faunal remains

recovered from the site, which are detailed in Chapter 3, indicate that the site was

occupied between spring and fall. Carbonised residue from a diagnostic pot was

radiocarbon dated to AD 928 ± 138 when calibrated with a single standard deviation

(Ferris 1988).

Unlike the HunterlFrenchman's Bay site, the remaining four sites containing pre

Iroquoian Late Woodland diagnostic material were all occupied throughout the Middle

Woodland period and it is impossible to directly associate specific settlement features from

these sites with the early Late Woodland period. However, it is probable that these sites

continued to be inhabited for many of the same reasons they were occupied during the

Middle Woodland period. Two ofthese sites are situated in places where fish resources

would have been abundant, while BcHi-16 and BcHi-2 are situated inland and were

probably hunting campsites. Furthermore, assemblages ofceramic body sherds with cord

impressed designs, associated with the transitional period between the late Middle

Woodland through to the Uren sub-stage ofthe Late Woodland period were identified at

an additional five sites in southern Bruce county, all ofwhich had earlier Middle

Woodland occupations (see Table 22, Chapter 3). Again, it appears that most ofthese

sites were small campsites during this period.
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Elsewhere in southern Ontario, early Late Woodland ceramics are associated with

the shift to a sedentary settlement pattern and the addition ofcom horticulture to the

annual pattern ofresource extraction, but in southern Bruce county there are no

settlement data to indicate that a similar shift in socio-economic behaviour occurred at this

time. Given that there are numerous early Late Woodland sites in this region, and that

these sites are located in the same places as the earlier Middle Woodland sites, much of

the settlement-subsistence system ofthe early Late Woodland population appears to be a

continuation ofthe Middle Woodland pattern. This may be the reason that previous

researchers have not recognized pre-Middleport "Late Woodland'" settlement in this

region.

However, the paucity ofdiagnostic remains recovered from these sites indicate

that there was some change to the overall settlement system in southern Bruce county.

Primarily, the early Late Woodland occupations appear to have been smaller, with no

macroband settlements along the Saugeen River valley like the Middle Woodland Thede

and Donaldson sites. It is possible that macroband habitation sites dating to the early Late

Woodland period have just not been located, but it is probable that the focus of

macroband settlement during the early Late Woodland was inland at the Nodwell site.

Not only are there numerous radiocarbon dates suggesting this site was occupied at this

time, but the Nodwell site had a much higher frequency ofcord-impressed sherds than any

other site in southern Bruce county (see Table 22, Chapter 3).
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Radiocarbon dates demonstrate that as many as three ofthe Nodwell village

houses may have been constructed during this period. However, it may be unwise to base

the sequence oflonghouse construction simply on radiocarbon dates (see above). It is

therefore possible that the Nodwell site was simply a large campsite at this time. However,

settlement data from the Nodwell site do not support this hypothesis. Furthermore, the

occupants ofthe earlier Donaldson site were already living in longhouse structures and

there is no reason to assume that this practice did not continue into the early Late

Woodland period.

An analysis ofthe material culture from the NodweU village presented in Chapter 3

indicates that the majority ofcord-impressed sherds came from House 5, which settlement

data demonstrate to be one ofthe earliest houses constructed at the site. Unlike the other

houses at the Nodwell village, House 5 contained no material diagnostic ofthe middle

Late Woodland period. Furthermore, the rimsherds recovered from House 5 were unlike

those recovered from other Nodwell houses because they are not representative ofthe

Iroquoian tradition. The House 5 rimsherds resemble those made by Western Basin

foragers at between AD 1100 and 1200 (see Chapter 3) (Murphy and Ferris 1990). While

population estimates for House 5 were very small, hearth features used to estimate

population may have been destroyed in this house which was tom down and replaced by

two later houses, and the population was probably larger than estimated.

I therefore suggest that House 5 at the Nodwell site became the focus of

macroband occupation at some point during the early Late Woodland period, representing
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a shift in the settlement system away from the Middle Woodland macroband habitation

sites along the Saugeen River, to an inland location where natural resources were not as

abundant. For this move to have been possible the occupants ofthe Nodwell site would

have had to have access to stored fish resources which were not readily available in the

area surrounding the Nodwell site. These resources could have been harvested at the

same resource extraction locations always used by the indigenous inhabitants ofthe

region, explaining the continued use ofthese regional campsites. The shift in macroband

habitation location during the early Late Woodland period may have been a defensive

strategy designed to protect subsistence goods following the Period ofterritorial

constriction and population growth experienced in that late Middle Woodland period. By

moving the primary settlement away from the major river and canoe route in the region,

the population ofsouthern Bruce county could better protect their staples from outside

threats.

Another possibility is that the Nodwell site became the focus ofa winter

macroband habitation during the early Late Woodland period. Ifthis was the case, then

the population ofsouthern Bruce county may have gathered at the inland Nodwell site for

the winter and dispersed to smaller resource extraction sites from spring through faIl.

Limited evidence including the distribution ofpit features and pit contents (see Chapter 3)

can be used to suggest that the earlier Donaldson longhouses were already being occupied

during the winter months. It is difficult to determine from settlement features at the

'Nodwel1 site, ifHouse 5 represents a winter occupation, but the analysis of subsistence
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remains and material culture in Chapter 3 explores this possibility in greater detail. Wmter

settlement aggregations definitely require stored foodstuffs, and the shift to winter

habitation at the inland Nodwell site may have therefore been a defensive measure

designed to protect these stores which may have been at risk along the major waterway of

the Saugeen River.

Middleport Horizon

During the Middleport sub-stage twelve sites were occupied and utilized in

southern Bruce county (Figure 18), a reduction from the thirteen (rfNodwell is included)

sites known to be occupied during the preceding Middle Woodland period. Only one site

remained on the shore ofArran Lake, while one site continued to be utilized in the Arran

drumlin fields. Three sites remain in use along the bluffs fronting the Saugeen River, and

the two sites which clustered around the mouth ofthe Saugeen River at the shore ofLake

Huron during the Middle Woodland period were still functioning. Two sites were now

located atop the glacial Lake Algonquin strandline overlooking Lake Huron, and two sites

located at the eastern edge ofthe sandy Huron fringe within the town limits ofpresent day

Port EI~ Ontario continued to be occupied. Finally, a single site located along the shore

ofLake Huron in the sheltered Mirimachi Bay continued to function. No other sites have

been located within the study area dating to the Middleport sub-stage. The regional

settlement pattern reflected by the twelve sites above includes a series ofsmall and large

campsites" as well as a single village and a cemetery.
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Figure 18. Distribution ofMiddleport Sites in the Region of Investigation.
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Table 10. The Middleport Horizon Regional Settlement Pattern or Bruce County.

Site Name, l.Gcation Site Size Features Site Type Dating
Bonlenf#. Method

1. North Shore mouth ofSaugeen uncertain artifact campsite diagnostics
(BdHi-2) River "smallY'l clusters

2. Shutt mouth ofSaugeen uncertain hearths campsite diagnostics
(BcHi-6) River artifact clusters

3. Mirimachi Bay Lake Huron uncertain hearths campsite diagnostics
(BcHi-4) Shoreline "small" artifact clusters

4. North Elgin Lake Algonquin uncertain artifact clusters campsite diagnostics
Strand1ine,Port "smalr
Elgin

5. Nodwell Lake Algonquin 1hectare houses village radiocarbon
(BcHi-3) Strandline,Port palisade diagnostics

Elgin pi~ middens

6. Port Elgin Huron Fringe, uncertain artifact clusters campsite diagnostics
Cemetery Port Elgin usmallY'l

(BcHi-2)

7. Boiled Baby Huron Fringe, uncertain burials campsite, diagnostics
(BcHi-16) east ofPort "'substantial'" hearth floor cemetery

Elgin artifact clusters

8. Indian Church Saugeen Bluffs 0.01 hectares 1 artifact campsite diagnostics
(2x5m) cluster

9. Donaldson Saugeen Bluffs uncertain artifact clusters campsite diagnostics
(BdHi-I) "small"

10. Thede Saugeen Bluffs uncertain artifact cluster campsite diagnostics
(BcHi-?) "'smaU"

11. Kirkland Arran Dnunlin uncertain artifact clusters campsite diagnostics
Fann Field "limited"

12. Busch Arran Dnunlin 1.5 hectares hearths habitation diagnostics
(BcHh-6) field, Arran Lake (300x50m) artifact clusters site

(Fox 1987a; Knechtel 1955; Lee 195Ia:70-75; 1951b; Rankin 1997; Shutt 1951; 1952; Wright 1953a; 1953b;
1974; Wright and Anderson 1963:30).

To date, Middleport settlement patterns have been well investigated at two levels.

Primarily, research has concentrated on interpreting the internal settlement patterns of

specific village sites and therefore sheds light on the internal organization ofindividual
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communities (Dodd 1984; Pearce 1984; Wright 1974). Secondly, settlement pattern

research has focussed on explaining the distribution ofMiddleport horizon villages across

southern Ontario (Dodd et aI. 1990; Kapches 1981; Pearce 1984; Warrick 1984). As a

result, regional investigations have helped to define local and extralocal village settlement

sequences, explored regional variability between village sites and defined chronological

and cultural relationships between Middleport villages clustering in different regions. The

Middleport sub-stage has thus been identified as the era when horticulture became the

dominant economic pursuit, populations grew rapidly, and an Iroquoian-style culture

pattern expanded, largely through migration, throughout most ofsouthern Ontario.

However, much ofthe research into Middleport settlement patterns has been initiated

within the context ofculture-history and has ultimately been used to explore the

development of the historical Iroquoian culture pattern by demonstrating the expansion

and subsequent regional evolution ofthe separate ethnic Iroquoian tribes witnessed during

the contact period (Kapches 1981; Wright 1966). The focus on explaining contact period

culture patterns has overshadowed attempts to explain the process and context ofthe

Middleport expansion. Furthermore, village based settlement studies have dominated

research into the Middleport horizon and the role ofsmaller,. special purpose sites has

frequently been overlooked. This has resulted in a limited understanding ofcommunity

socio-economic structure. Given the reliance on simple culture-historic models,

ethnohistoric analogy and the incomplete use of local settlement strategies, Middleport

settlement patterns remain poorly understood.
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The diversity ofknown Middleport period settlements in southern Bruce county creates an

opportunity to move outside of village based settlement pattern studies and examine the

settlement system ofa Middleport community.

The Middleport occupation ofsouthern Bruce county appears to be based on a

series ofsmaIl and large settlements, not simply a single village community. At the core of

this complex occupation is the Nodwell village itself: but other smaller campsites, most

often associated with fishing localities, are located throughout the region. Understanding

this pattern is difficult given that very few similar settlement patterns have been analysed

for this period. However, several other cabins and campsites associated with the

Middleport sub-stage have been recorded throughout southern Ontario suggesting that the

range ofsites present in southern Bruce county is not unusual (Dodd 1990; Smith 1979;

Kenyon 1959). The interpretations offered for these miscellaneous sites suggest that they

were used for specific purposes such as fishing, gathering or trading (Stewart 1974; Smith

1979). Furthermore, the regular appearance ofthese sites throughout southern Ontario

suggests a high degree ofresidential mobility occurred in the Middleport substage and that

village settlements were only part ofa seasonal round. In southern Bruce county the

regional settlement system appears to represent a conununity land use strategy based

largely on access to desirable natural resources from a variety ofspecial purpose sites.

Settlement data including the location, size and distribution of site features can be used to

examine this assumption.
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Ofthe eleven Middleport habitations and campsites in southern Bruce county none

are located in defensible positions; no sites are located strategically on hilltops or isolated

locations. In fact, five sites are located along the Saugeen River valley at either the river

mouth or along small sets ofrapids, one site is found along the swampy shores of inland

Arran Lake, one site is located in a sheltered bay fronting Lake Huron and four sites are

located in forested zones near small creeks. The sites along the Saugeen River are located

in ideal positions for fishing river spawning species. Even today these locations remain

popular destinations for fishennen. The site located along the shores ofArran Lake may

have been inhabited for a number ofreasons. The swampy shoreline would have created

the ideal environment from which to hunt various avian and mammalian species, and

provided access to a large number ofplant species for gathering. Arran Lake, which is fed

by numerous creeks could also have been used as a fishing location. The function ofthe

four inland sites cannot be determined from site location, but they probably represent small

campsites associated with hunting and gathering activities. Finally, the site located on the

sheltered Mirimachi Bay ofLake Huron provides an ideal location for lake fishing.

The locations ofthese sites alone suggests that these places were desirable for

hunting, fishing and collecting but the size ofcampsites and distribution offeatures can

also be used to define the role ofthese campsites in the southern Bruce county settlement

system. The size ofthe campsites within the research area can generally be considered

small. Unfortunately, the exact size of the campsites was not always recorded by the

original investigators, and it is often difficult to determine site size from the surveyed
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surface scatters and test pits. Furthermore, no full excavation has been undertaken ofany

ofthe Middleport components at these sites. However, general estimates ofsize were

recorded for some ofthe eleven non-village sites. Wright (pers. comm.) claims that the

majority ofthese sites appeared no bigger than a single longhouse and Knechtel (1955)

claimed that the Middleport material from the Thede, Donaldson and Indian Church sites

was limited to small, discreet components that would not exceed more that a few square

metres. Furthermore, the Middleport components ofthe Shutt and North Shore sites were

located in less than ten closely packed test units respectively. Only the Busch site with an

approximate size of300 x 50 metres can be considered substantial and for this reason has

assumed the label ofhabitation site in the region typology (Fox 1987a).

Ifthese sites were used by small populations for the purposes ofresource

extraction it would follow that most ofthe sites would be ofa limited size, particularly

since some ofthe sites are located at tightly circumscribed resource gathering locations

like those beside sets ofrapids. The size and locations ofthe resource extraction areas

themselves may therefore have limited the size ofthe adjacent campsite. Given that five

campsites are located along the banks ofthe Saugeen River during the Middleport sub

stage, it is possible that smaIl groups, or perhaps family units, utilized differing, well

spaced and circumscribed locations for fishing activities. The same scenario may exist for

the four campsites probably associated with inland hunting and gathering. The small size

ofthese campsites may also reflect their limited annual use.
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However, the Busch site on Arran Lake is much bigger than the other Middleport

campsites and may represent a different type ofsite. Unlike the small campsites of

southern Bruce county which were probably restricted in terms ofboth size and

population due to both function and geographical constraints, the large open shoreline of

Arran Lake and the potential for differing types ofresource extraction activities to take

place in the vicinity ofthe Busch site, could have made this location accessible to a larger

population for longer periods oftime, perhaps even have acted as a small summer village.

This assumption finds some support in the number ofidentifiable surface features,

consisting ofa number ofhearths and dense artifact clusters which were absent from all

but one other campsite in southern Bruce county. Most small, seasonally utilized

campsites accumulate only minimal amounts ofcultural debris so it is not unlikely that a

campsite could be re-established annually in approximately the same location (Foley

1981a). This is especially true when the campsite is established to access resources from a

specific location. However, when larger groups ofpeople gather together debris

accumUlates rapidly, even in seasonally occupied sites, and the placement ofsucceeding

occupations may shift position so that it will not necessarily overlay the previous year's

refuse. The linear arrangement ofhearth features at the Busch site across 300 metres may

reflect this strategy and therefore the entire site probably represents the accumulation of

several annual occupations ofa large population.
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The only other site with known cultural features is BcHi-16, located on a small

creek on the outskirts ofpresent day Port Elgin. Features, including a single hearth floor

and several human intennents were located due to surface erosion (Wright 1953b).

Numerous clusters ofartifacts were also recorded here (Knechtel 1955). Wright (1953b)

believed BcHi-16 served two purposes; 1) as a seasonal campsite, and 2) as a Middleport

cemetery. This site's importance as a burial ground was suggested because the

disarticulated remains ofat least five individuals here are, apart from a scattering of

disarticulated human remains recovered at the Nodwell village, the only known

Middleport burials in the region. Furthermore, the BcHi- I6 cemetery marks the transition

in cemetery style from the individual burials ofthe Middle Woodland Donaldson

occupation to an ossuary style interment. The surface scattering ofartifacts, and single

hearth feature found at the site also identifies BcHi-16 as a campsite.

The Middleport campsites in southern Bruce county are predominantly small,

special purpose resource collection sites where small groups went to engage in seasonally

significant hunting, fishing and gathering activities. Most ofthese activities would have

been undertaken during the period from spring through fall when spawning fish, migratory

birds, and plants were most abundant. Mammal hunting could no doubt occur throughout

the winter and certain sites may have been utilized during this season. Nevertheless, the

pattern ofsmall campsites, as well as the larger Busch habitation site on Arran Lake which

may have acted as a summer village, suggests that the Middleport population used a wide

range ofsites throughout a considerable territory.
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The only known village settlement located in southern Bruce county during the

Middleport sub-stage was Nodwell. When observed in isolation, the Nodwell village, with

its twelve longhouses and double palisades appears to represent a sedentary Middleport

period farming community. However, when the Nodwell village is observed within a

regional context, the interpretation ofvillage organization must shift to accommodate the

variety ofoff-site activities and land-use strategies used during this era.

The distribution ofpit features at the Nodwell village suggested that this site

experienced its primary occupation during the winter months (Wright 1974). While it is

unlikely that the Nodwell village was ever completely abandoned between spring and fall

much ofthe community was probably engaged in activities elsewhere. Given the large

number ofsmall sites located in places where spring through fall resources were abundant

it is probable that the focus ofcommunity activity was away from the village during

warmer months. The limited size ofthe majority ofthese campsites suggests that they

were probably occupied by small populations, perhaps work parties or family units from

this larger community, for the purpose ofacquiring naturally occurring resources. The

large size of the Busch site, on Arran Lake, suggests that this site may have become the

focus ofcommunity settlement during the wanner months. The settlement pattern

observed in southern Bruce county suggests that the Nodwell village was only part ofthe

annual settlement system and that the occupants ofsouthern Bruce county engaged in a

semi-sedentary residence pattern. As explained above, this settlement system may have its

origins in the earlier Late Woodland.
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Given the marginal nature ofsouthern Bruce county in terms ofagricultural

success even today, it may have been necessary for the local Middleport population to

acquire the abundant natural resources ofthis region (see Chapter 3). It should also be

pointed out that none ofthe small sites in southern Bruce county appear to be farming

cabins, from which crops were tended during the summer months. This further suggests

that fanning may not have been a significant economic pursuit in this region.

The settlement strategy suggested has been identified elsewhere in southern

Ontario. Ramsden (n.d.) has recently suggested that the 15th and 16th century Iroquoian

population ofthe Upper Trent valley, in central Ontario, employed a semi-sedentary

strategy, making seasonally scheduled moves to different sites throughout the year in

order to access a variety of resources. Ramsden (n.d.) suggests that this strategy was

chosen to allow for long-term sustainable use ofthe natural resources available in the

Upper Trent. While the 15th and 16th century inhabitants ofthe Upper Trent valley were

obviously a distinct population from the 14th century inhabitants ofsouthern Bruce

county, similarities exist between the regions ofoccupation. Both regions face climatic

and geographical constraints which make the pursuit ofa farming economy difficult.

Chapdelaine (1993: 175) has suggested that many ofthe Iroquoian groups in

southern Ontario employed a semi-sedentary strategy. He believes that villages were only

occupied by a fraction ofthe community at any given time, and that some portion ofthe

community always maintained a high degree ofmobiIity (Chapdelaine 1993).
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Chapdelaine (1993) further states that mixed farming and foraging economies were vital to

the survival ofIroquoian communities, and at times natural resources may have been more

important than horticultural produce.

Furthennore, when the parameters ofthe Bruce county research area are expanded

from 20 kIn radius to a 40 km zone a Middleport sub-stage settlement pattern similar in

nature to the one found in the research area is observed (Figure 19). Small campsites

situated at the mouths and rapids oflarge rivers, along the shore ofLake Huron, and along

small creeks dominate the regions to the north and south ofthe research area. The

campsites in the southern portion ofthe expanded zone may be associated with the

occupation ofthe larger Inverhuron site. The Inverhuron site is a Middleport horizon

occupation which may not have been a village but which was definitely larger and more

permanently occupied than the campsites which surround it (Kenyon 1959).

Unfortunately, the Middleport occupation ofthe Inverhuron sites is not well

understood because the site contains a mixture ofmaterial from both earlier and later

occupations making the Middleport occupation difficult to discern (Kenyon 1959). It may

not be unreasonable to assume however, that a pattern ofsemi-sedentism like that which

existed in southern Bruce county was employed here during the Middleport era. In

southern Bruce county, Inverhuron and the Upper Trent valley the climate and geography

may have limited the success ofa horticultural economy and contributed to the

development ofa semi-sedentary community settlement system.
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Figure 19. Distribution ofMiddleport Sites Within a 40km Radius of Nodwell.
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Ifthe Nodwell village was not present in southern Bruce county the regional

settlement system would resemble that normally associated with mobile foragers, given the

small scatter ofephemeral sites located at key resource extraction areas. In fact, the

regional settlement system identified in southern Bruce county is almost identical, except

for the appearance ofthe Nodwell village and the discontinuance ofthe Krug site on Arran

Lake, to that observed in the Middle Woodland period, though future excavation ofthese

campsites may shed light on other settlement differences. However, radiocarbon dates

from Nodwell increase the occupational span ofthis site and demonstrate it was part of

the earlier :Middle Woodland settlement system. Ifthis is the case, there is a great deal of

continuity in the regional settlement system ofsouthern Bruce county throughout the

Middle and Late Woodland periods and the changes to the socio-economic system may

not be as dramatic as was first supposed.

AfterNodweU:TheR~onaISettlemeotPattem

Following the abandonment ofthe Nodwell village there appears to be a drastic

change in the regional settlement pattern ofsouthern Bruce county as only four

archaeological sites post-date the Middleport horizon (Table 11, Figure 20). The

Donaldson site occupation dates to the early historic era. The NodweU site, the Port Elgin

site and Hunter-Frenchman's Bay were all used during the late prehistoric or early historic

period. This suggests that southern Bruce county was more or less abandoned following

the Middleport occupation.
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The location ofthe Donaldson and Hunter-Frenchman's Bay sites, combined with

the small distribution offeatures from these sites, suggests that they functioned as fishing

camps. Given that no artifacts or features associated with the protomstoric Period have

been recovered from Nodwe~ the site was probably no more than a small campsite. The

Port Elgin site contained no more than an isolated burial. The pattern represented by the

distribution and size ofthe sites suggests that southern Bruce county was used only

sporadically during this era, perhaps by groups travelling through the area en route to

other locations. It is possible that either Algonkian foragers or Iroquoian farmers

periodically passed through Bruce county during the protohistoric period and established

these sites.

Table 11.. The Post NodweU Settlement Pattern Data for Southern Bruce County.

Site Name, Location Site Size Features Site Type Dating
Borden # Method

1. Donaldson Saugeen 0.12 hectares Ionghouse campsite diagnostics
(BdHi-l) Bluffs (12xlOm) hearth

artifact cluster

2. PonEIgin Huron Fring~ 0.002 burial burial bone
Burial PonElgin hectares condition

(lum)

3. Hunter! Lake Huron 0.35 hectares aeti~ity areas campsite diagnostics
Frenchman's Shoreline (70xSOm)
Bay (BdHh-5)

4. Nodwell Lake Algonquin unknown unknown campsite radiocarbon
(BcHi-3) Strandline. Port date

Elgin

(Clark-Wilson and Spence 1988; Finlayson 1977:498; Fox 1987a:6; Fox 1989:3; Wright (985).
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Figure 20. Distribution ofPost Middleport Period Sites in the Region of Investigation.
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Chapter Summary

This chapter has focussed on the analysis ofsettlement pattern data from southern

Bruce county dating from the :Middle and Late Woodland periods. Descriptions and

analyses of both regional settlement systems, and where possible, site based settlement

strategy have been presented. The application ofa chronological fonnat was chosen to

present these data so that changes and continuities to the settlement ofthe region over

time could be easily observed. A summary ofthese data is now presented in order to

highlight the major settlement trends observed within Bruce county from the Middle

through Late Woodland periods.

Both regional and site based settlement pattern data from the Middle Woodland

period indicate that southern Bruce county was occupied as recently as AD 1000 by a

foraging population that employed a series ofannually scheduled movements to access

naturally occurring resources from a variety ofsmall and large campsites (Finlayson 1977).

The location, size and number offeatures observed at the thirteen known Middle

Woodland sites in this region suggest that the annual round was based on a spring through

fall macroband settlement on the banks ofthe Saugeen River and the shores ofLake

Huron, followed by a winter dispersal to nuclear family hunting campsites further inland.

This strategy, which allowed large multiple family units to reside together for lengthy

periods of time is common toward the end ofthe Late Woodland period throughout the

Great Lakes lowlands (Cleland 1982; Kenyon and Fox 1983; SPence et al. 1990; Stothers

1978).
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The unusually mild climate throughout the Great Lakes lowlands during the

Middle Woodland period may have increased the annual abundance ofnaturally occurring

resources and indirectly contributed to a period ofpopulation growth that is evidenced

throughout southern Ontario at this time (Spence et al. 1990). Population growth

restricted local-group territories so that by the end ofthe Middle Woodland period

southern Bruce county was occupied by a single band. Multiple burial cemeteries at the

Donaldson site may have been used by the population ofsouthern Bruce county to

demonstrate their rights to this territory.

Territorial constriction also reduced overall forager mobility and the large

habitation sites along the Saugeen River demonstrate increased sedentism in locations

where natural resources were abundant. Chapdelaine (1993) believes that increased

communal living during this period also necessitated the realignment ofgroup socio

economic relationships. The appearance of longhouses at the Donaldson site late in the

Middle Woodland period emphasizes the social changes brought about through increased

sedentism, suggesting that larger social groups were replacing the nuclear family as the

primary social and economic units. These houses may also represent a trend toward multi

family winter habitations common to later periods.

Little is known about the early Late Woodland period in southern Bruce county.

Elsewhere in southern Ontario this period is represented by a movement toward large

multi-family villages and the blending of horticultural practice with the traditional hunting,

fishing and foraging economy ofthe Middle Woodland period (Fox 1990a; Smith and
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Crawford 1997; Timmins 1997). In southern Bruce county there are no settlement data to

indicate that a similar shift in socio-economic behaviour occurred at this time.

However, artifacts diagnostic ofthe early Late Woodland period have been

identified at five sites in the region ofinvestigation, and ceramics indicative ofthe longer

period spanning the late Middle Woodland through the middle Late Woodland are found

at nearly all sites cited in this research. Given that most ofthese early Late Woodland

occupations are located in the same places as the earlier Middle Woodland sites, much of

the settlement-subsistence system ofthe early Late Woodland population appears to be a

continuation ofthe Middle Woodland pattern. This may be the reason that previous

researchers have not recognized pre-Middleport 'CUlte Woodland" settlement in this

region (Finlayson 1977; Wright 1974)..

Nevertheless, the paucity ofdiagnostic remains recovered from these sites indicate

that there was some change to the overall settlement system in southern Bruce county at

this time. Primarily, most early Late Woodland occupations appear to have been smaller,

with no macroband settlements along the Saugeen River. It is possible that macroband

habitation sites dating to the early Late Woodland period have just not been located, but it

is probable that the focus ofmacroband settlement during the early Late Woodland shifted

inland to the Nodwell site.

Even though Wright (1974) did not recognize an early Late Woodland occupation

ofthe Nodwell village, five radiocarbon dates from the Nodwell site clearly span the early

Late Woodland period. Furthennore, rimsherds diagnostic ofthe 12th century have been
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recovered from House 5 (see Chapter 3)~ the house which settlement data demonstrated to

be one ofthe earliest structures at the Nodwell site. Unlike the other houses at the

Nodwell village, House 5 did not contain any material culture diagnostic oflater cultural

phases.

Because the Nodwell site is located inland from the Saugeen River, natural

resources would not have been as abundant here. Therefore, it is probable that the other

sites in the region which were occupied during the early Late Woodland period functioned

as small campsites for the purpose ofextracting natural resources (primarily the harvesting

offish resources) between spring and fall, and that these resources were brought back to

the Nodwell site. This shift in macroband habitation location during the early Late

Woodland period may have been a defensive strategy designed to protect stores of

subsistence goods from outside threats and resulted as a natural outgrowth ofterritorial

constriction and population growth experienced in that late Middle Woodland period.

Settlement data from the Nodwell village indicate that this village was occupied

primarily during the winter months (Wright 1974). However~ due to later construction on

top ofHouse 5, it is difficult to determine ifHouse 5 became the focus ofa winter

macroband habitation during the early Late Woodland period. The analysis ofsubsistence

remains and material culture in Chapter 3 explores this possibility in greater detail. Ifthis

was the case, then the population ofsouthern Bruce county may have gathered at the

inland Nodwell site for the winter and dispersed to smaller resource extraction sites from

spring through fall.
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Limited evidence, including the distribution ofpit features and pit contents (see

Chapter 3) from the earlier Donaldson longhouses may provide an historical precursor for

winter settlement aggregations. At the very least, the Donaldson longhouses provide

evidence to suggest that a communal socio-economic strategy was in place by AD 700,

providing the opportunity for the population to amass large stores offoodstuffs, a strategy

which would not have been as feasible when organizational units centred around the

nuclear family. Given that winter macroband settlements generally require large stores of

food to sustain the population through the winter months, a shift in settlement location

from the Saugeen River to the inland Nodwell site at this time may have been a defensive

measure designed to protect surplus foodstuffs from outside threat.

Numerous radiocarbon dates from the Nodwell vi!Iage demonstrate that this

location was the focus ofcommunity settlement throughout the middle Late Woodland

period and settlement data indicate that the Nodwell village was occupied intensively

during the winter months. However, eleven ofthe fourteen known sites relevant to this

study continued to be occupied, apparently as campsites, throughout warm months. By the

middle Late Woodland period the regional settlement strategy appears to revolve around

the winter-based community habitation at the Nodwell village followed by the spring

through fall dispersal ofsroaUer segments ofthe village population to key resource

extraction sites. This pattern continues until the abandonment ofsouthern Bruce county

toward the end ofthe Middleport substage.
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The analysis ofsettlement data from the Nodwell site indicated that this village

was somewhat different from other Middleport villages in southern Ontario,. and in many

respects this village has more settlement similarities with early Late Woodland villages

elsewhere in southern Ontario (Timmins 1997). These differ~nces include the size ofsite,

the level ofinternal settlement organization, and the degree ofhousehold variability in the

village. The primary reasons for these differences can probably be related to three

associated themes including; inter-regional variation, temporal duration ofoccupation, and

population size.

Every local population, even within a larger cultural focus can be expected to

exhibit cultural elements in slightly different ways. Local culture history, environment, and

resource availability will all enhance variation. Nevertheless, it is more probable that the

Nodwell village is distinct from other Middleport villages in southern Ontario because the

initial occupation ofthe Nodwell village preceded this culture-phase (Wright 1985).

Radiocarbon dates place the origin ofthe Nodwell village within the early Late Woodland

period and perhaps as early as the late Ivfiddle Woodland. Support for this early date, in

terms ofsettlement pattern data, is associated with a distinct change to the regional

settlement system during the early Late Woodland period as outlined above.

Given that the average length of longhouse occupation was established to be

approximately thirty years, it is unlikely that all ofthe NodweIJ longhouses were inhabited

simultaneously, and radiocarbon dates suggest there may have been two distinct phases of

village construction. Furthermore, the occupation ofHouse 5 may precede the
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construction ofthe larger village altogether. Therefore the Nodwell village probably

developed over a lengthy period, perhaps as much as 200-300 years. Ifthis is the case

then it is also probable that the Nodwell village experienced periodic abandonment. Such

an abandonment may have occurred sometime after the construction ofHouse 5 and prior

to the construction ofthe larger village. Timmins (1997:236) recognized a similar

abandonment at the early Late Woodland Calvert site in southwestern Ontario following

the occupation ofa single longhouse at this village. This possibility is explored in Chapter

3.

The size ofthe Nodwell population may have also contributed to the distinct

appearance ofthis village when compared to other Middleport sites in southern Ontario.

Most Middleport villages are believed to have populations greater than 350 persons, and

village settlements plans which restrict the daily face to face contact ofcommunity

members (pearce 1984; Warrick 1984). NodweII's population would never have

surpassed the population threshold of350 persons generally required before village

settlement planning was essential, particularly ifthe village was constructed incrementally

(pearce 1984; Warrick 1984). In fact, the population ofsouthem Bruce county probably

remained relatively constant from the Middle Woodland period through the abandonment

ofthe Nodwell village in the 14th century.

Following the abandonment ofthe Nodwell village the entire settlement system in

southern Bruce county appears to have broken down. Only four sites were used after the

14th century. As one ofthese sites is an isolated burial, only three small campsites can
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truly be considered occupations. The outward migration from Bruce county in the mid

14th century may have been precipitated by the cooler climate ofthe Little Ice Age, which

may have altered the local environment at this time. A number oflarge settlements along

the Bruce peninsula may have become the focus ofsettlement at this time.

The analysis ofsettlement pattern data from southern Bruce county suggests that

there is little reason to assume the appearance ofthe Nodwell village was brought about

by the migration ofa horticultural population from outside the region during the 14th

century. Actually, there are many more reasons to suggest that Nodwell was a local

development. There does not appear to be any real occupational hiatus in southern Bruce

county prior to the appearance ofthe Nodwell village. In fact, there is clear evidence in

the form ofMiddle Woodland macroband settlements, and the construction oflonghouses

at the Donaldson site during the late Middle Woodland to suggest that the socia-economic

structures associated with village settlements were already developing here. Furthermore,

while there is reason to assume that the majority ofthe sites in Bruce county were utilized

in a different manner while the Nodwell village was occupied, it is probable that this

change in use strategy began during the early Late Woodland period. Finally, the numbers

and locations ofsites in southern Bruce county remained relatively constant between the

Middle Woodland period and the 14th century abandonment ofthe Nodwell vilIage.

Ifimmigrants had constructed the Nodwell village during the 14th century, all

evidence would point to the rapid establishment ofthe village at this time. Not only would

radiocarbon dates have to be overlooked, but the historical trend in southern Bruce county
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toward larger more sedentary community settlements would have to be ignored.

Furthennore, there were no radical changes to the local settlement system through time as

the same sites continued to be used and few sites appear to have been either added or

subtracted. Ifan outside population had suddenly appeared in southern Bruce county

there would probably have been dramatic changes to the settlement system very quickly as

this new population altered the stability ofthe local settlement system by changing the

local environment through both village construction and exploiting local resources. Nor is

there evidence for the abandonment ofthe region following the establishment ofthe

Nodwell village. Perhaps most significant however, is that the settlement pattern ofthe

Nodwell village is unlike that recorded at other Middleport villages outside ofBruce

county.

When viewed historically from within Bruce county the radiocarbon dates and

settlement pattern data suggest that the indigenous population of southern Bruce county

established the Nodwell village early in the Late Woodland period as a result ofintemal

changes already underway in the region. This is not unlike transitions which occurred

elsewhere in the province. However, it is possible that the settlement pattern data alone

are not capable ofrepresenting a migratory event. Chapter 3 uses both material culture

and subsistence data recovered from the Bruce county sites to evaluate further both the

migration and in situ hypotheses. Furthermore, Chapter 3 explores the role ofexternal

stimuli and interaction in the process ofculture change in this region.
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MATERIAL CULTURE AND SUBSISTENCE

Introduction

This chapter focuses on the material culture and subsistence data recovered from

the archaeological sites in southern Bruce county described in the preceding chapter.

Artifacts and subsistence remains recovered from these sites are disCUSSed in a similar

temporal fonnat and are used both to elaborate and refine the themes outlined in Chapter

2 including: site occupation chronologies, site type/function, settlement systems, culture

patterns and interaction. This fonnat allows for an historical analysis and comparison of

data within and between sites in order to identify changes and continuities to the social and

economic structures ofBruce county'ts inhabitants through time, and to explain the

appearance ofthe Nodwell village. As a result, particular attention will be paid to the

analysis ofartifact and faunal remains recovered from the Nodwell village. The data

presented in this chapter are drawn from both extant literature and new collections made

specifically for this research.

152
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Middle Woodland Material Culture and Subsistence nata

Material Culture

Items ofmaterial culture diagnostic ofthe Middle Woodland period have been

recovered from all twelve sites identified to the Middle Woodland period in the preceding

chapter (see Table 1). This list now includes the Nodwell site which. was radiocarbon

dated to this period and which contains a very small sample of:Middle WoodJand artifacts.

The inclusion ofthe Nodwell site brings the number of identified Middle Woodland sites in

southern Bruce county to thirteen.

Ceramic assemblages dominate the collections of material culture from every site

in southern Bruce county dating to the Middle Woodland period. Researchers in Ontario

have consistently relied upon this artifact class when establishing relative site chronologies

for both Middle Woodland and Late Woodland period sites. Specific features including

technology ofmanufacture, combined with attributes ofstyle and design are thought to be

both temporally and spatially significant since particular types ofceramics increase and

decline in popularity through time in different regions (Emerson 1961; MacNeish 1952;

Wright 1974).

Middle Woodland ceramics were constructed using a coiling techPJque. In

southern Bruce county these ceramics are identified using this and a number ofother

features. These ceramics are characterized by CCcourse paste, thick walls, concoidal bases,

weakly defined shoulders, wide necks and vertical to flaring rims with rounded or flat lips"

(Spence et al. 1990: 148). This pottery is considered highly mabie.
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Decoration including dentate, pseudo-scallop-shell and linear stamping, or rocking,

generally covers the vessel surface (Finlayson 1977; Spence et al. 1990: 148).

Table 12 demonstrates the presence ofthis diagnostic artifact at each ofthe

thirteen Middle Woodland sites in southern Bruce county. Because Table 12 draws

together information from various types ofcollections including area excavations, test

excavations and surface collections,. the size ofthe samples is variable. Nevertheless, all

site assemblages resulted from systematic sampling strategies and are equally relevant.

Furthermore, the information analysed for this research was located in written reports,. as

well as institutional and private holdings. Every effort was made to observe collections

directly in order to maintain a consistent level ofreporting. As this was not possible in all

situations, poorly described material from early collections has not been included below.
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Table 12. Diagnostic Middle Woodland Ceramics from Bruce County Sites.

Site Dentate Stamp Pseudo Scallop Mixed Dentate Linear
Sherds Stamp Sherds /Pseudo Scallop Stamp

Stamp Sherds Sherds

North shore 3 rim 1 rim
(BdHi-2) 16 body 11 body

Shutt 2 rim I rim
(BcHi-6) 21 body 9 body

Mirimachi Bay 1 rim 10 body
(BcHi-4) 3 body

Port Elgin 1 rim 7 body
Cemetery 4 body
(BcHi-2)

North Elgin 3 body 4 body

Boiled Baby 194 body 3 rims
(BcHi-16) 114 body

Thede 269 rims 34 rims 3 rims 11 rims
(BcHi-7) 3133 body 549 body 19 body 93 body

Donaldson 449 rims 370 rims 1 rim 63 rims
(BdHi-l) 4547 body 2313 body 193 body 374 body

Busch 1 rim 3 rims
(BcHh-6) 10 body 9 body

Krug 3 rim 2 rim
(BcHh-5) 20 body 15 body

Indian Church 7 body 4 body

Kirkland Farm 1 rim II body
17 body

Nodwell 3 rim 4 body
(BcHi-3) 16 body

.
*the term body IS used to denote any non-rim sherd.
(Finlayson 1977:78, 142,287, 363; Fox 1986:appendix 1-10; Knechtel 1955; Rankin
1997; Shutt 195 I; 1952; Wright 1953a; 1956; Wright and Anderson 1963:23-42).
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A variety ofother artifact classes are commonly associated with the Middle

Woodland period in southern Bruce county including a well developed rough and ground

stone tool industry, a chipped lithic technology and a smaller bone tool industry (Wright

and Anderson 1963; Finlayson 1977). The most prevalent artifacts are side and comer

notched projectile points, pitted or faceted hammerstones, anvil-hammers, celts and

choppers (Finlayson 1977). However, Spence et aI. (1990:148) claim that only very few

artifacts can be considered diagnostic ofthe Middle Woodland Saugeen complex in

southern Bruce county. Diagnostic items, other than ceramics, include cobble spall

scrapers, end-notched net-sinkers and projectile points with broad shallow side notches

and convex bases. A diagnostic bone technology probably existed, but this class of

artifacts is only well represented at the Donaldson site and therefore poorly defined at the

regional level (Finlayson 1977; Spence et aI. 1990). This may be due, at least in part, to

poor preservation resulting from the acidic nature ofsoils in this region (Wright 1956;

Finlayson 1977; Spence et aI. 1990: 148). Table 13 represents the frequency ofthe most

diagnostic artifacts other than bone tools and ceramics which have been collected from

good contexts in southern Bruce county.

No non-ceramic artifacts diagnostic ofthe Middle Woodland period in southern

Bruce county were collected at the North Shore or North Elgin sites. However, Tables 12

and 13 demonstrate that artifacts diagnostic ofthe Middle Woodland period were found

on each ofthe thirteen sites, so there is no question oftheir occupation during this time.
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Table 13. Other Diagnostic Artifacts from Middle Woodland Sites in Bruce County.

Site Cobble Spall End-Notched Net Saugeen Points
Scrapen Sinkers

Shutt (BcHi-6) 2 1

Mirimachi Bay 2 1
(BcHi-4)

Port Elgin 1 1
Cemetery (BcHi-2)

Boiled Baby 3 2 1
(BcHi-16)

Thede (BcHi-7) 13

Donaldson 27 3 25
(BdHi-I)

Busch (BcHh-6) 3 2 7

Krug (BcHh-5) 1 1

Indian Church 1

Kirkland Farm 2 1

Nodwell (BcHi-3) 1 1

(Finlayson 1977:161-166, 194,220-221,377-382,404,408; 414-417,503; Fox
1986:appendix 1-10; Knechtel 1955; Lee 1960; Rankin 1997; Shutt 1952; Wright and
Anderson 1963:36-41).

The duration ofthe Middle Woodland period is lengthy in Bruce county, persisting

for at least 1000 years (Finlayson 1977; Spence et al. 1990). Finlayson (1977:578-590)

attempted to refine the sequence ofMiddle Woodland site occupation in southern Bruce

county through a ceramic seriation analysis based on both the tool ofdesign application

and design style produced on the large ceramic assemblages from the Thede and

Donaldson sites. These attributes were chosen because they appeared to vary spatially.
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Finlayson (1977:590) concluded that pseudo-scallop-shell stamping was popular during

the early Middle Woodland and was gradually replaced by dentate stamping which peaked

in popularity towards the end ofthe Middle Woodland period. Unfortunately, the ceramic

assemblages from other Middle Woodland sites are too small for a similar seriation

analysis, and therefore it is difficult to estimate the sequence oftheir occupation during

this period. Nevertheless, Table 12 demonstrates that relatively equal amounts ofthe two

types ofpottery have been recovered from other Middle Woodland sites in the region

suggesting that these sites were occupied during the mid to latter stages ofthe Middle

Woodland period when both ceramic decorative techniques would have been common.

The Middle Woodland components at the Thede and Donaldson sites included a

full range ofnon-diagnostic artifacts, made from a variety ofmaterials. As well, the

material culture assemblage from the single component Krug site, while more limited than

Thede and Donaldson, also includes a selection ofnon-diagnostic artifacts. Similar classes

and types ofartifacts have been recovered in smaller quantities from other sites in the

region, but cannot be directly associated with the Middle Woodland period given the

multi-component nature ofthese sites and the lack ofdetailed excavation. Table 14

describes the frequency ofdifferent artifact types recovered from Thede, Donaldson and

Krug. Only collections made by Finlayson in 1969 and 1970 at the Thede and Donaldson

sites are described below because other assemblages were not collected with the same

degree ofchronological control. No diagnostic materials are included in Table 14.
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Table 14.. Non-Diagnostic Middle Woodland Artifacts from Thede and Donaldson.

Site Ceramics GroundIRough Chipped Stone BonetAntlerl Copper
Stone SheD

Thede 136 smooth body 13 celts 3 projectile points 1 bonehead I awl
(BcHi-7) sherds 1 gorget blank 2 cache blades I modified bone I bar

58 smoothed 1 ground shale frag. 2 bifacial knives fragment 2 beads
over body sherds 1 ground stone blank 28 bifacial fragments
17 trailed body 5 choppers 2 drills
sherds I cobble modified 27 scrapers
7 striated body trag. 85 cores
sherds 45 hamm.erstones 359 utilized flakes
4 pieces fired 3 anvil-hammers 1183 flakes
clay 1 abrader

lmano
I rubbing stone
1 chopper blank

Donaldson 238 smooth body 15 celts 5 bifacial knives 1 bone bead I awl
(BdHi-I) sherd I chisel 30 biface fragments 9 bone chisels 1 bar

46 smoothed 3 gorget blanks 3 drills 7 bone beamers 1 bangle
over body sherds 1 pendant blank 3 unifaces 2 bone harpoons 1 gorge
171 trailed body 1 earspool 32 scrapers 2 bone pins 2 panpipe
sherds 1 bipointed object 76 cores 1 bone flaker covers
63 striated body 15 choppers 130 utilized flakes 6 bone awls 1 patch
sherds 50 hammerstones 1623 flakes 3 bone projectile I scrap

2 anvil stones point"
2 anvil hammers 3 modified bone
3 abraders 6 modified
5 rubbing stones beaver teeth
1 mctate 5 antler harpoons
1 atlatl hook 2 antler spikes
3 cut sheet mica 3 antler handles
1 rectangular object 1 antler flaker

3 modified antler
3 shell beads

Krug 3 hammerstones 1 biface fragments
(BcHh-5) 11 utilized flakes

38 Oakes

(Finlayson 1977:142.220-221.363.503-504; Fox 1986:appendix 1-10; Rankin (997).
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The artifact assemblages recovered from these three sites were larger than the

assemblages recovered from other Middle Woodland sites in southern Bruce county.

There are a number ofreasons for this. In general, the overall size ofthe other sites is

much smaller,. suggesting that they served different functions within the settlement system

(see Table 1). Furthermore, no sites except Thede and Donaldson were subject to areal

excavation. Finally, the largest artifact assemblage was amassed at the Donaldson site

where most artifacts were extracted from burial contexts, and to date no other Middle

Woodland burials have been located in southern Bruce county. Nevertheless, the artifact

data from each ofthe Middle Woodland sites in southern Bruce county presented in

Tables 12-14 have the potential to inform us about site chronology, site type/function and

settlement systems and are discussed below in detail.

Among the diagnostic and temporally contained Middle Woodland artifact

assemblages described above it is possible to identifY numerous artifacts and raw materials

which originated outside ofthe southern Bruce county culture region. The presence of a

variety ofexotic items including native copper, cherts and perhaps some ceramics

associated with distant regions suggests that either certain desired materials had to be

obtained outside ofthe territory or that people from outside Bruce county frequented the

region. As a result, these items reflect either long-distance travel by the inhabitants of

Bruce county or inter-regional interaction. The presence ofthese exotic items

demonstrates that the Middle Woodland inhabitants ofsouthern Bruce county were well

connected to regions outside their local territory occupied by other local groups.
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Table 15 presents the frequency ofexotic items recovered from Middle Woodland

contexts in southern Bruce county. UnfortunatelY7 many non-diagnostic exotic items

could not be directly associated with the Middle Woodland period. For example,

numerous copper artifacts were recovered from the Nodwell site and exotic cherts in both

nodular and modified forms have been recovered from almost every identified site.

Nevertheless, there is a distinct possibility that many ofthese items were associated with

the Middle Woodland occupation ofBruce county because the frequency offoreign

cherts, specifically the abundant Kettle Point chert, and native copper drastically declines

at the end ofthe Middle Woodland period (Janusas 1984:85 and Fox 1990a:172). If

exotic material could not be directly associated with the Middle Woodland period, only

temporally diagnostic artifacts were included in Table IS. The exceptions are the Thede,

Donaldson and Krug sites where the Middle Woodland context ofboth exotic chert and

copper has been firmly established.

The artifacts listed in Table 15 demonstrate that the occupants ofsouthern Bruce

county had connections to outside regions radiating in every direction from their territory.

Native copper, which was found in signjficant quantity at the Thede and Donaldson sites

probably originated to the north, along the northern shores ofLake Huron and Lake

Superior, where up to a ton ofnative copper was mined annually between 4000 Be and

AD 1200 (Finlayson 1977; Patterson 1971 :299). However, Turff (1997) notes 257

sources ofnative copper throughout North America and without chemically sourcing the

copper artifacts, it is impossible to know the exact location from which they originated.
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Table 15. Exotic Goods Collected from Middle Woodland Sites.

Site Name Copper (Artifacts Cbert Ceramics
and Scrap) (Artifacts ad Wastage)

Mirimachi - I diagnostic item of
Bay Kettle Point chert from Port Franks,
(BcHi-4) Ontario

Port Elgin - 1 cord wrapped stick
Cemetery sherd with annular
(BeHi-2) pnnctates

Boiled Baby - 4 cord wrapped stick
(BeHi-16) sherd with annular

punctates

Thede -4 items - 1S items ofSelkirk chert from Port
(BeHi-7) Dover,. Ontario

- 999 items ofKettle Point chert from
Port Franks. Ontario
- 15 items ofFossil Hill chert from
Collingwood, Ontario
- 1 item ofBayport chert from Saginaw
Bay, Michigan

Donaldson - 8 items - 55 items ofSelkirk chert from Port - 21 cord wrapped stick
(BdHi-l) Dover, Ontario sherds with annular

- I 105 items ofKettle Point Chert from punctates
Port Franks. Ontario
- 41 items ofFossil :Hill chert from
Collingwood, Onrario
- 2 items ofBayport chert from
Saginaw Bay. Michigan

Busch - 2 diagnostic items ofKettle Point -1 cord wrapped stick sherd
(BcHh-6) chert from Port Franks. Ontario with annular punctates

Krug - 1 item Selkirk chert from Port Dover.
(BcHh-5) Ontario

- 33 items ofKettIe Point chert from
Port Franks. Ontario

Indian - I diagnostic item ofKettle Point chert
Church from Port Franks, Ontario

(Finlayson 1977:153-160.221.287,375-376.504; Eley and von Bitter 1989; Wright and Anderson 1963:29).
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Four distinct types ofexotic cherts were found at southern Bruce county sites and

can be sourced to regions in the east, west and south. The most abundant chert is Kettle

Point which can be quarried along the southeast shore ofLake Huron, near the present

day town ofPort Franks, Ontario some 160 km to the south ofBruce county. To reach

this area during the Middle Woodland period would have necessitated by-passing several

distinct band tenitories (Spence et aI. 1990; see Chapter 2). Given the prominence ofthis

chert in southern Bruce county, it is probable that connections to these other communities

were strong. Selkirk chert is found along the north shore ofLake Erie, near Port Dover,

Ontario some 225 km southeast ofBruce county. This region was also occupied during

the Middle Woodland period (Spence et aI. 1990). Fossil Hill chert would have been

collected at outcrops near Collingwood, Ontario on the south shore ofGeorgian Bay

approximately 100 Ian to the east. A series ofMiddle Woodland sites also exist in this

region (Sutton 1996:47). A smail collection ofitems made from Bayport chert have also

been recovered in Bruce county. The source for this chert is some 200 km west across

Lake Huron on the southeast shores of Saginaw Bay in Michigan. Whether the inhabitants

ofsouthern Bruce county were accessing these cherts through quarrying or trade, the

pursuit ofthese materials would definitely have brought them into contact with

surrounding populations.

Further support for this interaction is found in Spence et al. (1990). Spence et al.

(1990) assign the occupants ofthe Middle Woodland site clusters found near each ofthe

three chert quarries in Ontario to the Saugeen culture complex; the cultural complex
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originally defined in southern Bruce county. This cultural complex incorporates numerous

local groups which shared a similar culture pattern exemplified by settlement strategy,

economy and artifact assemblages. Theoretically, the similarities between Saugeen

complex groups throughout southern Ontario are perpetuated through frequent inter

community interaction. Gaining access to raw materials, either directly from the source

or through community exchange is no doubt part ofthis interactive process.

Table 15 also details the presence ofcord-wrapped-stick impressed ceramics with

annular punctates and interior bosses. These ceramics are representative ofpre-Iroquoian

Late Woodland ceramic production elsewhere in southern Ontario, but the origin ofthis

style ofceramic is generally associated with the Princess Point culture complex situated in

the lower Grand River valley, Coates Paradise and Long Point, ail in southwestern

Ontario (Fox 1990a). The Princess Point complex has been dubbed a "transitional

culture" which blended horticultural practice with the traditional Middle Woodland

settlement/subsistence strategy (Fox 1990a; Smith and Crawford 1997). Recent research

by Smith and Crawford (1997:23) has determined that the Princess Point sites along the

Grand River were occupied as early as AD 500 and as late as AD 1100. Furthermore,

dates ofAD 540 and AD 570 which were derived from maize kernels excavated from the

Grand Banks site in the Grand River valley provide the earliest direct evidence of

domesticates in southern Ontario (Smith and Crawford 1997:26). These dates not only

overlap chronologically with the Middle Woodland occupation ofsouthem Bruce county,

but with Middle Woodland Saugeen complex habitations situated near the mouth of the
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Grand River along the north shore ofLake Erie and close to the Selkirk chert quarries

(Smith and Crawford 1997; Spence et aI. 1990). This suggest that a forager/farmer

frontier between the Grand River valley and other parts ofsouthern Ontario developed

before the end ofthe Middle Woodland period.

The presence ofPrincess Point-like sherds at the Middle Woodland Donaldson site

prior to AD 710 marks the earliest appearance ofthis style ofpottery outside of

southwestern Ontario (Fox 1990a) and suggests that this ceramic tradition was introduced

to southern Bruce county as a result ofinteraction between the occupants oftrus region

and the Princess Point population inhabiting the Grand valley. However, the production

ofthis type ofceramic continued in southern Bruce county through the early Late

Woodland period (Ferris 1988; Fox 1989}, and the appearance ofthese ceramics on sites

other than Donaldson may be related to the later cultural period.

Interaction between the occupants ofthe Middle Woodland Donaldson site and the

Princess Point farmers in southwestern Ontario could have been either direct or indirect.

Direct interaction may have occurred when the inhabitants ofBruce county made trips to

the Selkirk chert quarries on the north shore ofLake Erie. The most efficient route to the

Selkirk chert quarries would have been by canoe via the Saugeen and Grand River valleys

to Lake Erie. This trip would have taken people directly past Princess Point sites located

on the floodplain ofthe Grand River. Another hypothesis is that the Saugeen complex

groups living near the Selkirk quanies traded with both the neighbouring Princess Point

groups and the population ofsouthern Bruce county, thereby transferring pottery from the
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Grand River region to the Bruce. It is also possible that members ofthe Princess Point

complex communities travelled to Bruce county.

It has not been determined whether the Princess Point ceramics recovered in

southern Bruce county were manufactured locally by potters who replicated the design

techniques and motifs ofthe Grand Valley potters, or ifthese ceramics were transferred

intact into southern Bruce county. The only way to establish the region ofmanufacture

for these ceramics with any certainty would be to submit the sherds to a trace element

analysis and establish which clay source was used for vessel construction. Unfortunately,

this was beyond the scope ofthis project.

The appearance ofthis style ofpottery in Bruce county is significant whether

contact was direct or indirect because it is the first definite evidence that the Middle

Woodland occupants of southern Bruce county had knowledge offarmers who lived to

the south. As such, the presence ofPrincess Point ceramics in southern Bruce county

establishes both the existence ofa forager/farmer frontier between southwestern Ontario

and Bruce county and a history of interaction across this frontier.

Interaction between the Bruce foragers and Princess Point farmers may have been

both desirable and beneficial to both groups (Gregg 1988; Spielmann 1986). For example,

farming populations are likely to be more sedentary than foragers and may find it difficult

to access exotic items ofmaterial culture or adequate supplies ofmeat protein without the

assistance offoragers to bring these items into fanning communities (Spielmann 1986).
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Likewise, foragers often trade goods desired by fanners for domestic produce which

supplements their traditional subsistence strategy (Gregg 1988; Spielmann 1986).

Furthennore, trade across forager/farmer frontiers also results in the exchange ofideas

and information which may effect long-term changes to the internal structures ofboth

groups (Dennell1985; Gregg 1988).

Subsistence

In addition to material culture, faunal remains were recovered from six ofthe

thirteen Middle Woodland period occupations and have been fully analysed. However,

collection strategy and mUltiple period occupations at each ofthese sites once again

precludes the direct association ofmost ofthe faunal remains with the Middle Woodland

period. As such, most faunal material can only provide a general idea of site type,

function and site subsistence strategy. However, the Donaldson., Thede and NodweU sites

were subject to intensive excavation and faunal material was firmly associated with the

Middle Woodland components at both Donaldson and Thede. Table 16 presents the

frequency ofthe identified faunal remains from these two sites recovered during

Finlayson's 1969 and 1970 excavations.



Table 16. Frequency of Identified Faunal Remains Recovered From Donaldson and Thede.

Site Mammalia Aves Osteichthyes Amphibia Reptilia

Donaldson VVoodchuck=19,~=2 Common Loon=3, Lake Sturgeon=510 Ranidae sp. =9, Snapping TurtJe=41 ,
(BdI-li-l) Eastern Chipmunk=9, MN1=2 MN1=1 Trout sp.=l MNI=2 MNI=2

Northern Flying Squirrcl=2, Canada Goose= I, Whitefish sp.=8 Spotted Turtle=6,
MNI=2 MNI=l Northern Pike=3 MNI=l
Beaver =275, MNl=8 American Merganscr= 1, Sucker sp.=912 Wood Turtle=S,
Deer Mouse= I, MNI=1 MNl=l Creek Chub=2 MNl=l
Southern Lemming Mouse= I, Aythyinne sp.=2, Catfish sp.=250 Blanding's Turtle=11,
MNI=l MN1=1 Bass sp.=l MNI=3
Mcadow Vole=9, MNI=3 Bald Eagle=2, MNI=l Small mouth Bass=37 Map Turtle=3,
Mouse sp. =9, MNI=3 Osprey=l, MNI=l Pt."fCidae=465 MNI=l
Muskrat=8, MNI=l Snowy Owl=1, MNl= 1 Perch=l Painted TW11e=6,
Porcupine =9, MNI=2 Grackle= 1, MNI=1 Freshwater Drnm=98 MNI=2
Rodentia sp.=2 Garter Snake=2,
Timber Wolf=3, MNI=1 MNI=1
~sp.=S4,MNI=1

Black Bear=S4, MNI=5
Racoon =7, MNI=2
Martcn=S, MNI=l
Fishcr=S. MNl=l
Otter=3, MNI=1
Carnivora sp.=4
Elk =9, MNI=l
WhitetaiJed Deer=169,
MNI=4
M~l,MNI=1

Ccrvidac sp. =1)

Donaldson Total # Bones=669 Total # Bones= 12 Total #Bones=2288 Total # Bones=9 Total # Bones=80

Donaldson Total MNI=43 Total MNI=8 Total MNI=unknown Total MNI=2 Total MNI=) 1

.....
0\
00



Thede Woodchuck=8, MNI=1 Wild Turkcy=2, MNI=1 Lake Sturgeon=70 Rnnidac sp.=8. Chelydridae=35
(BcHi-7) Benver=50, MNl3 Passenger Pigeon=I, Percidae=4 MNl=I

Mcadow Vole=4, MNI3 MNI=l Chnnnel Cotfish=1
Porcupine- I, MNI I Sucker=l
~sp.4,MNIl

Block Bcm=7, MNI 2
Elk=6,MNIl
Whitetailcd Decr=7, MN12

Thede Total #Bones=87 Total # Bones =3 Total # Bones=76 Total # Bones=8 Total # Bones=3S

Thede Total MNI=14 Total MNI=2 Total MNl=unknown Total MNI=1 Total MNI=unknown

(Finlayson 1977:201-209,222,460-479).

-$
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From the faunal remains collected at the Donaldson and Thede sites Finlayson

(1977) detennined that fish and land mammals were the most important sources offood,

although birds, amphibians and reptiles are also represented. Finlayson (1977) suggests

that the large quantities offish bones recovered from Donaldson and Thede indicate that

these sites functioned predominantly as fishing stations during the spring through fall

period. This hypothesis is also supported by the artifact assemblages from these two sites

which include net-sinkers and/or bone harpoons which Finlayson (1977) believes were

used for fishing.

All ofthe fish recovered from the Thede site spawn in the spring or early summer

in the Saugeen River. Finlayson (1977:204) believed that the other vertebrate classes

represented could be best exploited during the spring through fall period7 given that some

species such as bear, woodchuck and turtles hibernate over winter, and others such as the

passenger pigeon migrate. This evidence suggests that Thede was occupied from spring

through autumn, but this does not preclude the possibility ofa winter occupation given

that some ofthe species represented would have been available during winter months and

others foodstuffs could have been stored.

At the Donaldson site most ofthe fish remains are from spring/early summer

spawning species. However, whitefish and trout spawn in the Saugeen between October

and December. Again, the fish remains combined with the presence ofboth hibernating

mammals and migrating birds suggest a spring through fall occupation of the site.
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Nevertheless, the period ofoccupation was probably longer at this site given the presence

ofwhitefish and trout. Other species would have been available year-round and therefore

it is possible that the Donaldson site could have been occupied over the winter months. In

fact, the presence ofa single snowy owl bone does suggest at least a limited winter

occupation because these birds only frequent southern Ontario when food becomes scarce

in their regular northern habitat (usually between December and March) (Finlayson

1977:483).

While the majority ofthe faunal remains recovered from these two sites should be

considered direct evidence ofthe inhabitant's subsistence strategy, in at least one situation

animal remains may reflect other cultural behaviours. Finlayson (1977:472) indicates that

the 36 .c.an.i.s species bones recovered from a human burial pit at the Donaldson site,

represent a single immature dog or wolfburial rather than the remains ofa subsistence

animal. The presence ofdog burials is among the traits used to identifY hunter-gatherer

sites in southern Ontario and appears to originate in the late Middle Woodland period

(Brizinski and Savage 1983; Prevec 1987; Smith 1985). Dog burials are rarely associated

with Iroquoian fanning sites (Smith 1985). Therefore, the presence ofthis phenomenon in

southern Bruce county during the Middle Woodland period has been used to demonstrate

an ethnic connection between this population and the Algonkian foragers who inhabited

northern Bruce county during the contact period (Fox: 1987b). The presence ofsimilar

dog burials at the NodweH village, during the Middleport sub-stage ofthe Late Woodland

period, may be evidence for in situ development in this region.
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Fauna was also recovered from four other sites in Bruce county known to have

Middle Woodland occupations. Ifwe discount the Nodwell site, whose primary

occupation was somewhat later, some general observations can be made about the faunal

assemblages from the remaining three sites. At the Shutt site, the remains ofwhite tailed

deer" beaver, duck:, sturgeon, and sucker were recovered. At the Mirimachi Bay site, fish

remains ofboth Lake Trout and Northern Pike were identified. Finally, at BcHi-16, white

tailed deer, passenger pigeon and sturgeon and sucker bones were present. Based on the

spawning habits ofthe fish species represented at these sites an early spring through fall

occupation can be determined. However, other classes offauna would have been available

during the winter season. The mammals could have been hunted during any season, and

birds were probably hunted during the spring or fall while migrating through Bruce

county.

Flotation techniques were used to accumulate botanical samples during Finlayson's

investigation ofboth the Donaldson and Thede sites. No floral material was recovered

from any ofthe other Middle Woodland occupations. 89 identifiable carbonised seeds

were recovered from the Thede site including 46 raspbeny seeds" 41 elderbeny seeds and

two dogwood seeds (Finlayson 1977:212). These fruits would have been available

between June and October adding support for the spring through fall occupation ofthis

site. However, it is possible that these fruits were dried and stored for winter use. At the

Donaldson site 43 identifiable carbonised seeds were recovered (Finlayson 1977:489).
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Forty raspberry seedsl' two elderberry seeds and a single fire-cheny pit, all available

between June and October make up the assemblage. While these specimens help to detail

the subsistence practices ofthe site's inhabitants little more can be said about the annual

duration ofthe occupatioa.

Further evidence about the subsistence practice at the Donaldson site is

documented in Molto's (1979) analysis ofthe human skeletal material. Molto (1979:39

41) details a variable dental wear pattern for the late Middle Woodland burials at this site.

This pattern indicates that there was both heavy attrition to adult dentition resulting from

an abrasive diet, and dental caries (ofwhich 78% were pit and fissures lesions) which are a

common dental pathology among horticulturalists with softer diets. As a result ofthis

study, MoIto (1979:49) suggested that the late Middle Woodland inhabitants ofthe

Donaldson site were probably experimenting with horticulture, even as they continued

their primary subsistence strategy ofhunting, fishing and gathering. No cuItigens were

recovered from Finlayson's investigation ofthe site, but we now know that the Middle

Woodland inhabitants ofthe Donaldson site were familiar with the Princess Point farmers

inhabiting the sout..ftern margins ofthe province, who were definitely growing cultigens by

the sixth century (Smith and Crawford 1997). Interaction with this Princess Point

population may have resulted in either cultigens, or the knowledge and technology of

horticulture to have been transferred to the Saugeen River valley.
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Before summarizing the material culture and subsistence data from the Middle

Woodland period it is necessary to examine collections from the Donaldson longhouses in

greater detail. It is not possible to tabulate the material culture and subsistence data from

these houses due to the sketchy nature of the report. However, Wright and Anderson

(1963:11-20) do report that House 1 contained masses of fire stones, Middle Woodland

pottery, chipping detritus, stone artifacts, and bone refuse. Wright and Anderson (1963)

claim at least one pit was particularly rich in fish bones. The second house also contained

pits filled with refuse but no information was given to suggest the nature of the fill.

In the previous chapter it was suggested that these houses may represent a winter

occupation of the Donaldson site. This assumption was based on the presence ofb.earths

and interior pit features inside the house structures. In contrast, summer season longhouse

occupations lack internal features and hearth pits (Wright 1972b; Williamson 1983). At

summer longhouse sites activity tends to be focussed in the area adjacent to houses

(Wright 1972b; Williamson 1983). While the material culture, subsistence remains and

settlement data available from the Donaldson houses cannot directly confinn winter

occupation, they do suggest that a variety of activities took place inside the houses. Fish

bones recovered from the bouse structures most probably represent species which

spawned in the Saugeen River between spring and fall, but this resource can be stored for

later use. Furthermore, the presence of chipping detritus suggests that an activity !)est

performed outside was occurring within the house structure and this provides some

support for the suggestion that these houses represent winter habitations.
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Interpretations

The artifact and subsistence data presented above provide evidence about site

chronology" site type and function,. economy" settlement systems and regional interaction

spheres. Primarily" diagnostic artifacts were used to establish that thirteen sites were

occupied in southern Bruce county during this culture period. Both artifact and faunal

assemblages were small at most ofthe Middle Woodland sites" with the exception of

Thede and Donaldson. While this DO doubt reflects different data collection strategies" it

also suggests that the sites served different purposes or functions during this period.

Large sites including Thede" Donaldson,. Krug,. Shutt and Busch, which were located on

the Saugeen River or inland Lake Arran, have medium to large assemblages ofartifacts

and fauna. Other sites are small and have smaller assemblages ofartifacts and fauna.

Smaller sites tended to be located near the shores ofLake Huron or on small inland

creeks.

Therefore" the artifact and faunal data support assumptions made about the local

settlement system outlined in Chapter 2; that the inhabitants ofBruce county employed an

annual settlement strategy based on macroband occupations located at major waterways

during the seasonal peaks in resource availability and dispersed" probably in nuclear family

groups" to smaller sites during other parts ofthe year. Both artifact and faunal material

from the larger sites like Thede and Donaldson suggest that macroband habitations were

focussed on exploiting the spring through fall fish spawns" though other subsistence

activities were also undertaken. Smaller sites were probably nuclear family hunting and
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gathering locales. As discussed in Chapter 2, this settlement strategy is not limited to

southern Bruce county but is employed in a similar format throughout the Great Lakes

lowlands.

A variety oflarge sites, which probably represent macroband habitations exist in

southern Bruce county, but the Donaldson site is unique. The Donaldson site is the only

Middle Woodland site in southern Bruce county which has both burials and houses. The

presence ofburials not only suggests this may have been a significant settlement (see

Chapter 2), but also provides a much greater assemblage ofmaterial culture. The exotic

items recovered from burial contexts have demonstrated the importance ofgroup

interaction to the occupants ofsouthern Bruce county.

The evidence for inter-regional interaction is perhaps the most significant result of

the material culture and subsistence analysis ofthe Middle Woodland period. The data

demonstrate that the inhabitants ofBruce county had connections to Middle Woodland

Saugeen complex groups elsewhere in southern Ontario, and that the occupants of

southern Bruce county were familiar with early horticulturaJists residing in southwestern

Ontario, a factor which must be considered in any evaluation ofculture change in this

region.

The presence oftwo houses at the Donaldson site emphasizes that changes in

group social relations were underway in southern Bruce county during the late Middle

Woodland period. Furthermore, the features and materials within these houses suggested

that they may have been occupied during the winter. As discussed in Chapter 2, winter
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occupations generally require stored resources to sustain the population through the

winter months. Unfortunately, the only identified fauna from these houses was fish, which

is associated with a spring through fall occupation. Nevertheless, these fish could have

been dried and stored for winter use (Heidenreich 1971 :212). However" indirect evidence

from the Donaldson site skeletal analysis suggests that the Middle Woodland residents

were consuming horticultural produce, a commodity which is readily stored for winter

consumption. Now that connections between fanners in southwestern Ontario and the

occupants ofBruce county have been established, it is possible to suggest that the

dissemination ofedible cultigens or the technology ofproduction across this

forager/farmer frontier during the late Middle Woodland period may have made both

macroband habitation and winter co-habitation more feasible.

One final piece ofevidence which may shed light on the changing social relations

during the Middle Woodland concerns end-notched net sinkers. This a.rti:.filct was present

on six sites in southern Bruce county in the Middle Woodland period. Net-sinkers were

apparently a late addition to the Middle Woodland tool assemblage (Spence et aI. 1990),

and these artifacts may represent a shift in procurement behaviour toward the communal

fishing techniques common to later culture periods (Wright 1966). The presence ofthese

artifacts may therefore reflect changes to the resource procurement strategy and may be

associated with acquiring larger staples offish., perhaps for winter storage.
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Unfortunately" not much could be learned about the Nodwell village during the

Middle Woodland period" even though the artifact assemblage from this site does suggest

a limited utilization ofthe site at this time.

NodweU Material Culture and Subsistence Data

Even though radiocarbon dates and material culture demonstrate that the Nodwell

site was utilized during the Middle Woodland period" there can be little doubt that the

primary occupation ofthe Nodwell village was during the Late Woodland period,. as

settlement patterns" material culture, and subsistence remains diagnostic ofthis era

dominate the site. The results from the analyses ofmaterial culture and subsistence data

from the Nodwell village is now reviewed in light ofboth the migration and in situ

hypotheses.

Differences Between NodweU and Middle Woodland Assemblages

Wright (1974) noted that the artifact assemblage recovered from the Late

Woodland occupation ofthe Nodwell village was significantly different from those

recovered from Middle Woodland sites in the region. Furthennore" Wright (1974)

believed that the Nodwell material was indicative ofthe Ontario Iroquois TraditioI\ and

therefore associated much more closely with the farmers ofsouthern Ontario than Bruce

county"s foragers. Table 17 details the frequency ofthe artifact types recovered from

Wright's excavation that are associated with the Late Woodland occupation ofthe

Nodwell village (Wright 1974).
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Table 17. The Material Culture Assemblage from the Nodwell Village.

Ceramics GrouodlRougb Chipped Stone BonelAntlerlShell Copper
Stone

451 rim 16 celts 12 projectile points 55 bone beads 8 awls
sherd vessels 1 celt blank: 9 bifaces 1 bone beamer 1 bar
679 neck 13 celt flakes 6 drills 94 bone awls 2 beads
sherds 1 chisel 138 scrapers 14 bone projectile points 4 scrap
394 shoulder 2 pendants 4 utilized flakes 4 bone bracelet flags. 1 knife
sherds 42 bammerstones 8 rough chipped stone 7 bone netting needles
6666 body 29 anvil stones 76 wedges 2 bone spatuals
sherds· 84 anvil- hammers 2 spoke shaves 1 bone harpoon

77 abraders 5893.5 grams of 1 bone handle
95 pipe 11 manos flakes I bone knife
bowls 7metates 47 worked deer toe bones
84 pipe stems 1 netsinker 21 modified bone
79 pipe 8 cobble spall 1 worked turtle carapice
nags. scraper

4 worked pebbles 14 worked beaver
190 lumps of 3 adze fiags. incisors
fired/unfired 1 axe 2 worked bear canines
clay 1 pipe fragment 1 l''Orked dog canine

1 pipe blank
3 foreign rim 3 worked antler
sherds 33 ochre nodules 2 antler projectile points

2 shell beads
1 shell pendant
20 shell polishers
1 utilized shell Crag.

(Stewart 1974; Wright 1974) *Wright (1974) identified 2116 complete body sherds greater than 2.5 em
from the entire site~ in my re-analysis of this material I e:GlInined 4810 complete body sherds,. and 1370
exfoliated body sherds greater than 2.5 from the 12 houses. This number plus the 486 body sherds
identified by Wright from locations outside the houses = 6666 body sherds.

The artifact assemblage from the Nodwell village is distinct from the artifact

assemblages at Middle Woodland sites in southern Bruce county in a number ofways.

Most distinct are the ceramics. The ceramics recovered from the Late Woodland Nodwell

village are manufactured using a modelling technique rather than coiling.
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Unlike coiling, which proceeds by winding and bonding a thin rope ofclay to fonn the pot,

modelling begins with a lump ofclay which is shaped into a vessel form cw-tlliamson

1990:298).

The design attributes on most ofthe Nodwell ceramic assemblage are also

distinctly Late Woodland, and are associated with Iroquoian pottery types, rather than the

pots produced. by northern hunter-gatherers (MacNeish 1952; Wright 1966). Psuedo

scallop-shell and dentate stamping have been replaced by a plethora ofmore sophisticated

stamped and incised designs which include horizontals, obliques, verticals and punctates.

Most vessels have collars, and some have castellations and carinated shoulders.

Decoration is largely confined to the shoulder through lip portion ofthe pot and vessel

bodies are frequently plain.

Ceramic pipes are abundant at the Nodwell village, along with two fragments of

stone pipes. This artifact type is completely absent at southern Bruce county's earlier sites

and is associated with the Late Woodland period across southern Ontario (Wright1966).

Other additions to the artifact assemblage include the adze, axe and spokeshave, as well as

bone netting needles, bracelets,. worked or perforated deer toe bones and shell polishers.

Again, many ofthese items are thought to be diagnostic ofLate Woodland, and in

particular Middle Iroquoian occupations elsewhere in southern Ontario (Wright 1966).

Other artifacts, associated with the Middle Woodland occupation in southern

Bruce county are either absent from the Nodwel1 assemblage or they have altered in fonn.

For example, copper panpipes and antler club spikes are absent. Projectile points, while
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present, have assumed a different form. The majority ofthe Nodwelllithic projectile

points are small, isosceles triangular points which may have side notches (Wright 1974).

Furthermore, chipped lithics are made from a variety ofsource materials including Kettle

Point chert, Lockport chert, and local nodular chert. The presence ofLockport chert

reflects the addition ofa new source material. Earlier lithic materials such as Selkirk:,

Collingwood and Bayport cherts are all absent from the Nodwell assemblage.

There were also some distinct differences in the subsistence remains recovered

from the Nodwell village when compared to the subsistence material recovered from the

Middle Woodland period sites in southern Bruce county. These differences exist primarily

within the botanical assemblage. Table 18 demonstrates the presence ofmaize, a

domesticated cultigen which was absent from all earlier sites in the region, which in itself

is used to define Late Woodland occupations, particularly those ofsouthern

horticulturaIists.

Table 18. Botanical Remains Recovered from the Nodwell Village.

Variety Amount

Maize 384 kernels

Chenopodium 49 seeds

Raspbeny 18 seeds

Elderbeny 17 seeds

Blueberry 7 seeds
.

(Wnght 1974).
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The botanical remains listed above were almost all recovered from pits inside

houses. Wright (1974:292) believed that the paucity ofbotanical remains recovered from

the Nodwell village, even after extensive flotation to recover floral samples was

undertaken, suggested that the pits were filled during periods when edible plants were not

readily available. On this basis, Wright (1974) suggests that the Nodwell village was

occupied throughout the winter. Faunal remains, overwhelmingly dominated by species

available from spring through fall were used to demonstrate a full annual cycle of

habitation at this village, a behaviour not fully recognizable at earlier sites (see Table 20).

Wright's (1974) beliefthat the Nodwell village was founded by a migrant

community ofhorticulturalists was based largely on the discontinuity ofsettlement pattern,

artifact assemblages and subsistence practices between the sites occupied during the

earlier Middle Woodland period and the NodweIJ village. The lack ofany other villages

with a similar structure within 130 kilometres added weight to this belief. Furthermore,

Wright's (1974) seriation ofceramic types was used to situate the Nodwell village

temporally to the mid-14th century (Table 19). Wright (1974) used this mid 14th century

date to argue that a migration was the only feasible explanation ofthe village's appearance

because the last macroband habitation in southern Bruce county was dated no later than

AD 1000, and during the 300 year period between these occupations no local precursors

ofthe Nodwell village's structure had developed. In fact, Wright (1974) suggested that

the 300 year gap between the occupation ofthe Thede site and the Nodwell village meant

the region had experienced an occupational hiatus (Wright 1974).
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Wright (1974) originally dated the Nodwell village to the 14th century on the basis

ofa ce~c seriation ofpottery types conducted on the 407 analysable rim sherd vessels

recovered from the site (44 vessels were too fragmentary to analyse). The seriation

analysis grouped pottery types on stylistic elements outlined in MacNeish's (1952)

Iroquoian Pottery Types which were believed to vary temporally. Table 19 presents the

frequency and percentage ofthese ceramic types from the entire vessel assemblage.

Following Wright (1974), rim sherd vessels are defined on an average offive rims per

vessel. Therefore, to achieve the number ofrims recovered from the site multiply the

number ofvessels by five.

Wright (1966) claimed that a Middleport sub-stage date hinged on the percentage

ofvessels typed to Ontario Horizontal, Middleport Oblique and Lawson Incised being

greater than SOOI'o. The percentage ofthese types from the ceramic vessel assemblage

recovered from the Nodwell village equals 34.3%. Even when the un-typed vessels are

not included in the total assemblage the percentage only equals 38%. Nevertheless, Wright

(1974) still believed that a Middleport date for the Nodwell village was justified because

the percentage ofthese Middleport sub-stage varieties was still greater than the

percentage ofvarieties dating to either later or earlier periods.
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Table 19. Percentage of Iroquois Pottery Types Present at the Nodwell Village.

Pottery Types Frequency Percentage

Ontario Horizontal 88 21.6%

Iroquois Linear 27 6.6%

Ontario Oblique 3 0.7%

Pound Necked 81 19.90/G

Middleport Oblique 38 9.3%

Middleport Criss-cross 4 l.OO/G

Lawson Incised 14 3.4%

Lawson Opposed 7 1.7%

Niagara Collared 2 0.5%

Huron Incised 16 3.90/G

Black Necked 57 13%

Sidey Crossed 19 4.7%

Warminster Horizontal 8 2.0%

Warminster Crossed 1 0.3%

Aberrant un-typed 42 10.3%
(Wright 1974).

The final element completing Wright's migration argument concerns detennining

the source ofthe Nodwell population. Since the settlement, material culture and

subsistence data all suggested the Nodwell village was occupied by a farming society,

Wright looked to Iroquoian groups inhabiting other parts ofsouthern Ontario which were

experiencing a population increase during the Middleport horizon to determine the source

population.
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Wright (1974) suggested that the occupants ofthe Nodwell village had migrated from

Simcoe county, 130 Ian to the east ofNodweU, where the closest cluster ofMiddleport

villages was located. In the years following the publication ofthe Nodwell report both

Smith (1979) and Kapches (1981) undertook comparative analyses of the "typed" rim

sherd assemblages from Nodwell and other known Middleport sites in southern Ontario.

Smith (1979:55-61) suggested that the Nodwell assemblage was most closely related to

the assemblage from sites in the Toronto area to the southeast ofBruce county. Kapches'

(1981:276) more detailed statistical analyses determined that the Nodwell ceramic

assemblage was similar to the assemblages from sites in the Campbellville and Grand River

regions ofsouthwestern Ontario. Kapches (1981) also determined that the Nodwell

assemblage was distinct from the assemblages at Middleport sites in Simcoe county,

suggesting that there was no reason to expect the Nodwell population came from this

region. However, both Smith (1979) and Kapches (1981) felt that the Nodwell ceramic

assemblage was unique from other Middleport assemblages and believed that the sites

most similar to Nodwell had yet to be located.

Continuities in the Nodwell Material Culture and Subsistence Data

There are also some striking similarities between the Nodwell village artifact and

faunal assemblages and the earlier assemblages from Bruce county. These CCcontinuities"

contribute to the unique nature ofthis village, and may be the primary reason that any

explanation ofthe origin ofthe Nodwell village population has remained controversial for

thirty years (Fox: 1990; Kapches 1981).
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WIth regard to the assemblage ofsubsistence remains from the Nodwell village,

the primary difference is the addition ofa small quantity ofmaize. While maize kernels

were absent from earlier sites in southern Bruce county, there was indirect evidence that

the Middle Woodland population already had access to this resource (Molto 1979).

Furthermore, the Nodwell village is unique among Middleport substage villages because

there is no evidence ofother types ofcultigens. Other villages dating to this period

generally contain remnants ofcom, beans and tobacco (Kapches 1981; Pearce 1984: 198

199; Dodd et al. 1990).

The remaining faunal assemblage, detailed in Table 20, is larger, but essentially the

same as that recovered from the Middle Woodland Donaldson site (see Table 16). The

faunal assemblage continues to be dominated by fish, land mammal and avian resources,

with smaller quantities ofreptiles and amphibians. All ofthe fish listed in Table 20 spawn

between early spring and late fall. Sucker, which spawns in spring remains the dominant

fish species, but Lake Whitefish which spawns in late fall is also important. Woodchuck,

beaver, white tailed deer, black bear and .cams species continue to be the most important

mammals. The majority ofthe mammals, as well as all other classes offauna are most

easily hunted from spring through fall given the migration and hibernation patterns ofmost

ofthese species, suggesting warm season occupation. Unlike earlier sites however, the

overwhelming distribution offeatures within houses provides strong evidence to suggest

that this village was occupied over the winter.



Table 20. Frequency of Identified Faunal Remains Recovered from the Nodwell Site.

Mammalia Aves Osteichthyes· Amphibia Reptilia

Cottontail Rabbit=8, MNI=4 Herring Ou11=5, MNI=3 Lake Sturgeon:::136 Anura sp.=51, Painted Turtle=18,
Hare=I, MNI=l Passenger Pigeon=287, Lake Whitefish=190 MNI=8 MNI=3
Easten! Grey Squirrel=13, MNI=31 Lake Trout=35 Snapping
MNI=8 Woodpeckers=S, MN1=S Northern Pike=87 Turt1e:::17, MNI=l
Red Squirrel=24, MN1=1O Canada Goose= 16, MNI=4 Pike Family (Esocidae sp).=69 Soft shell Turtle=1,
Squirrel sp.=II RutTed Grouse=14, MNI=6 Longnose Sucker=S MNI=l
Eastern Chipmunk=91, Common Crow=6, MN1=3 Sucker family (Catostomidae Turtle=4
MNI=IS Common Raven= I, MNI= I sp.)=lISS
Starred Nosed Mole=l, MNI= 1 Loon sp.=2S, MNI=7 Channel Catfish=71
VVoodchuck=623,MNI=49 Great Blue Heron;8, MNI=3 Brown Bullhcad=4
Bcavcr=273, MNI=30 Whistling Swan;1, MNI=1 Catfish Family (leta1urldae
Mouse sp.=53, MNI=12 Shoveler=2, MNI=2 sp.)=65
Mcadow Vole=5, MNl=2 Oldsquaw=4, MNI=I Pumpkinseed=12
Muskrat=22, MNI=9 Bald Eagle=3, MNI=2 Largemouth Bass=2
Porcupine=32, MNI=10 Sandhill Crane=4, MNl=l Sunfish family (Centrarehidae
Dog=16, MNI=6 Dove sp.=I, MNI=l sp.)=17
.c.ani.s sp.=S86, MNl=ll BufDehead=3,MNI=1 Sauger=3
Red Fox=9, MNI=6 Hawksp.=2 Walleye=430
Black Bear= 131, MNI= 18 Eastcrn Kingbird= 1, MNI:=:1 Percidae <Stizostedion sp.)=lOO
Bear sp.=9 Tmkey=l, MNI=l Redhorse (Moxostowa sp.);3S
Racoon;81,MNI=IS Great Horned Owl=1t MNl=1 Minnow family (Cyprinidae
Mink=3, MNI=2 Perching Bird Sp.;5 sp.)=2
Marten=3, MNI=2 Red Neck Grebe;), MNI=I Freshwater Drum;2
Rivcr Ottcr=14, MNl=5 American Widgeon=!, MNI=l Mullet;5
Whitetailed Deer=1046. Yellow Shafted Flicker= 1, Bowfm;2
MNI=38 MN1=)
Moose= 16, MNI=4
(Stewart 1974)·thc frequency offish remains varies from Stewart 1974 due to my own analysis ofanother 10% of the overall fish assemblage.

~

00
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The distribution ofboth faunal and botanical material, which is found

overwhelmingly within houses, adds support to a winter occupation interpretation (Wright

1974), as does the prevalence ofwhitetailed deer and other mammals like mink:, which are

available and can be hunted successfully during the winter months. Some birds, including

the ruffed grouse, and common crow would also have been available during the winter.

The presence often immature deer may also be used to interpret a winter

occupation ofthe Nodwell village. At least six ofthese deer have either unerupted second

molars or deciduous premolars suggesting that they were hunted between November and

February ifthey were born in Mayas is usual in southern Ontario (Timmins 1997:103).

Nevertheless, the faunal data from earlier sites does not negate the possibility ofwinter

habitation as early as AD 700. In fact, the similarities between the faunal assemblages

recovered from the Middle Woodland sites and the Nodwell village can be used to argue

that Middle Woodland populations had the same potential to survive the winter in a

macroband community as the Nodwell population.

Furthennore, it is the natural resources which appear to have been the most

important foodstuffs at the Nodwell village. Not only are natural resources abundant at

the village, but indirect evidence suggests that horticulture was not the dominant

subsistence strategy. Only one axe was recovered from the village. Ifcrops ofcorn had

been grown around the village, a higher frequency of implements which could be used to

clear land would he expected. As well, the single dog coprolite recovered from the village

was laden with fish bones, but no cultigens.
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Six immature dog burials were also identified at the Nodwell village. These

remains were not included in Table 20. This practice ofburying dogs was also evidenced

at the Middle Woodland Donaldson site, and while dog burials occur sporadically at Late

Woodland fanning sites outside ofBruce county, this practice was always common

amongst hunter-gatherers residing around the Bruce Peninsula Furthermore, this

phenomenon is believed to be associated with the ceremonial practices ofnorthern hunter

gatherers during the Late Woodland period (Brizinski and Savage 1983; Fox 1987b;

Prevec 1987; Smith 1985; Stewart 1992).

The artifact assemblage from the NodweU village is also unique when compared to

assemblages from Middleport sites elsewhere in southern Ontario. Cobble spall scrapers,

chipped lithic scrapers, as well as an abundance ofartifacts made from copper and from

Kettle Point chert are all unique to southern Bruce county during the Late Woodland

period. All ofthese items were used throughout the Middle Woodland period in this

region. Wright (1974) has explained the presence ofthese artifacts by suggesting that the

Nodwell village was located in proximity to northern foraging societies and therefore was

able to act as a centre for trade between northern foragers and southern farmers. Ifthis

was the case, few items seem to have made it beyond the boundaries ofthe Nodwell

village as both copper and Kettle Point chert are noteworthy, ifonly for their absence, at

other Late Woodland Iroquoian sites (Fox 1990a; Janusas 1984; Kapches 1981). Cobble

spall scrapers are diagnostic to the southern Bruce county region, and they were never

common in other regions during any time period. Chipped lithic scrapers do occur at
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other Middleport villages (Kapches 1981). However, the dominance ofthis item in the

overall chipped lithic assemblage is a trait most often associated with early Iroquoian sites

and not sites dated to the Middleport substage (W'tlliamson 1990).

It should also be noted that there are a variety ofitems ofmaterial culture common

to Middleport villages which are absent or poorly represented in the Nodwell village

assemblage. These include sinew stones, net-sinkers and antler chisels (Dodd et a1. 1990;

Wright 1966). The absence ofthese items further enhances the differences between the

Nodwell village and other Middleport villages in southern Ontario.

The similarities between the NodweU material culture and subsistenct!assemblages

and those from earlier sites suggest that there may be a greater continuity ofpopulation in

southern Bruce county than Wright's migration model represents. Furthermore, when the

distribution ofthese remains across the NodweU village is examined there is further

evidence to suggest that the Nodwell village developed locally.

Distributional Variability at the Nodwell ViUage

The material culture and subsistence data presented above demonstrate that the

Nodwell village was occupied during the Late Woodland period by a population who

shared a ceramic pot and pipe tradition with Iroquoian farmers who inhabited other

regions ofsouthern Ontario. Other artifact traditions were also shared with the Middle

Iroquoian populations ofsouthern Ontario,. but many ofthese items are diagnostic ofthe

Uren sub-stage ofthe middle Late Woodland period, and not the Middleport sub-stage.
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The material culture assemblage from the Nodwell village is also distinct from

those associated with fanning villages elsewhere in southern Ontario. Various artifact

types recovered from the Nodwell village are ccontinuities' ofearlier Middle Woodland

traditions which have not been recovered from Middleport villages elsewhere in southern

Ontario. Furthermore,. some items ofmaterial culture which are found at other

Middleport villages are absent from the Nodwell collection.

Horticultural produce was consumed by the inhabitants ofthe Nodwell village, but

the majority ofthe foodstuffs appear to have been locally available natural resources.

Therefore,. there is little evidence to indicate that the subsistence strategy changed

significantly between the Middle and Late Woodland periods, particularly because there is

indirect evidence to suggest that maize was already utilized in Bruce county by AD 700.

In fact, the absence ofother cultigens such as beans and squash and the limited number of

artifacts associated with the production ofdomesticates recovered from the village

suggests that the subsistence strategy at the Nodwell village was distinct from the

subsistence practices employed at other Middleport villages (Dodd et al. 1990).

The differences between the material culture and subsistence assemblages

recovered from the Nodwell village and those from other Middleport villages in southern

Ontario challenge Wright's (1974) migration model, and enhance the perception that the

Nodwell village developed locally from changes already underway in the region.
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Furthennore, Wright"s (1974) migration model hinges on the abrupt appearance ofthe

Nodwell village on the cultural landscape ofsouthern Bruce county during the 14th

century, but the variability ofmaterial culture between the NodweU houses indicates that

the village may have developed over a lengthier period oftime.

As demonstrated above, Wright (1974) assigned the Nodwell village to the

Middleport substage ofthe Late Woodland period largely dtle to the percentage of

Middleport ceramic types recovered from the village. Nevertheless, the percentage of

Middleport substage ceramics at Nodwell was no more than 38%, significantly less than

the SOOA. requirement Wright (1966) has proclaimed necessary to date sites to this era.

Instead ofproposing a longer period ofoccupation for the NodweU village, Wright (1974)

suggested that the population inhabiting the village had both conservative and progressive

elements: certain potters continued to use older designs while others experimented with

new ones. For Wright (1974) the conservative and progressive dichotomy represented in

the ceramic vessel assemblage at the N odwell village was a contemporary phenomenon

reflecting the behaviour ofindividual potters. However, Wright's (1974) own evidence

suggests that this dichotomy may be associated with temporal change and the duration of

village occupation. For example, Wright (1974) determined that there was a significant

difference between the ceramic assemblage recovered from basal midden deposits at the

Nodwell village and the ceramic assemblage recovered from the surface ofthe site,

suggesting a stratigraphic change through time.
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The basal middens had 25% more "earlier" pottery types than the assemblage recovered

from the surface, and that the surface collection produced 28% more C'late" varieties.

Furthennore, Wright (1974) demonstrated that this dichotomy varied spatially by house

and he therefore labened houses conservative, intermediate or progressive.

Given that the radiocarbon dates reflect a lengthy occupation at the Nodwell

village and not simply occupation during the Middleport substage, it is possible that the

differences between houses represent real temporal change rather than variation in

contemporary behaviour. Ifthis is the case, it may be possible to detennine the full

duration ofthe Nodwell village occupation. Furthermore, the differences between houses

may help to detennine the sequence ofvillage development.

Wright (1974) used a variety ofcriteria to compare the ceramic vessel assemblages

from each house, as well as the midden and surface material at the Nodwell village.

Wright began by comparing MacNeish's (1952) Iroquoian pottery types but he believed

that this classification scheme was better used for making comparisons between sites on a

broad scale and was incapable ofadequately representing finer grained spatial and

temporal change which can occur within a single assemblage. Therefore, Wright

(1974:228-244) also examined a variety ofstylistic attributes which he recognized as

changing temporally between the midden and surface vessel assemblages. The attributes

observed were profile form, decorative motU: and shoulder sherd form.
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Wright found that the same houses continued to cluster in each ofthe comparisons

(Figure 21). Houses 4, 7, 10 and 11 were grouped as conservative, having much higher

rates of "earlier" varieties ofpots, a higher frequency ofhorizontal motifs, incipient

shoulder forms and concave profiles. Houses 1 and 8 were continually grouped as

progressive, having higher frequencies of"later" varieties ofpots, vertical or oblique

motifs, carinated shoulders and convex profiles. Houses 6, 9 and 12 were grouped as

intermediate, having combinations ofhorizontal and vertical decorations, straight profiles,

incipient shoulder fonns and diverse types ofpots. Several other analyses were attempted

including the examination oftechnique ofdesign application, frequency oflip or interior

decoration, frequency and type ofcastellations present, and orientation ofmotif.

Unfortunately, the samples with these attributes were too smaIl to detennine any

significant variation. Attempts were also made to examine variation on pipe styles but this

assemblage was very tiny when divided up among houses. Similarly, no attempt was made

to situate Houses 2, 3 or 5 within the conservative through progressive framework as all

three houses contained only minimal (less than ten) numbers ofvessels.
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When observed independently, the ceramic assemblages from the four conservative

houses fit the criteria established by Wright (1966) to define the Uren substage ofthe

middle Late Woodland period which include an emphasis on horizontal motifs and greater

than 500/0 representation of Iroquois Linear, Ontario Oblique and Ontario Horizontal

pottery types. The Uren substage is an Iroquoian tradition which predates the Middleport

substage by at least 50 years and is thought to begin circa AD 1250 (Timmins 1985: 163).

Not only is the ceramic vessel assemblage dominated by traits common to the Uren

substage, but these four houses contain material culture common to this stage ofthe

middle Late Woodland such as perforated deer toe bones. No items ofmaterial culture

recovered from these houses, except for one possible broken netting needle, are diagnostic

ofthe Middleport substage, suggesting that it is unlikely that the four conservative houses

were occupied during the Middleport stage. Furthennore, radiocarbon dates from House

7, place the occupation ofthis house firmly within the Uren substage. Unfortunately,

radiocarbon dates from House 10 predate the Uren substage by 90 years. It does seem

unlikely that this house would be occupied that long and it is therefore possible that the

com from which this date was taken was left during an even earlier occupation ofthe

village. However, two other explanations ofthe early radiocarbon date are possible.

Either House 10 was occupied for up to 90 years with its initial occupation pre-dating the

Ureo substage, or the single sigma deviation on which a date ofAD1155 was based. does

not provide an adequate range. No radiocarbon dates are available for either House 4 or

II.
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Conversely, both the ceramic assemblage and other material culture from the most

progressive houses (Houses 1 and 8) clearly represent a Middleport substage occupation

ofthe Nodwell village, and radiocarbon dates from House 8 also place this occupation

during the Middleport substage. There are Uren substage dates from House 8, but the

high density ofwall posts and pits in this house detailed in the previous chapter suggest

that this house was occupied or re-occupied over a long period oftime. The intennediate

houses (houses 6,9, and 12) could easily have been occupied anytime between AD 1250

and AD 1350 as the assemblages appear to span both stages. No radiocarbon dates are

available from these houses. Unfortunately, Wright (1974) was unable to use the ceramic

assemblage from House 5 because it was too small, yet this house is clearly earlier than

even the conservative houses because it was tom down and overlain by two later houses.

The results ofWright's (1974) own analysis appear to represent the occupation of

the Nodwell village for a much lengthier period than his migration model allows.

However, the statistical validity ofWright's (1974) analysis is questionable. When

A
statistical tests for the equality ofpercentages were employed to compare the most robust

samples used in each ofWright's attribute categories I found that the variation between

the household vessel assemblages was largely insignificant due to the small size ofthe

household samples (Sakal and Rohlf 1969:608-609). Nevertheless, MacNeish's (I952:92)

tests on sample variability determined that one hundred rimsherds was adequate to detect

real variability between samples. The vessels examined by Wright are mede up offive

rimsherds each, so a minimum number of 100 is attained in nearly every house assemblage.
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Regardless ofthe statistical validity ofWright's (1974) results, my own analyses

on several thousand body sherds recovered from the Nodwell houses shows much the

same variation between houses, and the large sample size is not subject to the same

statistical problems. The body sherd analysis measured sherd thickness and body

decoration for4810 sherds and recognized a further 1370 sherds as exfoliated (Table 21).

The analysis ofbody sherd thickness is based on the assumption that pots were

more finely constructed through time. Recent analyses of the body sherd assemblage from

the Kirche site in the Upper Trent valley ofOntario found that pots from more recent

houses were considerably thinner than the pots from recovered from earlier houses in the

same village (Cannon pers. comrn.). Furthermore, the transition from thick to thin pots

over time has been recognized in other regions ofsouthern Ontario (Williamson 1990;

Murphy and Ferris 1990). The analysis ofexfoliated sherds is also derived from the belief

that later pots are manufactured better than earlier ones. However, Wright (198 I) has

also used these data to suggest differences in ceramic manufacturing techniques between

ethnic groups. Body sherd decoration also changes temporally.



Table 21. Body Sherd Variation Between Houses.
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House Number Sberd Average PerceDtage DecoratioD
Frequeacy Tbidmess Shenb Fully

Exfoliated

House 1 a. 287 7.5mm 12.8% 90.2% plain
b.329 9.gol'o no paddled

House 2 3. 4S 9.1 mm 21.1% 84.4% plain
b.57 15.6% rib paddled

House 3 a 105 9.0mm 21.1% 81.901'0 plain
b. 133 18.1 no paddled

House 4 a. 160 9.6mm 30.70/0 73.1% plain
b. 231 20% no paddled

6.901'0 corded

HouseS 3. 30 10.6mm 36.2% 43.3% no paddled
b. 47 40% plain

16.7 % corded

House 6 a. 581 8.9mm 21.5% 81.1% plain
b. 740 18.9 o/ano paddled

House 7 a. 344- 9.5 mm 31.2% 73% plain
b. 500 20.1% no paddled

S.2%corded
1.701'0 check: stamped

House 8 a 1205 7.6mm 13.2% 87.2% plain
b. 1389 11.2% no paddled

0.5 % check stamped
1.1% corded

House 9 a. 1091 9.0mm 21.1% 83.1% plain
b. 1384- 15.701'0 rib paddled

1.2% corded

House 10 a. 395 9.6mm 30.5% 69.1% plain
b. 568 22.8% rib paddled

8.1% corded

House 11 3. 512 9.7mm 30.2% 70.701'0 plain
b. 733 22.1% nb paddled

7.2% corded

House 12 3. 55 8.5mm 20.3% 81.8% plain
b.69 14.6% rib paddled

3.6% corded
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a. Equals the frequency ofbody sherds greater that 2.5 em examined for thickness and decoration. B.
Equals the total number ofbody sherds greater than 2.5 em which were recovered from each house,
including the exfoliated sherds.

In each ofthe three categories ofanalysis used to compare body sherds between

houses my results were similar to Wright's (1974) analyses ofrimsherd vessels. Houses 4,

" 10 and 11 were conservative in each category, Houses 1 and 8 were progressive, and

Houses 6, 9 and 12 were intennediate. Given the size ofthe body sherd assemblage I was

also able to situate Houses 2, 3 and 5, which had not been possible in Wright's analysis.

Houses 2 and 3 were deemed intennediate and House 5 was so distinct that a fourth

category ofhyper-conservative was used.

The analysis ofbody sherds appears to show real temporal differences between

houses. The body sherd assemblage from House 5 has the thickest sherd width (10.6

nun), highest percentage ofexfoliated pottery (32.6%), and the highest percentage ofcord

maliated or roughened sherds (16.7%). These characteristics are often associated with

early Late Woodland period pottery. Furthennore, the few rimsherds from House 5 do

not conform to any classic Iroquoian pottery types. Instead they can be associated with

the Western Basin Springwell phase pottery tradition, and may pre-date Iroquoian ceramic

traditions. Springwell phase pottery was common in southwestern Ontario between AD

1100 and 1200 (Murphy and Ferris 1990). Furthennore, this pottery is associated with a

foraging society rather than a farming population (Murphy and Ferris 1990). Among the

entire artifact assemblage from House 5 there are no artifacts diagnostic oflater time

periods.
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The results ofWright's (1974) analysis ofrimsherd vessels grouped Houses 4, 7,

10 and II, and I classified these houses as pre-Middleport Late Woodland, or Uren

substage houses for reasons outlined above. The analysis ofbody sherds supports this

assumption as body sherds remain quite thick (9.5-9.7 rom), the percentage ofexfoliated

sherds remains high (30.2%-31.2%), and cord roughened sherds, while present, have

decreased to approximately 7% ofthe assemblage. Both rib paddled sherds and plain

sherds now dominate the assemblage. Sutton (1996: 111) demonstrated that the corded

body sherd treatments represent approximately 8.90;'0 ofthe collection from Uren substage

sites in Simcoe county, Ontario, and this figure is very similar to the assemblages from the

conservative houses at the Nodwell village.

Houses 6, 9 and 12 remain intermediate and have diverse artifact assemblages

which indicate they could be occupied anywhere between AD1250 and AD 1350. Houses

2 and 3 can now be deemed intermediate as well given that the body sherd assemblages

from these two houses ar~ so similar to those from Houses 6, 9 and 12. The body sherd

assemblages from intermediate houses have thinner constructions (8.5-9.1 nun), a smaller

percentage ofexfoliated sherds (20.3%-21.5%), and few, ifany, cord wrapped sherds

(they are only present in Houses 9 and 12, at 1.2% and 3.7%). The Middleport body

sherd assemblages from several sites in the Markham, Ontario area analysed by Kapches

(1981) show approximately 1% cord maliated or roughed decoration, with larger amounts

of rib paddling, and a majority ofplain sherds. The body sherd assemblage among

intermediate houses at the Nodwell village is predominantly plain (approximately 83%),
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with approximately 16% rib paddled. It is probable that these houses were occupied

during the Middleport sub-stage. Furthennore, radiocarbon dates from House 3 suggest

that this house was occupied in the 14th century.

Houses 1 and 8 continue to be progressive, and while a variety ofdiagnostic

artifacts demonstrate that these two houses were occupied during the Middleport

substage, these houses are quite distinct from the intennediate houses. Wright (1974)

found that the rimsherd vessels had the most progressive traits in these two houses.

Similarly, the analysis ofbody sherds found that the sherd thickness was very thin (7.5-7.6

mm), the percentage ofexfoliated sherds was low (12.8%-13.2%), and plain sherds

dominated the collection (87.2%-90.2%). Aside from having a very distinct ceramic

assemblage, Houses I and 8 were also unique in tenns oftheir settlement features. House

1 was located outside ofthe village palisade, and House 8 was a very busy structure with

large numbers ofwall-posts and interior pits, and a clear extension.

Given that there are clear differences between houses "With regard to the artifact

assemblages, and in particular the ceramic vessel assemblages, it is improbable that the

entire Nodwell site was occupied contemporaneously, but developed incrementally, with

certain houses being occupied before others and perhaps even Periodic village

abandonment. This assumption is supported by the diverse radiocarbon dates from the

site. The sequence ofoccupation suggested follows Wright's conservative-progressive

dichotomy. House 5, labelled hyper-conservative, was occupied early, probably during the

early Late Woodland period. Houses 4, 7, 10 and 11, labelled conservative, were
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occupied in the middle Late Woodland and may be associated with the Uren substage of

the Ontario Iroquois Tradition. Houses 2, 3, 6, 9, and 12, labelled intennediate were

occupied later, probably during the Middleport substage ofthe middle Late Woodland

period. Finally, Houses 1 and 8, the progressive houses, were either occupied just after

the intermediate group, but still during the Middleport substage, or some other cultural

factors must account for their distinct ceramic assemblages. Given that House 1 and

House 8 have unique settlement features this is a real possibility.

Population estimates outlined in Chapter 2 demonstrate that the original

population which inhabited House 5 was quite small. The population estimate for House 5

was only II persons. However, later construction on top ofthis house may have

destroyed the hearth features on which this estimate was based, and it is possible that the

population was larger. Population estimates for the Uren phase occupation at the Nodwel1

village sho\vs an increase in population to approximately 110. Similarly, the Middleport

population inhabiting the Nodwell village was approximately 105.

At this point it is still very difficult to determine when the palisade was constructed

around the Nodwell village, or even ifboth palisades were constructed at the same time. It

is unlikely that a small population constructed a large palisade around a single Ionghouse

during the early Late Woodland period. Therefore, the palisade construction probably

began once the population increased and numerous houses were constructed during the

Uren phase ofthe Late Woodland period. Furthermore, now that the duration ofvillage

occupation has been increased, I believe that the second palisade was added during the
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Middleport stage ofoccupation as a necessary replacement for the original palisade which

may have deteriorated over time.

One final vessel sherd analysis was undertaken on the Nodwell material by Trigger

et aI. (1980). Trigger et al. (1980: 123) undertook a trace element analysis on 90 pot

sherds from the Nodwell village, randomly selected from Houses 6, 7, 8, 9 and 11. The

results ofthis study indicate that the chemical makeup ofthe clay used to make pots in

House 8 was distinct from aU the other sherds examined because it showed a high

percentage ofcalcium (Trigger et al. 1980: 130). Other differences were between Houses

7 and II, and House 9. This corresponds well with Wrighf's (1974) distinction between

Houses 7 and 11 as conservative, and House 9 labelled intermediate, and suggests that the

occupants ofthese houses were using different clay sources. House 6 showed similarities

to both Houses 7 and II, and House 9 (Trigger et al. 1980: 130). With the evidence of

temporal differences between houses provided by the body sherd analysis, it makes sense

that over the duration ofNodwell's occupation various sources ofclay were used.

Faunal material can also be used to test the sequence ofNodweU village

development proposed above. For example, ifall ofthe houses in the Nodwell village

were occupied at the same time, then it would be eKpected that most households would

have had a similar diet. Given that subsistence practices change through time in southern

Ontario, especially after the introduction ofcultigens, ifthe houses were occupied during

different time periods there may be some variation in household diet.
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However, the differences between the subsistence assemblages at the Nodwell

village are minimal. The primary difference concerns the distinct nature ofthe House 5

subsistence assemblage when contrasted to all other houses. The House 5 assemblage has

twice as many bird (7.5%) and fish remains (58.7%) than any other house and

considerably fewermammaIs (31.10.4) are represented (Wright 1974:281). The

subsistence strategy represented in this house is similar to the late Middle Woodland sites

in the region. This is not surprising given that this house probably dates to the early Late

Woodland period. Nevertheless, the frequency offish and birds (primarily loon), may be

used to suggest that House 5 was occupied predominantly during the spring through fall

period.

Houses 7 and 11 have both large numbers offish remains and large quantities of

mammals. The most recent houses have the largest quantities ofmammal remains, but

overall the subsistence assemblage from houses labelled intennediate and progressive are

very similar (Wright 1974:281). Nevertheless, the increasing frequency ofmammal bones

through time may suggest that the seasonal use ofthe Nodwell village changed through

time, and only during the latter stages ofoccupation became the focus ofyear-round

settlement. The changes in the seasonal use ofthe village through time were not

recognized by Wright (1974) who used the distribution ofextemal pit features to suggest

that the village was occupied during the winter months. Now that it has been determined

that the village was constructed incrementally, there is a possibility that exterior pits used

by earlier populations were overlain by later longhouse structures. Therefore, the
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distribution ofpits examined by Wright may only reflect the most recent occupation.

The results ofthe analysis ofsubsistence and material culture remains demonstrate

that there are real differences between household assemblages and the best interpretation

ofthese differences suggests that the Nodwell village developed over a long period,

perhaps as much as 250 years. It is therefore unlikely that the Nodwell village was the

result ofa migration ofIroquoian farmers into Bruce county during the 14th century as

Wright (1974) originally suggested:J but developed incrementally as the indigenous

inhabitants ofsouthern Bruce county experimented with a new fonn ofcommunity

settlement from the early Late Woodland Period through the Middleport substage ofthis

period.

This is not to say that the development ofthe Nodwell village was not influenced

by events elsewhere in southern Ontario during the Middleport stage and earlier. Rather,

the Nodwell village was probably the culmination ofchanges to local social and economic

structures which began during the late Middle Woodland period in southern Bruce county,

and these changes probably precipitated from ongoing interaction between the inhabitants

ofBruce county and the farming communities ofsouthern Ontario. The introduction of

cultigens and the transfer ofinfonnation between these societies is no doubt responsible

for the similarity ofboth fonn and content ofthis village to other sites in southern Ontario.

However, local traditions are also an important element ofthe Nodwell's structure, and

produce the strong variability between this village and other villages in southern Ontario.

It would appear that interaction, rather than direct migration, is a more significant variable
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for explaining culture change in southern Bruce county.

Interaction

There is evidence to suggest that the interaction with outside societies which was

noted during the late Middle Woodland period in southern Bruce county continued

throughout the Late Woodland occupation ofthe Nodwell village. Every house at the

Nodwell village contains foreign cherts, and most houses contain copper. None ofthe

copper recovered from the Nodwell village has been sourced, but all copper is native.

This copper could have come from almost any direction (Turff 1997). However, it is

probable that this copper came from one ofthe numerous large copper mining locales

located along the north shores ofLake Huron or Lake Superior. Because there is no

evidence ofcopper tool manufacturing at the Nodwell village, and because the tools found

resemble those tools recovered prehistorically on sites in northern Ontario, it is probable

that the tools were traded into Bruce county from the north (Wright 1967; 1969; 1974).

The foreign chert recovered from the Nodwell village was limited to Lockport and

Kettle Point cherts. Unlike the Middle Woodland assemblages there is no longer evidence

for Bayport, Fossil Hill, or Selkirk chert. The importance ofKettle Point chert continues

from the Middle Woodland occupation ofsouthern Bruce county, although at most other

Late Woodland sites in southern Ontario this chert is no longer significant (Janusas 1984).

This chert may have remained an important lithic source for the occupants ofsouthern

Bruce county because ofthe ease with which it could be collected.
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The presence ofLockport chert in the Nodwell village assemblage is a Late

Woodland addition, not recovered from any Middle Woodland sites. This chert can be

quanied at various outcrops in southern Ontario from Gricsby to Ancaster (Eley and von

Bitter 1989: 19-20). The presence ofthis chert suggests that the people ofthe Nodwell

village were either travelling to a new location to quarry chert or were interacting with a

regional population that was insignificant to the occupants ofthe Middle Woodland period

sites. However, Lockport chert is frequently mistaken for Onondaga chert (Eley and von

Bitter 1989:20), and during a cursory examination ofthis chert from the Nodwell

collection, I was unable to distinguish from which host formation the chert came.

Ifthe chert from the Nodwell village is in fact Onondaga chert, there may be a

greater continuity ofinteraction spheres between the Middle and Late Woodland

habitation ofsouthern Bruce county than previously acknowledged_ Onondaga chert can

be quarried from various locales, most ofwmch are located along the northern shores of

Lake Erie near the mouth ofthe Grand River (Eley and von Bitter 1989: 17). During the

Middle Woodland period, Selkirk chert was quarried from sources in the same region. If

the chert recovered from the Nodwell site is Onondaga chert, then there is a continuity of

interaction between these two regions from the Middle Woodland period through the

Middleport substage ofthe Late Woodland period.

Support for this hypothesis can be found in Kapches (1981) and Wright (n.d.).

Kapches' (1981 :310) typological analysis ofceramics from Middleport periods sites

across ten local regions in southern Ontario determined that there was a higher statistical
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co-efficient ofsimilarity between the Nodwell ceramic assemblage and the assemblage

from the Middleport village, located along the Grand River, than between Nodwell and

any other Middleport village. More recently, Wright (n.d.: 100) compared motifattributes

from both pots and pipes from seven Middleport villages and found a strong correlation

between the Nodwell and Middleport village assemblages. Unfortunately, the statistical

significance ofthese investigations may be unreliable. Given that the collections from

these two villages were larger than any other collections examined by these two

researchers, the similarities between these two sites may simply result from the size ofthe

collections, which were probably more variable than the other assemblages which were

examined.

Nevertheless, the earliest interaction between the foragers ofsouthern Bruce

county and fanners occurred with the farmers ofthe Grand valley. This initial

forager/farmer frontier can be considered very basic: characterized by the exchange of

commodities between the two societies. However, prolonged interaction between

southern Bruce county and the Grand River region over several generations would have

resulted in the exchange ofideas and information and may account for the eventual

similarity between the structure and contents ofthe Nodwell village and Late Woodland

Middleport villages in southwestern Ontario (Kapches 1981).

However, the structure ofthe forager/farmer frontier in southern Ontario altered

through time as a result of changes outside ofsouthern Bruce county. By the Uren stage,

when Nodwell assumes village status, much ofsouthern Ontario is occupied by fanners.
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Therefore, the forager/fanner frontier no longer exists strictly between Bruce county and

the Grand River valley, but between Bruce county and most ofsouthern Ontario. The

shifting ofthis frontier suggests that the Bruce county foragers had to adapt to a

significantly different cultural landscape by the middle Late Woodland period, and the

structure and form ofthe Nodwell village may reflect not only internal socio-economic

change, but the manner in which Bruce county foragers were able to negotiate this much

larger frontier. By assuming the fonn ofa fanning community, but not necessarily the

economic strategy, the occupants ofthe Nodwell village may have been both protecting

their rights to their territory and strengthening their bonds with various farming

communities inhabiting the fringes ofthis territory.

Furthennore, a shift in the operation ofthe forager/fanner frontier appears to

coincide with the shift in location ofthis frontier during the Late Woodland period. For

example, it is probable that the ceramic collections from the most progressive houses at

the Nodwell village (Houses 1 and 8) reflect intensive interaction with outside Iroquoian

farming populations. As stated above, House 1 and 8 were occupied during the

Middleport stage. Intennediate houses may also have been occupied during this period,

but the percentage ofprogressive traits was even higher in Houses 1 and 8 and it was

suggested that social rather then temporal differences may have contributed to the

distinction.
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Kapches (1984:307) suggests that there is evidence for population increase in

many regions inhabited by Middleport populations, and that these villages were more

likely to fission in response to population growth than to conglomerate into large

cosmopolitan villages because social organization was not sophisticated enough to control

large populations. I therefore suggest that the appearance ofa very progressive house

outside the palisades ofthe Nodwell village during the Middleport substage probably came

about when a Middleport village elsewhere in southern Ontario was forced to fission. The

low population ofthe Nodwell village and the entire Bruce region, combined with the

abundance ofnatural resources in this region, as well as a long history of interaction

between Bruce county and outside fanning populations probably made the Nodwell village

a prime candidate for the acceptance ofimmigrants.

Furthennore, the wall post density ofHouse 1 was very low, indicating that this

house was not occupied for very long. Therefore, the extension built on the end ofHouse

8 located inside the village may have been built to accommodate this immigrant population

and fonnally accept them into the village. The large number ofpit and hearth features

inside House 8 indicates that this house was inhabited by a larger population than any

other house. The immigration ofa farming population to the Nodwell village during the

Middleport stage would explain both the distinct settlement pattern ofthese two houses,

and the distinct nature oftheir ceramic assemblages: suggesting that outside influence

provided by an immigrant lroquoian population introduced more progressive ceramic

styles at this time. Furthermore, a migration offarmers into the Nodwell village suggests
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that the function ofthe forager/fanner frontier had altered considerably from its initial

fonn when the exchange ofcommodities dominated the interaction across the frontier.

Interaction may also have continued between southern Bruce county and foraging

populations in Michigan, 200 kIn across Lake Huron during the Late Woodland period.

Two pots recovered from the basal middens at the Nodwell village were identified by

Wright (1974:212) as being ofthe style produced in Michigan during a culture phase

contemporaneous with Middleport (Fitting 1970). However, more recent research has

demonstrated that Younge Phase pottery was produced by communities on both the east

and western shores ofLake Huron over a lengthy temporal period (Murphy and Ferris

1990). Therefore, these pots may indicate continued interaction with Western Basin

foragers identified by the presence of Springwell pottery in House 5.

Interpretation

Wright (1974) used artifact and subsistence data from the Nodwell village to

establish the similarity ofthe village to Iroquoian farming villages elsewhere in southern

Ontario and to date the Nodwell village to the Middleport substage ofthe Late Woodland

period. By assigning the Nodwell site to this date Wright (1974) was unable to explain

the Nodwell village as anything other than a migratory event, because there were clearly

no antecedents to the culture pattern typified by this village at any ofBruce county's

previous habitations. Nevertheless, the distinct nature ofthe Nodwell subsistence and

material culture made it impossible to determine where the immigrants had come from.
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The results ofa systematic re-analysis ofthe artifact and subsistence data from the

Nodwell village,. building on the analyses conducted by Wright (1974) now suggests that

the Nodwell village developed incrementally, with certain houses being abandoned before

others were constructed, and that this procedure had been underway for a long temporal

period, perhaps beginning in the early Late Woodland, soon after longhouses were

constructed at the Middle Woodland Donaldson site. Not only are houses ofdifferent

periods distinct from one another in terms oftheir artifact assemblages, but groups of

houses share the same types ofartifacts and artifact attributes, so it is possible to

determine which portion ofthe village was occupied during different periods. These data

also help to explain both the radiocarbon dates from the Nodwell village and the

incoherency ofthe settlement plan. House 5 appears to have been occupied first.

Following the occupation ofHouse 5 it is probable that there was a period of

abandonment. Timmins (1997) demonstrates that it was not uncommon for early late

Woodland populations to periodically abandon longhouse sites and return to a more

traditional foraging strategy. During the Uren sub-stage of the Late Woodland period

Houses 4, 7, 10 and 11 were constructed, followed soon after by Houses 1,2,3,6, 8,9

and 12. These households continue to cluster no matter how the data are examined.

By suggesting a much longer period ofoccupation for the Nodwell village it is

possible to explain all ofthe unique elements ofthe subsistence and material culture

assemblage as regional traditions which continue from the Middle Woodland period.
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Interaction with farmers is very much part ofthe local tradition, and its origins are firmly

established by the end ofthe Middle Woodland period. The process ofinteraction helps

account for the differences between Middle Woodland artifact and subsistence

assemblages and those recovered from the Nodwell village. The occupants ofthe

Nodwell village appear to have adopted ceramic traditions, a pipe complex, com

subsistence and other elements from their farming neighbours.

Interaction with farming groups elsewhere in southern Ontario also helps to

explain the ''progressive'' nature ofthe ceramic vessel assemblage recovered from Houses

1 and 8. These two houses appear to have been occupied during the Middleport substage

ofthe Late Woodland period along with other houses in the village, but were still quite

distinct. I have suggested that House 1, located outside the village, was occupied by

immigrant fanners. Once accepted by the NodweU community this group moved inside

the village and was housed in House 8, which was expanded to acconunodate a new

population, and appears to have been overcrowded. This explanation is not only

supported by the similarity ofmaterial culture within these two houses, but helps to

explain the unique settlement features ofboth houses.

The subsistence and artifact data from the Nodwell village have therefore helped to

define both the origin and sequence ofoccupation ofthe Nodwell viIIage, and in essence

suggest that local culture change, interaction and migration all played a role in the

formation ofthis village.
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Late Woodland Material Culture and Subsistence

Pre-Iroquoian Late Woodland

At least five sites in southern Bruce county may be associated with the early Late

Woodland period. These sites are defined on the presence ofcord-wrapped-stick

impressed rimsherds with exterior annular punctates fanning bosses on the interior profile.

This assemblage was also outlined in the Middle Woodland section because this pottery is

present at the Donaldson site prior to AD 710 and it remains uncertain exactly when pots

from other sites were manufactured.

In southwestern Ontario the appearance ofthis pottery coincides with the

transition to fanning and is associated with the early Late Woodland period (Smith and

Crawford 1997). The presence ofthis pottery at the Donaldson site by AD 700 marks the

earliest appearance ofthis pottery style outside ofsouthwestem Ontario (Fox 1990a) and

it is therefore probable that this pottery was incorporated into the Middle Woodland

ceramic assemblage as the result ofinteraction between the Bruce county foragers and the

fanners ofsouthwestern Ontario.

It is also probable that this ceramic style continued to be used throughout the pre

Iroquoian Late Woodland period in Bruce county because a radiocarbon date taken from

charred organic remains inside a vessel recovered from the HunterlFrenchman's Bay site

dated to AD 928±138 (Ferris 1988). If this is the case, the small numbers ofrimsherds

recovered from only five sites could be used to suggest that the pre-Iroquoian occupation

ofBruce county was ephemeral, and that the region was largely depopulated.
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However, a large number ofcorded body sherds have been recovered from ten

sites in southern Bruce county. Corded body sherds were common from the late Middle

Woodland through the early Late Woodland period and may be associated with the same

time period as the cord-wrapped-stick rim sherds. The frequency ofthe rims and body

sherds from these sites is outlined in Table 22. Ifcorded body sherds were being used at

the same time as the cord-wrapped-stick impressed rim designs, then there is evidence to

suggest much more activity in southern Bruce county during the early Late Woodland.

Table 22. Frequency of Pre-Iroquoian Late Woodland Ceramics.

Site Name Cord-Wrapped-Stick Cord Maliated Body
Impressed Rimsherd with Sherds
Annular Punctates

HunterlFrenchman's Bay 1 vessel
(BdHh-S)

Shutt (BcHi-6) 11 corded sherds

Port Elgin Cemetery 1 rimsherd 4 corded sherds
(BcHi-2)

North Elgin I corded sherd

Nodwell (BcHi-3) 131 corded sherds

Boiled Baby (BcHi-16) 4 rimsherds 206 corded sherds

Thede (BcHi-7) 10 corded sherds

Donaldson (BdHi-l) 27 rimsherds 176 corded sherds

Busch (BcHh-6) 1 rimsherd

Kirkland Fann 10 corded sherds

(Finlayson 1977:142,287,363; Fox 1989; Wright and Anderson 1963:31-35).
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Given that corded body sherds have been recovered from nine ofthe thirteen

known Middle Woodland occupations,. there appears to have been a strong continuity in

the regional settlement pattern between the Middle and Late Woodland periods in Bruce

county. Furthennore,. a large number ofcorded body sherds were recovered from the

Nodwell village, most ofwhich were associated with House 5 - the earliest house in the

village. It is therefore probable that Nodwell became an important settlement during the

early Late Woodland period. Unfortunately, there is no other material culture or

subsistence data which can be directly associated with this period at any site but Nodwell.

However, given the locations and sizes ofthe other sites it is probable that most sites

functioned as resource extraction locations between spring and fall. House 5 ofthe

Nodwell site, however, was probably the focus ofmacroband habitation.

The subsistence data from House 5 at the Nodwell village included a small amount

ofmaize, as well as large quantities offish, birds and some mammal bones. The Nodwell

site is located at some distance from the nearest fish-spawning river, so fish resources

would have had to have been brought back to Nodwell from smaller extraction sites. The

shift to the inland Nodwelliocation for macroband habitation may reflect a concern for

defence and the need to protect stored resources. Furthermore, the construction ofa

Ionghouse at the Nodwell site, continues the transition toward larger communal settlement

organization which began during the Middle Woodland period.
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Given the similarities between the late Middle Woodland and early Late Woodland

settlement system in southern Bruce county it would appear that there is a continuous

occupation from the Middle Woodland through early Late Woodland period7 and that the

socia-economic change evidenced by the construction ofa house at the Nodwell village at

this time was a natural outgrowth ofearlier changes. The interaction between the

southern Bruce county foragers and the farmers ofsouthwestern Ontario which occurred

at this time, and is demonstrated by the manufacture ofa new pottery style, may have also

stimulated further changes to the traditional pattern of life in Bruce county.

Middle Late Woodland Material Culture and Subsistence Data

Aside from the Nodwell village, eleven smaller sites have been identified in

southern Bruce county during the middle Late Woodland period. These sites were

originally classified as Middleport campsites (Wright 1974)7 and were thought to function

as special purpose campsites associated with the Nodwell village. Now that the

occupation ofthe NodweII village appears to begin somewhat earlier than the Middleport

substage ofthe Late Woodland period7 it is unlikely that these sites were utilized only

during the Middleport substage. In fact7 these sites include diagnostic material from many

different cultural eras and were probably used continually from the Middle Woodland

period throughout the Middleport substage ofthe Late Woodland period. Therefore, these

sites have now been re-classified more generally as middle Late Woodland period

occupations. Furthermore, none ofthese sites have been radiocarbon dated7 and only one
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site has been subject to a limited excavatio~ so the diagnostic material culture

assemblages are too small to use seriation analyses to assign these sites to a more specific

temporal period. Like the NodweU site though, the middle Late Woodland ceramics

recovered from these sites can be associated with the Iroquois tradition.

Table 23 details the frequency ofdiagnostic artifacts recovered from middle Late

Woodland sites in southern Bruce county other than Nodwell. Furthermore, diagnostic

items are limited to ceramic and lithic materials, as no diagnostic bone artifacts have been

recovered. When compared to the Nodwell village, the assemblages ofmaterial culture

from the sites listed in Table 23, are small. Since the size ofmost ofthese sites are also

small, this is probably a factor ofsite function rather than the lack ofexcavation. In

contrast to the Nodwell village, these settlements lack many diagnostic tools. No bone

netting needles, perforated deer toe bones, or bone bracelets have been recovered.

Similarly, the diagnostic stone assemblage does not include axes, adzes or spokeshaves,

and projectile points are infrequent. Even the ceramic assemblage is much smaller. This

suggests that the sites were used on a more limited basis than the Nodwell village:!, and that

a smaller range ofactivities took place at these sites.
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Site Name Ceramics Stone

North Shore 2 Ontario Horizontal rimsherds
(BdHi-2) 1 Lawson Incised rimsherd

1 Ontario Oblique rimsherd

Shutt 8 Middleport Oblique rimsherds 7 Onondaga flakes
(BcHi-6) 3 Ontario Horizontal rimsherds I net sinker

1 Iroquois Linear rimsherd

Mirimachi Bay 2 Ontario Hori.zontal rimsherds 1 isosceles triangular point
(BcHi-4) 2 Iroquois Linear rimsherds 1 net sinker

1 pipe bowl

North Elgin 2 .Middleport Oblique rimsherds

Port Elgin 1 Middleport Oblique rimsherd
Cemetery (BcHi-2) 5 Ontario Horizontal rimsherds

3 Lawson Incised rimsherds
1 Iroquois Linear rimsherd
1 Black Necked rirnsherd
1 pipe bowl

Boiled Baby 3 Middleport Oblique rimsherds 1 net sinker
(BcHi-16) 19 Ontario Horizontal rimsherds

5 Lawson Incised rimsherds
1 Iroquois Linear rimsherd
2 Pound Neck rirnsherds
1 pipe stem
1 pipe bowl
1 pipe fragment

Indian Church 1 pipe fragment 1 isosceles triangular point

Donaldson 2 Middleport Oblique rimsherds
(BdHi-l) I Ontario Horizontal rimsherd

2 Ontario Oblique rimsherds

Thede 1 Middleport Oblique rimsherd
(BcHi-7) I Ontario Horizontal rimsherd

2 Lawson Incised rimsherds
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Kirkland Farm 3 Ontario Horizontal rimsherds
1 pipe stem

Busch 12 Middleport Oblique rimsherds 2 isosceles triangular points
(BcHh-6) 16 Ontario Horizontal rimsherds

8 Lawson Incised rimsherds
2 Ontario Oblique rimsherds
1 Iroquois Linear rimsherd
1 Pound Necked rimsherd
3 pipe bowls
1 pipe stem

(Knechtel 1955; Lee 1960:18,25-26; Shutt 1952; Wright 1953a:l, 3; 1953b:3; Wright
and Anderson 1963:30).

Nevertheless, the diagnostic assemblages do vary in size. The most significant

collections were made at the Busch site and BcHi-16 which settlement data suggest were

larger than the other middle Late Woodland campsites. The Busch site, located on the

shores of inland Lake Arran is the most substantial campsite which has been located" and

the only site which contained numerous hearths and artifact clusters (Shutt 1952; Wright

1953a). For this reason it was suggested earlier that this site was used by a larger

population than the other campsites. The linear arrangement offeatures along the

shoreline suggested the annual re-occupation ofthis site, and the lack ofevidence for

substantial dwelling structures was used to interpret this site as a summer habitation,

perhaps even a summer village. The larger quantity ofdiagnostic material culture

recovered from this site adds some support to this interpretation.

BcHi-16 was also considered a substantial campsite and cemetery (see Chapter 2).

Non-diagnostic items ofmaterial culture recovered from this site include two utilized

flakes, one piece of lithic debitage, one stone bead, a possible axe, one bone awl and one
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bone bead (Wright 1953b:3). Given that this site contains the only known middle Late

Woodland cemetery in the region, and is the only site which has been subject to

excavation it would be expected that this site would be distinct from the other smaIl sites.

The hearth floor does suggest that this site also functioned as a campsite and the presence

ofa single netsinker in the artifact assemblage (Table 23) suggests that it was a fishing

location. BcHi-16 is located alongside Mill Creek which today has runs ofspring

spawning fish, including sucker. The proximity ofthis site to the Nodwell village suggests

that this may have been an important location for accessing spring spawning fish in the

early spring when stored resources had been depleted.

. The Port Elgin Cemetery site and the Shutt site have also been subject to more

intensive investigation than the other smaIl sites in southern Bruce county (Knechtel 1955;

Shutt 1951; 1952; Wright 1953a). This probably accounts for the diagnostic assemblages

from these sites being slightly larger. In reality though, these sites were both smaIl, and

like the other small sites in the region were located at strategic positions for exploiting

naturally occurring resources. The North Shore, Shutt, Indian Church, Donaldson and

Thede sites are ail located along the Saugeen River at sets ofrapids, in ideal places for

harvesting fish. Important fish spawns occur throughout the warmer seasons in the

Saugeen River, beginning with the sucker and pickerel spawn in the early spring and

ending with the Whitefish spawn in December (Burns 1973:43-44). The presence ofa net

sinker at the Shutt site suggests that these fish may have been harvested in large quantities.
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The North Elgin, Port Elgin Cemetery and Kirkland Fann sites are located along

smaller streams~ each with smaIl fish runs today. These sites could also have been used as

small hunting camps. Both the North Elgin and Port Elgin Cemetery sites are located in

proximity to the Nodwell village and ifcorn had been grown in any quantity around the

village, the modified environment may have attracted grazing species such as white tailed

deer, making these two sites prime hunting locations (Kapches 1981:219).

The Mirimachi Bay site, located on a shallow sheltered bay along the Lake Huron

shoreline and close to the Nodwell village would have been ideal for fishing both Lake

Trout and Northern Pike. Both species spend long periods oftime around the spawning

season in lake shallows and both fish are widely represented at the NodwelJ site. Northern

Pike would have been most accessible in the summer months and Lake Trout congregate

inshore from November until spring (Bums 1973:43-44). The presence ofa netsinker at

this site suggests that it functioned as a fishing station. The accessibility ofLake Trout

during the winter months may have made it a valuable resource and this species is well

represented in the Nodwell village faunal assemblage (see Table 20).

I believe that most ofthese sites functioned the same way for centuries - as small

resource extraction locations - and settlement pattern data in combination with the

material culture support this interpretation. Because most natural resources would have

been available in southern Bruce county between spring and fall, these sites were occupied

primarily during the warmer seasons, although some sites, specifically those closer to the

Nodwell village may have been winter hunting camps.
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Given that the Middleport occupation ofthe Nodwell village appears to have had its

primary occupation during the winter months,. most ofthese small sites were probably

occupied by small groups from the NodweU village,. perhaps households or some other

special work groups, who harvested the abundant fish resources spawning in the Saugeen

River and surrounding drainages in the warmer months, processing and storing these fish

for winter consumption.

It should be pointed out that there is no evidence to suggest that any ofthe middle

Late Woodland sites in southern Bruce county served as horticultural cabin sites. None of

the regional sites contained horticultural remains and none provided material culture

associated with growing or processing horticultural produce. For this reason, I believe

that com horticulture was used in a limited fashion by the occupants ofthe Nodwell

village. This is not surprising given the short growing season and poor soils ofthe region.

Instead, the subsistence pattern appears to have revolved around the exploitation ofthe

abundant natural resources ofthe region.

Subsistence

Direct evidence ofthe middle Late Woodland subsistence strategy from the small

sites in southern Bruce county was extremely limited. No cultigens are present at any

sites, but to date no effort has been made to collect botanical data. Furthennore, artifacts

associated with hunting and fishing are limited to a tiny number ofnetsinkers and

projectile points. BcHi-16, was the only site to produce any faunal remains which can be

directly associated with the middle Late Woodland.
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Wright (1953b:3) claims that burnt mammal and fish bones were recovered from this site.

A closer investigation ofthe scattered collections from this site which may not be

associated with the middle Late Woodland occupation included the remains ofa single

white tailed deer, one passenger pigeon, as well as sturgeon and sucker bones. It is

improbable that these species were all caught at the site because sturgeon does not spawn

in the small stream near this site. The other species present are available during different

seasons: deer can be caught year round, sucker is available in the spring and passenger

pigeon migrates in the fall.

The Shutt and Mirimachi Bay sites also had small collections offauna that cannot

be directly associated with the middle late Woodland period, but which may help to

determine the function ofthese sites. At the Shutt site at the mouth ofthe Saugeen River,

the remains ofwhite tailed deer, beaver, duck, sturgeon and sucker were recovered. At

the Mirimachi Bay site, on Lake Huron, both Lake Trout and Northern Pike were

identified. Given that no other remains aside from fish were recovered from Mirimachi

Bay, it is probable that this site functioned as a fishing camp. The Shutt site had a greater

diversity offaunal remains including spring spawning fish, mammals, which could have

been hunted anytime, and duck, which was available from spring through fall.

The lack offaunal remains is not unusual at Iroquoian special purpose sites. In

fact, only village sites contain a variety offaunal remains, while special purpose sites may

contain no remains at ail (MacDonald and Cooper 1992; Williamson 1983). The absence

offaunal remains suggests that most ofthe resources harvested at these locations were
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taken back to the Nodwell village for consumption. The diversity offaunal remains

recovered from the Nodwell village support this interpretation. Furthermore, large

quantities offish were recovered from every house at the Nodwell village, and yet the

Nodwell village is not situated in proximity to any river with a major fish spawn.

Interaction

The middle Late Woodland campsites in southern Bruce county provide almost no

evidence of inter-regional interaction. This is because the exotic material recovered from

these sites, which includes both copper and foreign chert, are not temporally diagnostic in

this region. However, the presence ofKettle Point chert and copper at the Nodwell

village suggests that items made from these materials recovered from the surrounding sites

may be related to the middle Late Woodland occupations ofthese sites.

Onondaga chert was recovered from the Shutt site, and may be diagnostic ofthe

Late Woodland occupation ofthis site because no Onondaga chert was directly associated

with the earlier sites in the region. The presence of Onondaga chert suggests there was

interaction between southern Bruce county and populations inhabiting southwestern

Ontario.
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The Late Woodland Post-Middleport Material Culture and Subsistence nata

Four sites can be associated with the post-lVfiddleport occupations ofsouthem

Bruce county, but one ofthese sites is an individual burial which contains no artifacts or

subsistence remains (Clark-Wilson and Spence 1988). Furthermore, the Nodwell site

contains no post-Middleport material, but a single radiocarbon date suggests that this site

may have been sporadically occupied toward the end ofthe Late Woodland period. Only

the HunterlFrenchman's Bay and the Donaldson sites contain material which is reviewed

here.

The post-Middleport occupation ofthe HunterlFrenchrnan's Bay site has been

dated to the tenninaI Late Woodland period or the early Historic period on the presence of

three ceramic vessels with decorative attributes diagnostic ofthis time period (Fox

1989:5-6). The post-Middleport occupation ofthe Donaldson site has been dated to the

historic period since fragments ofthree European trade silver bangles were recovered here

(Finlayson 1977:257). No other sites have been located which were occupied after the

Middleport period and it appears that southern Bruce county was occupied only

sporadically at this time.

At the HunterlFrenchman's Bay site no faunal remains can be directly associated

with this occupation. However, the location and size ofthe site, as well as the presence of

fish bone from an earlier period suggests that this site was used briefly as a fishing station

by a small population.
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The historic material identified at the Donaldson site was confined to a single

hearth feature within a poorly constructed longhouse (Finlayson 1977:257). The only

other material culture associated with this longhouse was a single bone netting needle

recovered from the same hearth pit. No other artifacts or fauna can be directly associated

with this period, but it is probable that this occupation ofthe Donaldson site was an early

historic fishing station.

It would appear that southern Bruce county was largely abandoned after the 14th

century. One can only speculate on the reason. By the end ofthe 14th century the Little

Ice Age was probably beginning to affect southern Bruce county. Corn horticulture,

which was never suited to the environment ofBruce county, may have failed and forced

the population to move elsewhere. Furthermore, the Nodwell village may have become

unliveable after several centuries ofoccupation. Sites located to the north on the Bruce

peninsula may have been inhabited by the Nodwell population until the 15th century when

the population re-Iocation in southern Ontario was widespread (Kapches 1984; Kenyon

1959).
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Cbapter Summary

The material culture and subsistence data from each ofthirteen Middle Woodland

sites was used to suggest that the population ofsouthern Bruce county occupied a series

ofsmall campsites in nuclear family units for much ofthe year, and then congregated in

macroband habitation sites, located at prime fishing locales between spring and fall. As

with the settlement data detailed in Chapter 2, the material culture and subsistence

assemblages provided evidence to suggest that the traditional forager lifeway in southern

Bruce county was changing toward the end ofthe Middle Woodland period, when the

population ofsouthern Ontario increas~ and band territories were constricted (Spence et

al. 1990). The evidence ofchange was most abundant at the Donaldson site where two

longhouses were constructed. Material culture recovered inside these houses indicated

that they were used for a wide variety ofactivities including cooking, storage and flint

knapping, an activity more conveniently undertaken outside. This suggested that houses

may have been occupied during the winter months.

The two Donaldson looghouses signify a shift in socia-economic behaviour toward

a larger, more communal group strategy, replacing an earlier emphasis on nuclear family

organization. Netsinkers, found at the Donaldson site suggested that the community was

harvesting large numbers offish, which they may have dried for later consumption.

Furthermore, skeletal material from the Donaldson site contain distinct dental pits and

lesions associated with eating domesticated cultigens (Molto 1979). It is therefore

probable that the late Middle Woodland occupants ofthe Donaldson site had access to
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both natural and domestic stores and these foodstuffs may have been stored for winter.

Ifmaize was available to the occupants ofthe Donaldson site, then this population

must have been interacting with farmers either directly or indirectly as early as AD 700.

A number offoreign items present in the material culture assemblages from Middle

Woodland sites was used to demonstrate that the Bruce county foragers were interacting

with populations from many other regions. Furthermore, rimsherds recovered from the

Donaldson site were ofa type commonly associated with the first farmers in southern

Ontario who inhabited the Grand River valley as early as AD 600 (Smith and Crawford

1997). The presence ofceramics and perhaps maize at the Donaldson site suggests that

commodities were being exchanged across this forager/fanner frontier before AD 700.

ft is entirely possible that direct interaction between the Bruce foragers and the

Grand River fanners was desired by both groups. Curiosity may have incited the Bruce

population to find out more about the farming population (Dennell 1986). But, farming

groups, who are generally more sedentary than foragers, may have desired interaction with

the Bruce population in order to access exotic items ofmaterial culture and valuable meat

protein that are more difficult to accumulate when mobility is decreased (Gregg 1988;

Spielmann 1986). Maize and pottery could have been introduced to the Bruce foragers as

a result ofthis interaction. Furthermore, interaction across the forager/farmer frontier

generally results in the exchange ofideas and information, which may effect long-term

changes to the internal structures ofboth groups (Dennell 1985; GreggI988). It is not

surprising that the appearance ofthis new pottery style, common only to the Princess
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Point farmers at this time, appears in Bruce county during a period ofsocial and economic

change. In fact, interaction with farmers from southern Bruce county may have

precipitated other social changes within Bruce county which are recognizable by the early

Late Woodland period.

Early Late Woodland ceramics were recovered from several sites in southern

Bruce county. These ceramics have cord-wrapped-stick impressed rims with annular

punctates which form interior bosses. The only complete vessel also has a corded body,

and large frequencies ofcorded body sherds have been recovered from nine sites in

southern Bruce county. Large numbers ofcorded body sherds were found at the Nodwell

village where they constituted close to 20% ofthe body sherd assemblage from House 5,

the earliest house in the village. I therefore suggested that House 5 was occupied during

the early Late Woodland period. Further evidence, in the form ofSpringwell phase rim

sherds from House 5 was used to support this suggestion.

There appears to have been a great deal ofcontinuity between Middle and Late

Woodland settlement patterns. Most sites occupied during the early Late Woodland

period appear to represent seasonally occupied resource extraction sites. Furthennore,

the function ofthe Nodwell and Donaldson sites appears to have reversed. Longhouses

are no longer used at the Donaldson site, but the presence ofHouse 5 at the Nodwell

village indicates that this strategy was not abandoned. In fact, the Nodwell village was

perhaps a better location for a macroband habitation than the Donaldson site because it is

situated in a more defensible location, something a population that stores surplus
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resources would consider. Furthennore, ifthe population ofthe Nodwell village was

experimenting with horticulture during the early Late Woodland period, then the location

ofthe Nodwell site, on the only sandy soil in the region, would also be more appropriate

than the Donaldson site. However, the subsistence assemblage from House 5 at the

Nodwell site was comprised predominantly offish. This suggests that the other sites in

the region continued to be used between spring and fall so that fish could be harvested,

but that the focus ofcommunity settlement was at the Nodwell site.

Wright's (1974) migration model to explain the appearance ofthe Nodwell village

was premised on several assumptions: 1) that southern Bruce county had experienced an

occupational hiatus during the early Late Woodland period, 2) that there were no local

precursors to the culture pattern represented by the settlement, artifact and subsistence

data at the Nodwell village, 3) that there were no similar villages within a 130 kilometre

radius, and 4) that the site appeared on the cultural landscape ofsouthern Bruce county

abruptly in the 14th century.

However, artifact and subsistence data have demonstrated that there was never an

occupational hiatus in Bruce county. Ifanything, the early Late Woodland culture pattern

is so similar to that employed during the Middle Woodland period that previous

researchers merely failed to recognize it. Furthennore, the artifact and subsistence data

have demonstrated that there was a wide range ofcontinuities between the Middle and

Late Woodiand periods in southern Bruce county.
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There is no doubt that the material culture and subsistence assemblage recovered

from the Nodwell village is distinct from assemblages recovered from earlier sites. At the

Nodwell village we witness the introduction ofnew artifact types and styles, as well as the

first indisputable evidence ofcorn horticulture. Furthennore, each ofthese items were

characteristic ofthe Late Woodland Iroquoian tradition,. and therefore closely associated

with the farmers from southern Ontario. However, there were also strong continuities in

the overall artifact and subsistence assemblage from the NodweU village with the earlier

Middle Woodland occupations, and these continuities have always made the NodweU

village appear distinct from other Iroquoian villages.

Since it is now possible to trace the origin ofinteraction between the inhabitants of

Bruce county and the farmers ofsouthern Ontario back to the Middle Woodland period it

would make sense that the NodweII village developed locally as a result ofboth internal

change and interaction. This would explain both the similarity ofthe Nodwell village to

other Iroquoian viIIages, and the continuity oflocal traditions. However, it is not easy to

negate Wright's (1974) final assertion: that the NodweU village appeared abruptly in

southern Bruce county during the 14th century. The radiocarbon dates from the site

indicate that the site was occupied throughout the Late Woodland period and not simply

during the Middleport substage, but because the village is so distinct from earlier

occupations, and because there are few settlement features at the Nodwell site which can

be used to identifY either the sequence of village development or the duration ofthe

occupation it is easy to dismiss these dates as errors as Wright (1985) did.
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In order to detennine exactly how long the Nodwell village was occupied, an

extensive analysis ofthe ceramic assemblage from each house was undertak2D. The

analysis ofthe ceramic assemblage combined Wright's (l974) analyses ofrimsherds with

an analysis ofapproximately 6000 body sherds. As a result ofthis analysis I was able to

demonstrate that there were three periods ofoccupation at the Nodwell village. The first

occurred during the early Late Woodland period when House 5 was occupied. Sometime

after this, perhaps following a short-term abandonment ofthe village Houses 4, 7, 10 and

11 were occupied. This seems to have occurred during the Uren sub-stage ofthe middle

Late Woodland. Finally, Houses 1,2,3,6, 8,9 and 12 were occupied during the

:M:iddleport sub-stage ofthe Late Woodland period. Once this sequence was established,

the distribution of radiocarbon dates, subsistence remains, other items ofmaterial culture,

and the results ofearlier trace element analysis were used to demonstrate the validity of

this sequence (Stewart 1974; Trigger et al. 1980; Wright 1974; Wright 1985).

It now appears that the Nodwell site was occupied for approximately 250 years,

developing incrementally as certain houses were abandoned and others were constructed.

Viewed historically, there seems little reason to assume that the Nodwell village began as

the result ofa migration, but rather developed locally as a natural outgrowth ofsocial

changes already underway in southern Bruce county during the Middle Woodland period.

Furthermore, these changes were influenced by interaction and the exchange of ideas,

information and commodities with Iroquoian groups inhabiting other regions ofsouthern

Ontario. There is both subsistence and material culture evidence to suggest that this
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interaction began during the Middle Woodland period and continued until the Nodwell site

was abandoned at the end ofthe 14th century.

The form and contents ofthe Nodwell site not only reflects local traditions but also

integrates ideas which developed outside ofBruce county in other parts ofsouthern

Ontario. There is direct evidence ofinteraction in the form ofexotic materials, not

available in southern Bruce county. Interaction was also used to explain the distinct

nature ofthe ceramic assemblages from Houses 1 and 8 at the Nodwell village. These

houses were occupied during the Middleport substage along with several other houses at

the Nodwell village, but the ceramic assemblages from these two houses were unique and

obviously related. I suggested that House 1, which was located outside the palisade walls,

was established by an immigrant Iroquoian population from outside southern Bruce

county. Furthennore, it appears as ifHouse 8, which was the only house which was

modified by an extension, may have ultimately housed this population when they were

formally accepted into the village. The complex history ofthe Nodwell village therefore

results from numerous processes including local culture change, interaction, and

migration.

The material culture and subsistence data from other sites in southern Bruce

county which date to the middle Late Woodland was also examined. The analysis ofthis

material was used to demonstrate that these sites were used seasonally for specific

functions by small populations. Most sites appear to be fishing locations, but all sites can

be considered resource extraction locations. Most sites appear to have been occupied
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between spring and fall, probably to take advantage ofthe abundant natural resources

which could be dried and stored for winter consumption at the Nodwell village. There

was no evidence ofcultigens at any ofthese sites, nor was there any indication that these

sites were used as field houses from which to tend horticultural produce. Ifanything, the

presence ofthese sites, at strategic locations for accessing natural resources diminished the

value ofcom horticulture in Bruce county's subsistence economy. This is really not

surprising, as the limited growing season and poor soils in Bruce county would have made

growing com a difficult and unpredictable undertaking. Every site used during the middle

Late Woodland period was used by the inhabitants ofBruce county during earlier cultural

periods" a fact which provides even more weight to the in situ model ofculture change in

this region. Furthermore, the fact that these sites continue to be used suggests that com

horticulture was a more tenuous proposition in Bruce county than in other parts of

southern Ontario, and that the inhabitants ofthe Nodwell village continued to utilize a

relatively traditional subsistence pattern, in comparison to other Iroquoian communities

inhabiting southern Ontario.

An attempt was also made to examine the material culture and subsistence

assemblages from sites in southern Bruce county which- were occupied after the Nodwell

village was abandoned. The only two sites in southern Bruce county which included

material known to date to this period appear to have functioned as smaIl fishing stations.

Following the Middleport stage occupation ofthe Nodwell village, southern Bruce county

was largely, ifnot completely, abandoned.
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Interpretations and Conclusions

Introduction

The primary goal ofthis dissertation was to re-evaluate the process ofregional

socia-economic change from foraging to farming which culminated with the appearance of

the Late Woodland period Nodwell village site in southern Bruce county, Ontario. The

near complete excavation ofthis village by Wright (1974) determined that the Nodwell

site had both the form (settlement pattern) and contents (material culture and subsistence

remains) representative ofa small-scale farming community, and was therefore distinct

from any ofBruce county's earlier Middle Woodland period forager habitations. The

most recent ofthe absolute dates taken from Middle Woodland sites in this region dated

that phase to the late 10th century (Finlayson 1977; Fox 1989). Relative dating ofthe

Nodwell village via ceramic typology placed the occupation ofthis site in the mid-14th

century (Wright 1974).

Prior to the construction ofthe Nodwell village, the inhabitants ofsouthern Bruce

county had employed a socio-economic strategy based on mobile foraging. These foragers

followed an annual cycle, inhabiting numerous small sites, probably in nuclear family units,

for much ofthe year and congregating at macroband habitation sites during the spring fish

runs along the banks ofthe Saugeen River. This strategy allowed the foragers ofBruce

237
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county to exploit numerous naturally occurring resources throughout the region during the

course ofthe year, and brought families together only when natural resources were most

abundant. In contrast, the NodweU village was occupied by a much more sedentary

community ofpeople living in extended family groups, and producing domesticated crops.

Therefore, the Nodwell village represented a significant shift in regional socio-economic

behaviour. Furthermore, this change occurred over a maximum of350 years.

In order to explain this change in cultural behaviour, Wright (1974) advocated a

migration model, claiming that a horticultural conununity which had resided 130

kilometres east ofBruce county had migrated into southern Bruce county during the mid

14th century bringing with it an intact socio-economic system based on small-scale village

farming which was distinct from that employed by the indigenous foragers. This

explanation was accepted at the time for numerous reasons. Primarily, this explanation

was able to account for the obvious changes in settlement and subsistence behaviour

reflected in the archaeological record ofsouthern Bruce countyI' which seemed to appear

abruptly and without local precursors. Furtbennore, this interpretation was in line with

the overarching model ofhorticultural expansion elsewhere in southern Ontario which

suggested that around the first millennium horticulture became the dominant economic

strategy in the extreme southern portion ofthe province and that village based, tribally

organized, horticultural conununities replaced mobile, band foragers as the dominant

population in this region (Fox 1990). This farming population was believed to have

grown rapidly, exerting pressure on natural resources and necessitating increased
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crop growth which depleted soils (Wright 1972). As a result, village fissioning and

abandonment was thought to occur every ten to fifty years creating a regional settlement

pattern which radiated out ofthe southern extremes ofthe province to areas further north.

This population is thought to have reached southern Bruce county in the 14th century and

settled at the Nodwell village (Wright 1974).

However, in the years since the publication ofthe Nodwell report, Wright's (1974)

interpretation ofNodwell's origins has become increasingly controversial: facing

challenges on both theoretical and practical grounds (DenneIlI98S; Fox 1990b; Gregg

1988; Kapches 1981). Chapter 1 discussed how the migration theory over-simplified the

process ofculture change by failing to explore adequately the complex historical, cultural,

regional or ecological context in which this event occurred. Chapters 2 and 3 outlined a

series ofarchaeological data sources which Wright's (1974) model was unable to explain

(Fox 1990b; Wright 1985). Furthennore, the challenges to Wright's explanation intimated

that the socio-economic transition in southern Bruce county represented by the Nodwell

site may have been initiated locally.

In contrast, this dissertation situated the Nodwell event within a much broader

historical and regional context and demonstrated that the socio-economic transition from

foraging to fanning in Bruce county was a long-tenn process influenced by events

occurring both internally, at the local level, and externally, through inter-cultural

interaction. The historical approach utilized allowed a comprehensive re-evaluation ofthe

transition from foraging to fanning in this region which incorporated an active role for the
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indigenous foraging population

Synthesis

This dissertation employed a multi-scalar temporal and spatial framework to

develop a regional and historical context in which to situate the socio-economic change

from foraging to farming in Bruce county represented by the Nodwell village.

Archaeological data, including settlement patterns, material culture, and subsistence

remains were analysed from a series ofsites believed to represent the settlement system of

the occupants in southern Bruce county over two temporally distinct cultural periods,

known as the Middle and Late Woodland. Change and continuity within the region was

then observed by comparing archaeological data from sites dating to the different periods

(Figure 22).

Settlement Data

The settlement analysis proceeded at two spatial scales: regional, and site based.

The distribution, size, location and number and types ofsettlement features from sites

occupied during the Middle Woodland period was used to demonstrate that southern

Bruce county was occupied by a mobile foraging population as recently as AD 1000. This

population followed an annual round similar to other foraging groups in southern Ontario,

inhabiting small nuclear family based campsites for much ofthe year and gathering in

macroband habitation sites in the spring to exploit abundant natural resources provided by

the spring fish spawns in the Saugeen River.
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Figure 22. Radiocarbon Dated Sites in Southern Bruce County.
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Evidence from southern Ontario in generaL and the Donaldson site in particular,

indicates that toward the end ofthe Middle Woodland period this pattern intensified as

foragers faced territorial constraints brought about through population increases. By the

end ofthe Middle Woodland period significant changes to the socio-economic system of

the southern Bruce county foragers, perhaps in response to territorial constraints, are

evidenced in the settlement pattern. The Donaldson site is much larger than previous

occupations, and included greater numbers and types ofsettlement features suggesting

that a larger population was spending longer periods oftime in one place. The increased

period ofcommunal living during this Period appears to have necessitated the reali8l1IIlent

of group socia-economic relations. The appearance oflonghouses with numerous internal

features at the Donaldson site late in the Middle Woodland period emphasizes the social

changes brought about through increased sedentism., suggesting that larger social groups

were replacing the nuclear family as the primary social and economic units. These houses

may also represent a trend toward multi-family winter habitations common to later

periods.

In southern Ontario the early Late Woodland period is represented by a movement

toward large multi-family villages and the blending ofhorticultural practice with the

traditional huntin~ fishing and foraging economy ofthe Middle Woodland period (Fox

1990a; Smith and Crawford 1997; Timmins 1997). The supposed absence ofsimilar

villages dated to this period in southern Broce county had Jed previous researchers to

suggest that this region experienced an occupational hiatus (Finlayson 1977; Wright
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1974). However, my investigation revealed that sites used during the Middle Woodland

period continued to be occupied during the early Late Woodland period, albeit in a

somewhat different fashion.

Throughout the early late Woodland the inhabitants ofsouthern Bruce county

occupied several small campsites located at key natural resource extraction locations

primarily along the Saugeen River, including the Donaldson site which no longer appears

to have been the focus ofa macroband habitation. In order to explain this change in

settlement strategy during the early Late Woodland period I proposed that the Nodwell

site had become the focus ofmacroband habitation, and that the foragers ofsouthern

Bruce county were now exploiting the abundant fish resources ofthe Saugeen River in

smaller work parties, and storing these resources at the Nodwell site for consumption by

the larger community.

Support for this proposition was drawn from both radiocarbon dates and

settlement data. Radiocarbon dates clearly indicate that the Nodwell village was occupied

during the early Late Woodland period (Wright 1985). Furthermore, settlement data

indicate that the Nodwell site was the only large site in southern Bruce county at that time,

and therefore the only site likely to have been the focus ofmacroband habitation. I also

suggested that the shift in macroband settlement location from the Donaldson site to the

Nodwell site was precipitated by a need to protect the stored resources.

By the middle Late Woodland period the regional settlement data indicate that the

NodweII village was the focus ofwinter communal living but that the same regional
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campsites continued to be used during the warmer months for the purposes ofresource

extraction. Furthermore, a full analysis ofthe Nodwell settlement data suggested that

while the Nodwell village did resemble the farming villages ofsouthern Ontario, Nodwell

was also quite distinct from the other known Middleport substage villages. The Nodwell

village was smaller in terms ofarea and population, and the internal settlement pattern

lacked the coherent internal organization associated with other Middleport farming sites.

It was therefore suggested that the occupants ofthe Nodwell village were interacting and

exchanging ideas and information with the fanners ofsouthern Ontario and this network

was responsible for the similar appearance ofthe Nodwell village and other sites.

However, the differences between the Nodwell village and the farming villages in southern

Ontario were probably the result ofboth the local history and the lengthy period of

occupation ofthis site as demonstrated by radiocarbon dates (Wright 1985).

The analysis of settlement pattern data from southern Bruce county suggests that

the Nodwell village developed locally, as the result of long-term socio-economic changes

already underway in the region by the late Middle Woodland period, and in response to

contact and interaction with fanning communities inhabiting other regions of southern

Ontario. Both Middle Woodland macroband settlements;, and longhouse construction can

be used to suggest that the socio-economic structures associated with village settlements

were developing locally by AD 700. Changes to the regional settlement system in

southern Bruce county follow the appearance oflonghouses at the Donaldson sites, and

appears to have begun during the early Late Woodland period. The shift in macroband
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site location from Donaldson to Nodwell at this time would be a logical outcome ofthis

change and reflects the need to protect stored resources. The re-occupation ofthe

Nodwell village over several centuries would also explain the differences between the

Nodwell village settlement pattern and other Middleport village in southern Ontario.

Finally, the numbers and locations ofsites in southern Bruce county remained relatively

constant from the Middle Woodland period through the 14th century abandonnlent ofthe

Nodwell village, suggesting that the inhabitants ofNodwell continued to use natural

resources for subsistence and collected these resources from the locations with which they

were most familiar.

Ifmigrants had constructed the Nodwell site during the 14th century all evidence

should point to the rapid establishment ofthe village at this time. Not only would

radiocarbon dates have to be overlooked, but the historical trend in southern Bruce county

toward larger social and economic group relations would have to be ignored, as would the

stability ofthe local settlement system which remained relatively constant through time,

even though sites were used differently. Ifan outside population had suddenly appeared in

southern Bruce county there would likely have been rapid changes to this settlement

system as the new population altered the local environment through both village

construction and resource exploitation.

Subsistence Data

The analysis ofsubsistence data recovered from the Middle and Late Woodland

period sites in southern Bruce county also provided evidence that was used to explain the
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process ofculture change in southern Bruce county. The type and frequency offaunal and

botanical remains recovered from Middle Woodland period sites supported the

interpretation ofthe settlement data and suggested that during the Middle Woodland

period the foragers ofBruce county occupied a series ofsmall campsites throughout much

ofthe year and gathered at macroband habitation sites during the spring when the fish

spawns in the Saugeen River provided access to abundant resources.

The large assemblages ofsubsistence remains from the Thede and Donaldson sites

were used to elucidate the changes to the indigenous economic strategy between the early

and late Middle Woodland period, which were observed in the analysis ofthe settlement

patterns. The subsistence assemblages recovered from the Donaldson and Thede sites

were larger and more diverse than that recovered from smaller sites (Finlayson 1977).

Fish were more abundant than any other class offauna or flora.

The Donaldson site assemblage also included species offish which spawn during

the autumn, and these data were used to support a trend toward increased sedentism

during the late Middle Woodland period. Netsinkers were also recovered from the

Donaldson site and their appearance was used to suggest that fish harvesting intensified at

this time. Given that the longhouses were constructed at the Donaldson site during the

late Middle Woodland period, fish may have been dried for winter consumption.

The analysis ofMiddle Woodland skeletal remains by Molto (1979) was used to

provide indirect evidence ofmaize consumption by the occupants ofthe Donaldson site.

This was the first indication that the foragers ofBruce county were not only aware of
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farmers inhabiting southern Ontario but interacting with them prior to AD 700. Whether

or not maize was integrated into the economic strategy employed by the Donaldson

inhabitants directly (through production) or indirectly (brought in through trade) there is

reason to suspect that this additional foodstuff would have been a welcome addition, as

the foragers ofBruce county faced territorial constrictions, increased sedentism and

intensified their subsistence practices during the late Middle Woodland period. The

possibility ofpreserving maize for winter consumption would also have made this a

valuable foodstuff: and the settlement shift inland to the Nodwell site and away from the

Saugeen River during the early Late Woodland period may have been stimulated by both

the need to protect stored resources and the need to move to a location with soils more

conducive to the production ofmaize.

Maize kernels were recovered from House 5, the first house to be occupied at the

Nodwell village, and the house occupied during the early Late Woodland period.

However, traditional subsistence practices were not abandoned at this time, or any time

during the Late Woodland period. The Nodwell village subsistence collection is

overwhelmingly dominated by fish. In fact, horticultural produce, while present, was

recovered in srna1l quantities (Wright 1974). Unlike other fanning villages in southern

Ontario there is no evidence that other crops such as beans, squash or tobacco were

produced by the inhabitants ofthe Nodwell village. Furthennore, few tools associated

with the production and processing ofdomesticated crops were recovered from the

Nodwell village, and unlike other farming villages in southern Ontario there appears to be
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no field cabins which would have been used when tending horticultural produce.

Therefore, it was suggested that the poor soils and short growing season in southern

Bruce county made com horticulture a risky venture, and that the inhabitants ofthis

region continued to rely largely on naturally occurring resources.

The analysis ofthe subsistence data recovered from the sites in southern Bruce

county also suggests that the socio-economic change in southern Bruce county, which

culminated with the appearance ofthe Nodwell village, developed locally. The

subsistence data from the Donaldson site was used to demonstrate that significant

economic change was already occurring in the region by the end ofthe Middle Woodland

period. Not only do the data indicate that natural resources were being exploited more

intensively, they suggest that maize was introduced to the diet at this time. Maize, which

must have been introduced through interaction with fanners also provides evidence

needed to demonstrate that interaction between the occupants ofsouthern Bruce county

and the fanners ofsouthern Ontario began prior to AD 700. This interaction would have

also resulted in the exchange ofideas and information across this frontier and further

changes to the socia-economic system may have resulted. For example, the shift in

settlement from the Donaldson site to Nodwell may represent an attempt to produce maize

within Bruce county. The form ofthe village, which is similar to those occupied by

fanning communities elsewhere in southern Ontario, no doubt reflects the continuity of

interaction with these groups.
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Nevertheless, there is also a strong continuity in regional subsistence practices

through time. Fish remain the primary subsistence food, and, as stated above, they are

harvested from the same locations used for at least a millennium. Furthennore, maize

does not appear to have become a primary subsistence food in Bruce county at any time

during the Late Woodland period.

Material Culture

The amount and type ofmaterial culture recovered from sites dating to both

periods in southern Bruce county was extensive. Material culture assemblages from the

Middle Woodland sites included numerous exotic items including copper and several types

offoreign chert which suggests that the foragers ofBruce county had connections to

numerous communities outside oftheir territory. Most ofthese groups were similar

foraging societies. However, the presence ofceramics diagnostic ofthe earliest farmers in

southern Ontario suggests that a forager/fanner frontier was already established and

traversed before AD 700. Furthermore, the frequency ofthese ceramics increased during

the early late Woodland period and it was suggested that the occupants ofBruce county

had begun to replicate this ceramic style.

By the middle Late Woodland occupation ofthe NodweU village many other items

ofmaterial culture, considered to be part ofthe "Iroquoian tradition" and therefore part of

the material culture assemblage associated with Iroquoian farmers in other regions of

southern Ontario, were recovered in abundance. The presence ofthese items had been the

crux ofWrighf's (1974) migration argument. However, many other artifacts recovered
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from the Nodwell site such as copper, lithic material, and a particular type ofscraper

showed strong continuity with the material culture assemblages common to the Middle

Woodland occupation ofBruce county, and such items were unique to Bruce county in

the Late Woodland period.

A full analysis ofthe substantial ceramic vessel assemblage was also used to

determine exactly how long the Nodwell site was occupied. Radiocarbon dates from the

site had indicated that Nodwell was occupied, or re-occupied, throughout the Late

Woodland period, and not simply during the Middleport substage, but Wright (1985) had

dismissed these dates as errors. The ceramic assemblage was chosen because it was the

only class ofmaterial culture large enough to be examined on a house by house basis, and

it is well documented that ceramics are subject to temporal change (MacNeish 1952;

Wright 1966; 1974). Furthennore, Wright (1974) himselfhad already recognized a great

deal ofvariation between the ceramic assemblages from various NodweU houses, and

between midden and surface deposits. Rather than viewing this variation as a factor of

time, Wright suggested that certain houses had more conservative potters than others.

The analysis ofthe ceramic assemblage combined Wright's (1974) analyses of

rimsherds with an analysis ofapproximately 6000 body sherds. As a result ofthis analysis

I was able to demonstrate that there were three periods ofoccupation at the Nodwell

village. The first occurred during the early Late Woodland period when House 5 was

occupied. A period ofabandonment may have followed this occupation.

Following this, Houses 4, 7, 10 and 11 were occupied during the Uren sub-stage ofthe
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middle Late Woodland, and then Houses 17 2, 3, 67 8, 9 and 12 were occupied during the

Middleport sub-stage ofthe Late Woodland period. Once this was established, the

distribution of radiocarbon dates, subsistence remains, other items ofmaterial culture:> and

the results ofearlier trace element analysis were used to demonstrate the validity ofthis

sequence (Stewart 1974; Trigger et al. 1980; Wright 1974; Wright 1985).

It appears that the Nodwell village was occupied, perhaps with small periods of

abandonmen~for approximately 250 years, developing incrementally as certain houses

were tom down and others were constructed. Viewed historically, there seems little

reason to assume that the Nodwell village began as the result ofa migration, but rather

developed locally as a natural outgrowth ofsocial changes already underway in southern

Bruce county during the Middle Woodland period. Furthermore, these changes were

influenced by interaction and the exchange of ideas:> infonnation and commodities with

Iroquoian groups inhabiting southern Ontario.

The presence or absence of certain types ofmaterial culture was also used at a

regional scale to determine the function ofeach ofthe different sites in southern Bruce

county as part ofthe greater settlement system. As with other analyses, the analysis of

material culture suggested that during the Middle Woodland period;l most sites were used

as campsites by small groups, but that the Donaldson and Thede sites had been the focus

ofmacroband habitation. In contrast, the Late Woodland occupation ofthe Nodwell site

was the focus ofwinter habitation for the community and other sites were used as

campsites by smaller groups during the warmer months.
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Interaction

Settlement patterns, subsistence remains and material culture can all be used to

suggest that interaction between the inhabitants ofsouthern Bruce county and the fanners

ofsouthern Ontario began during the late Middle Woodland period and continued through

to the abandonment ofthe NodweU village during the 14th century.

By AD 600 farmers inhabited a limited region in southwestern Ontario including

the Grand River valley, Cootes Paradise and Long Point (Smith and Crawford 1997). A

forager/farmer frontier was established at this time, and the foragers ofsouthern Bruce

county interacted with these fanners. Both ceramics and indirect evidence for maize

consumption from the Donaldson site indicate this. However, the interaction which was

initiated during the Middle Woodland period continued over several centuries, and appears

to have intensified and taken on a different form during the Late Woodland period.

During the early stages ofthe forager/farmer frontier, conunodities such as maize

and pottery were exchanged, but by the Late Woodland period ideas, information and

even communities readily crossed this frontier. The form and contents ofthe Nodwell

village demonstrate the transmission ofvarious cultural traits. It appears that the structure

ofthe forager/fanner frontier itselfchanged through time, as did the rules which governed

the way foragers negotiated this frontier.

By AD 1250, when Nodwell assumes village status, Iroquoian farming societies

had expanded into most ofsouthern Ontario. The forager/farmer frontier had altered such

that it existed between Bruce county and most ofsouthern Ontario. This implies that the
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Bruce county foragers had to adapt to a significantly different cultural landscape by the

middle Late Woodland period, and the form and contents ofthe Nodwell village reflect

the manner in which Bruce county foragers were able to negotiate this new situation. By

assuming the fonn ofa fanning community, but not necessarily the economic strategy, the

occupants ofthe Nodwell village may have been both protecting their rights to their

territory and strengthening their bonds with various farnting communities inhabiting the

fiinges oftheir territory.

Furthermore, it is only just before the abandonment ofthe Nodwell village, several

hundred years after contact with farmers was first initiated:! that we have the first evidence

offace to face interaction between these groups. At this time a single longhouse is

constructed outside the palisade ofthe Nodwell village and occupied by a much more

"progressive" population than that which lives inside the village. I have proposed that the

construction ofthis house represents the migration ofa small population offanners into

Bruce county. Ultimately:! it would appear that this population was adopted into the

Nodwell village:! occupying an extended portion ofHouse 8. However, upon their arrival

this population were treated as outsiders, suggesting that the inhabitants ofthe Nodwell

village did not think ofthis population as part oftheir kin group.

Nevertheless, throughout its 250 year development the Nodwell village remained

distinct from other farming villages, exhibiting strong continuities with local cultural

antecedents. Settlement, subsistence, and material culture data unique to the Nodwell

village demonstrate the historical connections between the Middle Woodland foragers and
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the Late Woodland occupants ofthe Nodwell village, suggesting that this population

maintained a strong regional identity which made them distinct from fanning populations.

Perhaps the most significant example ofthis continuity comes from the analysis ofthe Late

Woodland subsistence strategy used by the inhabitants ofthe Nodwell village. Corn

horticulture does not appear to have been a dependable subsistence strategy fOT the

occupants ofthe Nodwell village: only small quantities ofmaize were recovered from the

site. Furthermore, no other classes ofcultigens, and few tools associated with the

production and processing ofdomesticates were recovered. In contrast, large quantities

offish and other natural resources were recovered from this site. These resources appear

to have been harvested at the same locations which were always used in this region.

Therefore, it appears that the inhabitants ofthe Nodwell village maintained a relatively

traditional foraging lifestyle, while presenting the outward appearance ofa fanning

community.

In southern Bruce county, the accoutrements ofvillage settlements, including

longhouses and protective palisades cannot be directly associated with a fanning strategy.

However, these attributes do reflect social and economic changes which were initiated by

the late Middle Woodland period. That the physical evidence ofthese changes took the

characteristics ofIroquoian fanners reflects the familiarity ofthe southern Bruce county's.

population with their farming neighbours, and suggest that the inhabitants ofBruce county

perceived some benefit from sharing certain cultural traditions with their farming

neighbours.
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Summary

Wright's (1974) migration model to explain the appearance ofthe Nodwell village,

and the process ofculture change that this site embodied was premised on several

assumptions: 1) that southern Bruce county had experienced an occupational hiatus during

the early Late Woodland period, 2) that there were no focal precursors to the culture

pattern represented by the settlement, artifact and subsistence data at the Nodwell site, 3)

that there were no similar villages within a 130 kilometre radius, and 4) that the site

appeared on the cultural landscape ofsouthern Bruce county abruptly in the mid 14th

century.

The re-evaluation presented in this dissertation demonstrated that a migratory

episode was not the only potential explanation ofthese events, and that local culture

change was in fact a more feasible explanation ofthe appearance ofthe Nodwell village.

As a result ofmy analyses, the four assumptions made by Wright were demonstrated to be

either incorrect, or to have little bearing on the process ofculture change in southern

Bruce county.

It was not the goal ofthis dissertation to negate Wright's (1974) explanation.

Instead the focus ofthis research was to create a more sophisticated theory and

methodology with which to evaluate the process ofculture change in this region. By

situating the transition from foraging to farming in Bruce county into a regional and

historical framework I demonstrated that the socia-economic transition in Bruce county

represented by the Nodwell village was part ofa long-term process influenced. by events
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occuring both internally, at the local level, and externally, through inter-cultural

interaction, and I have concluded that this transition resulted from numerous complex

processes including local culture change, interaction, and immigration.

Conclusion

The study ofthe transition from foraging to farming in the prehistoric period has,

until recently, been governed by over-generalized assumptions: that one can explain

cultural behaviour simply by observing cross-cultural regularities, and that foraging and

fanning occupy separate ends ofan evolutionary continuum. As a result ofthese

assumptions, it was believed that fanners who had more complex cultural systems and

advanced technology easily replaced or assimilated foraging populations as they swept

across the landscape in a "wave ofadvance" precipitated by the need to access additional

arable land. In tum, this assumption has led to both a theoretical and methodological

impasse which has segmented the study offoraging societies from the study offarming

societies, and limited the number ofcausal variables we could draw on to explain the

process ofculture change.

However, recent research has demonstrated that foraging and fanning are not

always mutually exclusive endeavours, and that there is a much greater variability of

human behaviour reflected in the archaeological record than once believed (Gregg 1988;

Kent 1989c). This has brought into question the reliability ofgeneralizing explanations

and highlighted the need to explore a greater diversity ofcausal factors in the process of
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culture change, including those variables ofchange which are particularistic and motivated

by historical and cultural circumstances.

In this dissertation I have examined the process ofculture change from foraging to

fanning in one region. By situating the process ofculture change in Bruce county in a

broad temporal and regional context I was able to demonstrate that change resulted from

both general, externally induced processes, and particular, culturally dependant variables.

Only by using an historical approach could I begin to comprehend the dynamics ofchange

which were set into motion at a much earlier period, and observe how change was

integrated into the pre-existing social system.

The process ofchange from foraging to fanning will no doubt vary in other

regions, but the historical approach used here provides a format which can be used to

explore this diversity. Not only does this approach re-unite the study offoragers and

fanners within a single explanatory framework, it gives the archaeological data primacy in

explanations ofculture change, and therefore infuses the archaeological record with a new

dynamic.
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